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MEETING ON SPACE VEHICLE LANDING AND 
RECOVERY RESEARCH .AND TECHNOLOGY 
NASA Headquarters 
July 10-11, 1962 
SUMMARY OF MEETING 
A meeting on Space Vehicle Landing and Recovery was held on 
July 10-11, 1962 at NASA Headquarters. The Centers were asked to par-
ticipate in this meeting in accordance with their interest, activitie., 
and requirements in the subject area. Primary emphasis waa directed 
toward parachutes, parachute-rocket 8yste~, paraglider •• and lifting 
rotor concepts applicable to both booster and spacecraft landing and 
recovery. 
The meeting was devoted to presentation of completed, current, 
and planned programs on landing and recovery research and technology 
within the Centers. A major part of the papers presented at the 
meeting dealt with paraglider research and development efforts. MSFC 
presented a comprehensive review of thfiir in-house and out-of-house. 
studies of booster recovery utilizing both parachute and paraglider 
concepts. Performance penal ties, operational considerad'onl, and 
economic trade-offs that could be expected with booster recovery were 
also discussed. Ames reported on their wind-tunnel studies ofstee.r .. 
able and clustered parachutes and on their tests of a half-scale Gemini 
paragUder landing system. Those present at the meeting were impreued 
with the FRC prog~am results showing gl~de performance, aPPoroach. and 
landing capabilities of a manned paraglider. The FRC program utilized 
a 'high wing loading, low LID vehicle with unpowered flights from altt. 
t\i.des up to 2500 feet. Langley presented a number of papers dealing 
pri1D4rily with their research efforts on design, performance, and 
deployment of rigid and i~flatable paragliderl. EXperimental resultl 
from a supersonic decelerator program in the UPWT were also shown. 
In addition, some qualitative results of lifting rotor studies in the 
apin. tunnel at Langley were also discussed. The Manned Spacecraft 
Ce~ter outlined their requirements and supporting efforts in teaearch 
and development of the Gemini and Apollo landing systems. Much of 
their experimental work on Gemini has been carried out in Ames and 
Langley facilities. This work was reported by the Center involved. 
JPL discussed their planetary program by outlining mission criteria. 
restraints, and landing and recovery requirements for entry capsule • 
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in alien atmospheres. They stressed that JPL exp,cts to do very little 
in-house development of landi~ sYEltema,' but will depend heavily on 
the other NASA Centers and industry. 
The Centers were asked to provide copi.s of their paper. to Read-
quarters for lubsequent inclusion in a meeting s~rization to be 
distributed to the Centers. These paper. are reproduced in this docu-
ment in the order listed in the attached a.enda. 
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PAa~CHt~F. RECOVERY SYSTEMS DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 
EXPENDED ON MERCURY-REDSTONE BOOSTER AND SATURNS -1 STAGE 
I • INTRODUCTION 
The George C. Marshall Space Flight center's (MSFC) presentation will 
be given in four steps. The four presentations will cover separate but 
related areas of effort expended by the MSFC. 
I will give a rundown on the early research and development of two 
parachute recovery systems - one being for the MERCURY-REDSTONE booster, 
the other being the SATURN S-l stage. I will also give a short rundown 
on two other related programs done parallel with the recovery system 
developments - these being the MERCURY-REDSTONE booster retrieval exercises 
and the salt water immersion of the H-l engine. 
Mr. Lewis McNair will summarize the Rogallo Flexible Wing feasibility 
studies for the first stage recovery on the C-l and C-2 SATURN programs. 
Mr. Dietrich Fellenz will give a short review of study results, both 
in-house and out-of-house, on recovery of an upper stage from orbit 
employing a Rogallo Flexible Wing. 
Mr. Luke Spears will cover the parametric studies that the MSFC has 
underway now and planned. He will outline performance penalties, 
operational considerations, and economic trade-offs. Mr. Spears will also 
summarize the future effort on Booster Recovery by the MSFC. 
II. RECOVERY PROGRAM 
The Recovery Project Office, Propulsion and vehicle Engineering 
Division, MSFC, has been conducting studies on first stage recovery 
since February, Some feasibility studies were conducted as early 
as June 11, 1958, by the Future Projects Office, MSFC. 
TWO contracts for the design And development of a recovery system 
for the SATURN C-l booster and the MERCURY-REDSTONE booster, respectively, 
;., .. , 
have been supervised by the Recovery project Office. The two recovery 
systems employed the same basic technique since the requirements outlined 
for both of the contractors stated that the system be highly reliable and 
simple, avoiding in so far as possible, the use of t'echniques and/or com-
ponents which would require extensive development. Also, a major require-
ment imposed on the contractors was that the system be designed such that 
it wo~ld not interfere with, or compromise the vehicle design. With the 
above requirements and limitations, the only recovery system conceivable 
.-
was one employing parachutes. 
Following the basic requirements that the booster recovery system be 
highly reliable, simple, and avoiding in so far as possible the use of 
techniques and/or components requiring extensive development work, a brief 
outline of the MSFC's approach in determining the initial design of the 
recovery system for SATURN C-l S-l stage is as follows: 
1. APproaches that were considered. 
Various approaches to the recovery problem were considered 
in vie~ of the foregoing requirements and limitations. The approaches 
were generated by variations of the following parameters: 
a. Booster cutoff conditions: velocity, altitude, and angle. 
b. Booster re-entry: structural loads and temperature 
capabilities. 
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c. Booster attitude: either end=cn, ,1 •• _4 __ '"'-. ...... "6 
re-entry and impact. 
d. Terminal recovery parachute: type, size, and number. 
e. Terminal decelerating rocket: thrust, burning time, 
.. 
and number. 
2. Having given careful consideration to the above mentioned 
parameters, it was decided that the simplest and quickest approach for 
initial deceleration would be by ribbon parachute. Dive brakes were 
undesirable for reasons of required size and complexity. The use of 
retro-rockets for initial deceleration, in addition to being inefficient 
weight wise, would require close attitude control of booster in order to 
align thrust vector with the velocity vector. Use of parachutes for 
initial deceleration required only quasi-stability of the booster per-
mitting angles of yaw up to ninety degrees at parachute deployment. 
3. After the initial deceleration by the ribbon parachute, 
further deceleration of the booster to water entry velocity could be 
accomplished by the following: (1) parachutes, (2) retro-rockets, or 
(3) combination of parachutes and retro-rockets. 
Making the proper selection required consideration of reliability, 
simplicity, weight, volume, and cost of each alternative. The use of 
only retro-rockets would mean that the stabilization of the booster with the 
initial parachute would be ineffective at lower velocities, and the thrust 
and velocity vector would not be aligned so as to provide predictable 
deceleration. The use of only parachutes to accomplish recovery appeared 
3 
" ,;
very attractive at first glance; but because of booster weight such as 
the SATURN, the water impact velocity would be too high. Also, the 
complexity of a parachute system would increase and the reliability 
would decrease as the parachutes increased in size and number. The 
conclusions were that neither the re:ro-rocket system nor the parachute 
system was capable of performing the terminal deceleration phase by 
themselves. 
With the above observation, it was decided that the most efficient 
deceleration system would be to combine the use of a few parachutes for 
the high velocities, and other means, such as retro-rockets for the lower 
velocities. 
The immediate advantages of the combination system over the system usina 
the retro-rockets only were (1) booster attitude stabilized by parachutes 
during retro-rocket firing, and (2) reduced weight and cost. The com-
bination system advantages over the system using only parachutes were 
(1) greatly reduced complexity, (2) increased reliability, (3) reduced 
weight, and (4) reduced parachute stowage volume requirement. 
The booster attitude at water impact was considered for both the 
end-on and horizontal positions. The horizontal position presented the 
following problems: (1) placement of retro-rockets, (2) the possibility 
of impacting on top of a wave with the center section, and (3) the possible 
misfiring of retro-rockets, thus, providing an unpredictable attitude at 
water impact. It was therefore decided that the end-on position would 
have a definite advantage, and the booster was far more capable of standing 
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heavy loads in the end-on position than the horizontal . 
. 
the method and sequencing of the system selected was (1) initial 
deceleration by ribbon parachute, (2) terminal deceleration by parachutes 
and retro-rockets, and (3) end-on attitude at water impact. 
The control system (sequencing system) was not finalized at the ter-
mination of the studies, but the method of initiating the operation of 
the system would most probably have been to use either a barometric 
switch, deceleration switch, or the control timer on the booster, or any 
combination of the three to have given greater reliability. 
After having made some preliminary investigations and selecting the 
recovery system design approach as outlined above, a contractor proposal 
was accepted and funded by MSFC in February, 1959. 
The recovery system consisted of a deceleration system and a control 
system that provided for recovery of the booster from the ocean. The 
deceleration system consisted of parachutes which deployed after re-entry, 
and a retro-rocket system which decelerated the booster to a safe velocity 
for water impact. The control system consisted of the devices which 
determined the initiation of the recovery events. This system located 
the parachutes and control unit in a cylindrical sMaped container at the 
top of the stage and the retro-rockets on the periphery of the tail structure. 
During the course of the recovery system development, preliminary 
investigations indicated that the ability of the SATURN booster structure 
to withstand re-entry and impact loads was marginal. but acceptable, since 
no reuse of components was planned. A damaged booster was acceptable provided 
the booster would float so as to allow retrieval. 
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As the deveiopment program progressed, changes in the vehicle 
configurations and in the cutoff conditions were made. This necessitated 
further investigations into the ability of the booster structure to with-
stand re-entry and impact loads. After careful evaluation, it was con-
eluded that the booster could not reasonably be expected to survive re-entry 
without the incorporation into the recovery system of special means to 
stabilize the booster attitude prior to re-entry and during re-entry. 
Studies made of the additional recovery system requirements and the 
various design constraints, imposed as a result of the specific nature 
of the SATURN vehicle, led to the adoption of a recovery system concept 
incorporating the following features: 
1. Spatial attitude control of the booster from separation to 
the start of re-entry by means of vernier rockets, which were to be 
lqcated near the forward end of the booster. This system incorporated its 
o~ndependent stable reference system and the necessary associated 
,I' 
hatt'lware. %: 
2. During the free space portion of the flight, an inflatable 
drag device initially housed within the recovery package was to be 
.. 
i~flated and deployed so that it would help stabilize the booster and 
augment its aerodynamic drag during the re-entry period with a resultant 
reduction in the peak aerodynamic loads on critical areas. 
3. The terminal portion of the recovery was to be accomplished 
by the original system which deployed a 57-foot-diameter first stage 
parachute; the first stage parachute in turn would deploy a cluster of 
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three iOS-foot-diameter parachutes which the booster to a 
terminal velocity of 100 ft/sec. A series of landing rockets were to 
be ignited to reduce the booster water entry velocity to theoretically 
zero. 
To accommodate the modification, two design layouts were proposed. 
Figure 1 shows the proposed layo\1t of components which would have required 
modifications to the ex~sting front I-beam structure. Figure 2 shows the 
layout which required minimum modifications to existing structure by pro~, 
viding a wafer or spacer for installation of the attitude control system 
. " .~;. 
and sub-systems. This allowed more time to test and':qualify the complete 
recovery system by requiring a later delivery date for installation. 
Figures 3 through 9 give typical cutoff conditions investigated and 
illustrate the sequence of events of the revised recovery system. 
With the proposed incorporation of the above mentioned features, 
additional funds were requested by the contractor. The overall SATURN 
program at the time was having funding problems; and since recovery was 
not a primary mission, the booster recovery program was postponed to later 
vehicles in order to make funds available for other necessary flight 
hardware required on early flights. 
The MERCURY-REDSTONE Recovery Program was an outsrowth of a feasibility 
study initiated by the Future Projects Office of this Center. In June, 1958, 
a feasibility study contract on booster recovery was initiated by the 
Future Projects Design Branch (presently Advanced Flight Systems Branch), 
Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Division, with Aeronautical Equipment 
Research Corporation, a Division of M. Steinthal and Company, Inc. 
7 
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During the time this study was being conducted, the MERCURY Program came 
into existence. The Future Projects Branch having supervision over the 
study contract, requested, received, evaluated, and accepted the contractor's 
proposal on a recovery system applicable to the MERCURY-REDSTONE booster. 
After acceptance of the proposal, the technical supervision was transferred 
to the Recovery Project Office. The basic scope of work covered design 
and development, bench testing of components, aerial testing of parachutes 
and overall system, finalization of design and drawings, and finally fabri-
cation and delivery of five systems. 
The recovery package (Figure 10) is a self-contained unit. It is 
installed in the booster by joining two mating structural rings, one an 
integral part of the booster, the other a part of the recovery system 
structure. Installation of the package is accomplished by bolt attachments 
through the mating rings, and attachment of the power supply and telemetry 
network plugs. All components of the recovery system are installed in th~ 
package prior to installation on the booster. 
Parachute recovery is accomplished in the order shown in Figures 11 
through 14. The first-stage parachute is deployed in a reefed condition 
to limit the possible bending moment on the booster within its structural 
capability. When sufficient time to urient the booster in a vertical tail-
down attitude has passed, the parachute is disreffed to allow greater decel-
eration. When the first stage parachute has brought the booster below a 
SOOO-foot altitude, and has been deployed for mure than 15 seconds, the 
rate of descent will be in the range of 300 to 350 fpet per second, and 
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within the design capability of the final recovery parachutes, At that 
time the first-stage parachute will be disconnected, and acting a8 a pilot 
parachute will then extract and deploy the final recovery parachutes. The 
final recovery parachutes will deploy reefed to limit the load on the 
booster, and progressively open through a second step of reefing to their 
full size. When the final parachutes are fully deployed, terminal velocity 
at sea level is approximately 40 feet per second. 
During the time the contract was in effect, the recovery system 
conceptual design was established, and fabrication of three systems 
initiated (one of which is approximately 95% complete). The other two 
-are approximately 40% completed. The drop test program, although 
difficulties were encountered in the first drops, was progres~ing 
satisfactorily at termination of contract. Several times during the 
development, changes to the recovery system had to be made to guarantee 
no interference or compromises to the primary mission of the booster. 
The final design, both mechanically and electrically, was approved by 
the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) and the MSrC. 
The end of the program came when contractor and funding problems 
were encountered. The MSFC was unable to obtain additional funds to complete 
the development program and delivery of flight hardware. 
A major problem in the water recovery program for the MERCURY-REDSTONE 
booster is the determination of possible damage sustained upon water impact, 
the angle of flotation, and the depth of submersion. The solution to the 
problem was of great interest as the solution of these unknown factors 
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determined the method for safing and retrieval employed in floating the 
booster into the recovery yes,el. The tests were conducted at Madki~ 
"",.. 
Mountain quarry, ~edstone Arsenal, with a booster approximately four 
years old, i.e., the REDSTONE RS-33, which was used by the Army as a 
back-up in the REDSTONE program and also as a troop training missile 
at the Ordnance Guided Missile School. RS-33 was altered in weight and 
configuration so as to simulate MERCURY-REDSTONE booster retrieval I 
conditions. 
In parallel to the impact and flotation tests, the proper procedures 
were established for safing the booster prior to floating aboard the 
recovery vessel. During the performance of this exercise, handling pro-
cedures were also studied and later applied during the rehearsals in the 
Atlantic Ocean. 
Results obtained from prior investigations indicated that the use 
of an LSD as a recovery vessel was the most practical method of recovering 
a MERCURY-REDSTONE booster. A two-day training exercise was conducted, 
about 50 miles out at sea from Norfolk, Virginia, to ascertain the 
capabilities of the LSD and to provide training for the underwater demo-
lition team and LSD crew. 
Spec~'al recovery equipment wa,s used by the UDT in preparing the 
booster for towing aboard ship and for receiving and securing the booster 
to the saddles. 
Prior to bringing the booster aboard the LSD, the saddles in which 
it was to be set were positioned and anchored in the ship's well. The 
10 
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saddles were used and were placed 36 feet 4 inches apart along the ship's 
centerline. The rear skid was placed 19.5 feet from the stern gate 
allowing about lO~ feet of working area between the tail of the booster 
and the stern gate. Since six connecting points were established on the 
booster for handling purposes, six l75-foot-long lines were made up, with 
quick fastening snaps, and numbered for identification. 
There were four retrieval exercises conducted. Figures 15 through ~,' 
19 illustrate the position of the saddles in the well of the LSD and 
operational procedure in towing the booster into the well of the LSD and 
placed on the saddles. 
The primary objective of this first retrieval attempt was to check 
out the proposed handling procedures. As the first step, the booster, 
swimmers and their rubber boat, and the towing crew aboard the LCVP were 
launched. The LSD drained the well and moved away several thousand yards. 
The swimmers then approached the booster and went through the safing 
procedures without any difficulty, and also installed the handling connections. 
After the safing operation was completed the booster was taken in tow 
by the LCVP and positioned astern the LSD which was maintaining a constant 
heading into the sea. The LSD was ballasted so as to have 8 feet of water 
in the well at the stern gate sill. The LCVP continued towing until its 
bow was over the LSD stern gate, then reversed, disconnected its tow line, 
and moved off to the port side and stood by. Swimmers with lines from the 
LSD attached lines to prescribed connections on the booster, and the booster 
was positioned over saddles. Once the booster was positioned, deballasting 
of the well proceeded until booster rested firmly on saddles. After the 
11 
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well was drained, the booster and recovery equipment were checked for damage. 
The second operation omitted the safing procedure, but went through 
with towing booster out and back into LSD with the LSD ~~intaining a 
heading of 2 to 3 knots into the waves. The third operation was very 
similar to the second. A change on the tiedown location of the nylon 
restraining slings was made. 
The final operation was a complete simulated recovery. The booster 
was set free and all personnel stayed aboard the LSD. The LSD deballasted 
and steamed off ten miles from booster. At ten miles the booster was held 
on surface radar while the P2V tracked it SO miles from 1500 feet. 
Once the tracking exercises were over, the LSD started toward the 
booster. Ballasting of LSD and preloading of LCVP were performed while 
enroute. When the LSD was approximately 1000 yards from booster, the LCVP 
was launched and proceeded to the booster. Upon arriving at the booster, 
the swimmers went through the safing operation; the booster was taken in 
tow, and brought into the well of LSD and positioned as before. 
Sea water immersion tests were conducted on a Rocketdyne H-l engine 
in order to evaluate the corrosive effects of sea-water recovery on the 
engine and to define the procedures necessary to restore the engine for 
flight service. This program involved a series of tests in which the 
H-l engine was immersed in sea water for given periods of time, followed 
by various post treatments designed to minimize the corrosive effect of 
sea water. The engine was then disassembled, evaluated for corrosion 
damage, reassembled, and test fired. 
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"Page missing from available version"
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f. Hot fired short duration and full 
2. Second test - June 1961 
I' c:;n , ... .,,\.1 "~- , 0"""". J • 
a. Immersed H-l engine to a depth of 10 feet for one hour, 
half submerged for three hours, and on the surface for three hours. 
b. Waited twelve hours before purging, and applying minimum 
preservatives. 
c. Upon arrival at thc' MSFC, it was dismantled, inspected, 
cleaned, replaced damaged parts and assembled. 
d. Hot fired short duration and full duration. 
3. Third test immersion in August 1961 - Hot fired in March 1962 
a. Dropped H-l engine into water to simulate water entry 
conditions, immersed it, held it half submerged, and on the surface for a 
total of nine hours. 
b. Washed it with fresh water, no preservative compounds 
were used. 
c. Upon arrival at the MSFC, it was dismantled, inspected, 
and partially cleaned, and left in storage. 
d. Six months later the engine was assembled and hot fired, 
short duration and full duration. 
The two reasons for delay on the third test a~e as follows: 
1. The Test Division was over loaded with work. 
2. The first two tests were so successful that the Recovery 
Project Office had difficulty justifying the manhours required to complete 
the hot firings, especially since the engine was dismantled, and the com-
ponents looked as good as the previous two times. 
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In order to establish an approximate cost factor. a log was kept of 
the procedures, reconditioning manhours, materials, and an itemized list 
of replaced engine parts. The cost to kecover and recondition the H-l 
engine was approximately 5% of the cost of a new one. 
In closing, it should be stated that the selection of the recovery 
systems employing parachutes was primarily brought about by the require-
ments and limitations previously stated, and possibly early availability. 
Also, the MSFC saw no need in duplicating study efforts by other 
government .gencies that were investigating the economics and feasibility 
of other recovery system concepts. Aware that the studies were giving 
varyina results, the MSFC preferred to develop a simple recovery system 
capable of recovering the SATURN S-l stage and actually recover the firet 
flight vehicles. Having actual post-flight hardware on hand would provide 
factual data and define precisely the economics, feasibility, and practi-
cability of booster recovery. This would be accomplished without having 
to develop a new recovery technique. However, during the parachute recovery 
system development program on both the SATURN and MERCURY-REDSTONE vehicle 
programs, funding problems were encountered; and in both cases, the first 
program to be canceled was recovery. 
Between the termination of the SATURN parachute recovery system and 
parallel with the H-l salt water exercise, several proposals with different 
recovery system concepts were received and reviewed by the MSFC. Among 
these proposals were two similar techniques utilizing the Rogallo Flexible 
Wing concept. Approximately six months after termination of SATURN recovery 
15 
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program, funds were again made available. At this time, the concept 
that looked the most promising was the Rogallo Wing; and a decision was 
made to investigate the feasibility of the Rogallo Wing to recover a 
SATURN 8-1 stage of the C-l or C-2 program. Mr. McNair will present 
the result of the studies. 
Rodolfo M. Barraza 
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TITLE: Application of Paragliders to S-l aooster Recovery for C-l and 
C-2 Class VehiJles 
This presentation will be a summary of the results of a feasibility 
study to investigate the "Rogollo Flex Wing" for use in dry landing 
booster recoveries. Feasibility studies were initiated concurrently 
with North American Aviation, Inc. and Ryan Aeronautical Co. in Jan-
uary of 1960 and terminated in August of 1960. Main emphasis was placed 
on the "Rogollo Flex Wing" or paraglider as applied to the recovery of 
the S-l stage of the C-l and C-2 class Saturn vehicles. 
The program objective (slide #1) was to de~onstrate the technical 
and economical feasibility of the paraglider for S-l stage dry land 
recovery. Dry land recovery was a basic ground rule that was imposed 
at the time of this study, because of the low confidence level of the 
reuseability of materials recovered from salt water. This restraint may 
not necessarily be imposed on future recovery techniques. Salt water 
tests of propulsion units are proving to be much less obstructive to 
engine materials than at first expected. 
The development of the flex wing represents a ~jor advancement in 
the field of aerodynamic structure providing an extremely lightweight, 
aerodynamic lifting surface. Langley Research Center had prior to this 
study demonstrated the feasibility of the paraglider concept both in 
the wind tunnels and flight tests. Also, Ryan Aeronautical Co. had 
designed and built a manned utility vehicle incorporating the "Flex 
Wing" principle. The experience and test data derived at Langley and 
at Ryan, and the obvious structural weight and packaging advantages, 
TITLE: Application of Paragliders to 8~1 Booster Recovery for C-1 and 
C-2 Class Vehicles 
suggested this concept as a highly desirable solution for the recovery 
of larger boosters. 
The program study scope'(slide 1fo2) may be divided into four phases. 
(1) Preliminary design of the recovery system. This phase includes 
the parametric analysis necessary to define the wing geometry, and 
sufficient detail study of general characteristics to insure booster 
and wing compatibility for control during main fly back time and land-
ing phase. (2) Hethod of attachment with minimum modification to 
booster. Since the 8-1 stage at this time had been almost completely 
designed, extreme care had to be placed on the packaging of the wing 
within reasonable boundaries of the stage such as not to impose adverse 
aerodynamic and structural problems during flight. Special emphasis was 
placed on attachment of wing design to booster to insure adequate con-
trol during fly back and landing phase. (3) Complete operational and 
cost analysi~. It is probably clear to everyone that the addition of,a 
booster recovery system to a space vehicle program requires additional 
functions otherwise not needed if expendable boosters are employed. 
Typical of such functions are the recovery package operations of instal-
lation, checkout, and booster refurbishment after recovery. Other func-
tions, such as transportation of boosters from the manufacturing site 
to the launch site, would be changed to the extent that such operations 
are required to support a given launch frequency. Cost analysis will 
very much depend on the operational sequence. These ite~ will later 
2 
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C-2 Class Vehicles 
be covered. (4) Detailed r.esearch and developPlent. A R&D program 
would definitely be recommended for the C-2 type vehicle, but a. of 
tod~y (1962) the C-2 vehicle is not in the NASA overall program. 
The S-l booster physical characteristics are given on slide #3. 
The booster not including interstage has an overall length of 66 feet 
and a diameter of 257 inches. "The booster cutoff weight is 120,866 
pounds which includes about 15,000 pounds of residual fuels. The center 
of gravity at cutoff of booster is slightly toward the rear of the 
booster. For the case of fuel residuals at bottom of tanks, the CG 
would be at station 331 and fot fuel reSiduals at top of tanks the CG 
would be at station 344. Stations are referenced from engine or base 
end of booster. 
The configuration selected by Ryan and its mode of attachment to 
the booster is shown on slide #4. The wing is 100 feet long for the 
keel and leading edges with a wing area of 7.070 square feet, and a 
wing loading of 15 pounds!feet2 , The wing has a flat planform sweep-
back angle of 45 degrees and inflated in flight to a sweep angle of 50 
degrees. The wing membrane material may be either fabric or foil Sage 
material depending upon the temperature requirements. The keel and 
leading edges would be of rigid aircraft structure design - r1vited 
sheet metal construction. 
A spreader bar located at approximately the 58 per cent keel and 
leading edge stations for minimum bending, is of tubular construction 
3 
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and deploys the leading edges to the desired sweep angle. Fixed cables 
attach the wing to the control bar and .operating cables attach the cen-
trol barto the booster. The cables from the control bar to the booster 
allew fer beth pitch and rell contrel. 
The beoster cuteff velocity versus altitude is given on slide f~5 
fer the various missions fer beth the C-l and C-2 type vehicles. The 
varieus missions are escape, lew orbit satellite, re-entry and Dyna-
Soar. In comparing, .one can see that the C-l burn out velecities and 
altitudes are by a factor .of three te four times as great as the C-2 
values. It turns out, as we will see later, that these C-l cuteff con-
ditiens are detrimental fer flying back to land. The high altitudes 
ceupled with the high velecities alse preduce excessive temperatures 
on the boester. 
The anticipated C-2 sequenced mission prefile is shown on slide 
#7 (similar fur C-l mission profile). Down range, lateral range, and 
altitude corresponding to the time of flight and associated event of 
flight are given. 
The recovery system necessary for dry landing must permit scheduled 
energy dissipation under all boost missions and expected environmental 
conditi.ons. Sh.ortly after first stage burn cut, a chute, approximately 
36 feet in diameter, is deployed fcr stabilizati.on (pitch and slide 
slip) and energy dissipati.on. The wing is deployed ab.out 15 to 20 
seccnds after burn-cut .of first stage and thE' large chute is then ejected 
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immediately. (This time period of 20 seconds permits a rea80nable 
range of wing sizes to be deployed at lift coefficients up to CL maxi-
mum and to maintain tolerable deployment loads). Shortly thereafter, 
a preset 30 degree bank angle command is initiated and a 180 degree 
turn is performed. The 180 degree turn indicates a desire to return to 
or near the original launch site. Fly back to the flare position is 
then made with a near ~ maximum condition. The existing energy at the 
flare position is then used for axecution of the final landing phase. 
The Cool glide or fly back to land capability for various winds and 
no wind conditions is given on slide #6. The range or impact footprints 
is given for an azimuth 110 degrees East of North. From a range safety 
viewpoint, this is about as far south as firings would be allowed. 
The wind magnitudes given as 97% and 95% probability levels are defined 
as values that.will not be exceeded during the worst month of the year 
(March) at and surrounding area of Cape Canaveral not more than 3 and 
5 percent, respectively. 
The wing loading was 4.0 pounds/feee2 which was determined mostly 
from loads and heating vi'wpoint. 
The two outer circles show impact points for the vehicle flying 
with a tail wind, which indicates for these assumptions the booster 
would have a possibility of landing on some of the down range i.lands. 
Unfortunately, we cannot live under the assumptions of always being 
assisted by winds to gain more range; it is just as likely that the 
5 
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booster would be flying under head wind conditions which would confine 
the impact points to the inner most two circles. The middle circle 
shows the impact points for glide under no wind conditions. 
The important thing to be gained from this slide is that no guar-
antee can be made for dry landing for the C-l type booster. Since dry 
landing was a ground rule of this study, the idea of recovering the C-l 
type booster will be dropped at this point and the remain.der of this 
discussion will concentrate on the r€'.covcry of the booster for the C-2 
type vehicle. 
The effect of wing loading on range is shown on slide #8. Two 
representative extreme cutoff condition.s were chosen, namely, the re-
entry test mission and the Dyna-Soar mission. The effects of winds 
both head and tail for the 97% probability of oC'currence along with the 
no wind cas,e are shown. Since tolerable loads and temperatures did 
not prove to be exceeded during flight, the wing loading was chosen on 
the basis of achievable range. Thus, as indicated by slide, the wing 
loading is chosen to be 15 lbs/ft2. 
With this wing loading, the C-2 fly back capability is given on 
slide 119. The assumed firing azimuth of [15 degrees East of North was 
chosen only for convenience. The most adverse case, the Dyna-Soar 
Mission, '.;las chosen for demonstration of fly back capability. Here, 
as in the C-l case, the range impact areas are shown for the various 
wind and no wind conditions. This points out that it is possible 
to return to the vicinity of Cape Canaveral for all considered 
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environmental conditions with the exception of the 97% probability head 
wind which is slightly marginal. 
At this point, it is noteworthy to point out that this ranae capa-
bility is achieved only with the ~ values obtained from the wing with 
rigid leading edges. The ~ values obtained from the inflatable leading 
\ 
edge wing are somewhat smaller and will not return the vehicle to the 
Cape. 
Slide #10 shows main advantages and disadvantages of the rigid 
leading edge wing and the inflatable leading edge wing. The rigid lead-
ing edge wing provides a maximum f of 3.85; whereaB. the inflatable 
D 
leading edge only produces a maxtmum ~ of 2.5. This difference in ~ 
is sufficient to render no dry landing capability for the inflatable 
leading edge wing. whereas, the rigid leading -edge wing provides Buffi-
cient range for all cases except the Dyna-Soar Case (hi'ghly improbable). 
The structure weight of total system for the rigid leading edge 1. 
esttmated to be about 8% of recovered weight. The inflatable leading 
edge wing combined with system structure is estimated to be between 6 
and 8% of recovered weight. These weight estimates are given by the 
Ryan Aeronautical Company. North American Aviation weight est1matel of 
the different constructed wings are about twice al great. Thil, of 
course, is a significant difference in results of the companiel. 
Deployment may be made at high q values with the rigid leading 
edge wing; whereas, the inflatable rigid leading edge iB thought to 
7 
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require low q deplo~~ents. For bp-st use of energy dissipation, it 
appears necessary for fly back to Cape missions to have early deployment 
and turn around after first stage cutoff. 
Slide #11 shows a more detail view of the Ryan selected rigid 
leading edge wing configuration attached to the booster. Since the 
proposed glide technique of recovery employs no auxiliary aerodynamic 
or jet reaction controls, very careful attention has to be given to the 
manner of booster suspension from the wing. 
An aft end view of booster and wing combination is shown on the 
left hand side of the slide. The cables leading from the strong points 
of booster (both front and aft end) to the control bar are movable 
and are for pitch and roll control. Control is accomplished by properly 
controlling the total mass center of the system. The array of cables 
leading from control bar to the leadi.ng edges and keel are held fixed. 
The right hand side of slide shows a side view of wing attached 
to booster. Longitudinal wing position and angle of incidence depend 
on the required booster angle of attack for various trimmed flight con-
ditions or the pitch attitude desired for landing. For maximum range, 
the booster should fly with a near zero angle of attack. It is possible 
to fly with adequate stability at a wing angle of attack <cl w) up to 
20 degrees, which corresponds to just above 1 maxi-mum. A greater ol w 
. D 
value usually results in a radical pitch up 8.S a result of normal 
transi~nt' conditions encountered during the trajectory. 
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C-2 Class Vehicles ,c. 
During the flyback portion of the trajectory, wing incidence is 
commanded by the ground operator to keup the vehicle along the desired 
flight path. Phugoid motion will occur at nearly constant angle of 
attack but the automatic trimming system will damp out the phugoid 
mode, while preventing variations of wing angle of attgck to angles 
not consistent with ~ maximum. 
The system as shown here may be considered completely rigid, 
thus eliminating requirements for interrelated booster dYllaDlics ~ith 
respect to the wing. 
The actual flight path during flare will be determined to some 
extent by the·variable vehicle configuration and variable infl1ght con-
ditions upon initiation of the flare maneuver. The flare command system 
is not designed to establish a fixed flight path during flare, but rath-
er a specifically commanded sink rate as a function of altitude. This 
method results in an appropriate utilization of the energy available 
during flare. In general, this means that systems with'excess energy 
perform longer, slower flares to dissipate energy as a result of drag. 
Systems with less or minimum energy will initiate flare automatically 
at an altitude at which the system is capable of a successful flare. 
Conceptually, the control commands during flare are computed by a ground-
based computer and transmitted to the wing control system by radio link. 
The ground base computer utilizes altitude and range information to com-
pute the error equation. 
A typical example of the system ,performance during flare is given 
9 
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on slide #12. The simulated system p~rformance is measured against the 
comnanded sink rate. Touchdown was accomplished with less than 5 ft/sec 
vertical velocity. The final landing gear design is based on landing 
skis with conventional energy absorbing oleo struts. 
Since the subjects of control, flare, and landing requirements for 
the paraglider system is going to be covered in later talks by Langley 
Research Center, I wi.ll not dwell furth(!r on these subjects. 
A schematic diagram of the rigid wing packaging attachment to 
booster and deployment sequence is given on slide #13. The rigid wing 
is packaged between a single lox and fuel tank. Next to the wing 
between adjoining fuel and lox tanks, the keel and control bars are 
housed. In the nested position, the wing, fairing door, and control 
bar will be attached to the booster at approximate stations 187 and 771. 
There will be clips welded to the tanks to 8.ccommodate straps across the 
wing to minimize deflection and vibration. Clips will also be added 
to accommodate cables crossing over tanks from the control bar to wing. 
Cartridge ejection separates the package from the booster. This i. 
ejection mechanism is attached to the top leg of the forward spider 
and will operate. on tracks. An ejection hammer strikes the folded 
aft end of the keel, imparting a rotational moment. A second lip on 
the ejection hammer then strikes the wing apex. This system is 
sequenced in such a manner as to impart translational and rotational 
energy to the keel to insure positive separation and unfolding of the 
10 
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100 foot keel, Ejection of the undeployed wing also causes, by cable 
attachment, control bar separation from the booster. Cable tension, 
within the wing and control bar, causes spreader bar action which forces 
both wing and control bar in their operating geometry. 
It may at this point he well to point out that very little is known 
of deployment characteristics of such a wing for high dynamic pressures. 
The main steps of the booster re-use cycle are shown on slide #14. 
The addition of a booster recovery system to a space vehicle program 
requires additional functions otherwise not needed if expendable boost-
ers are employed. Typical of such functions are the recovery package 
operations of installation, checkout, and booster refurbishment after 
recovexy. Other functions, such as transportation of boosters from the 
manufacturing site to the launCh site, would be changed to the extent 
that such operations are required to support a given launch frequency. 
The installation and checkout of recovery package would be done 
on pad at launch or within the near area depending upon installation 
requirements. Transportation from landing site to refurbishment site 
would probably be done by large trucks with special equipment for trans-
porting boosters. Then, after refurbishment is complete, the boosters 
may either go to storage or back to the launch site for further action. 
All of the steps in the re-use cycle have definite inputs to the 
cost analysis of such a program. 
A booster program savings versus average launch per booster is 
11 
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TITLE: Application of Paragliders to 8-1 Booster Recovery for C-1 and 
C-2 Class Vehicles 
shown on slide #15. The program cost without recovery for a launch 
rate of 12 per year for a 12 year period was estimated at 1.3 billion 
dollars. The parameter E is defined as the ratio of refurbishmt~nt cost 
to original cost of booster. E was chosen to be .2, .4, and .6 respec-
tively. This graph was based on recovery mission reliability of 60% 
and an average payload of 40,000 lbs. to low orbit. (C-2 configuration) 
A most probable range relative to number of launches per booster 
is from 2~4 to 3.7. These limits are based on the flex wing recovery 
system reliability analysis, which is converted from probability of 
booster re-use to launches per booster. The ~inimum point, and most 
conservative, within the probable range (2.4 launches per booster and 
a 60% of booster cost allowance for refurbishment) indicates a total 
program savings of 185 million dollars; while the maximum point and 
most liberal (3.7 launches per booster and a 20% of booster cost allow-
ance for refurbishing) shows a total program savings of 644 million 
dollars. 
The last slide, #16, gives a summary of conclusions and recODmlenda-
tions. The conclusions are as follows: 
(1) Boosters for C-2 type vehicles may be recovered on dry land 
(Cape area) by application of paragliders. 
(2) Packaging of the wing system could be done within contours 
of C-2 booster. 
(3) A general package type recovery system could be installed on 
booster. This implies almost no modification to booster 
structure. 
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TITLE: Application of Paragliders to 8-1 Booster Recovery for C-l and 
C-2 Clas8 Vehicles 
(4) Recovery system weight is about 8% of recovered weight. 
(5) Sink speeds of 5 ft/sec or le8s are possible to obtain during 
flare and landing. 
The recotlllllendations at the time of study (1960) were to start 
immediately on a program of development which included hardware test-
ing, etc. Unfortunately, the C-2 type vehicle is now not in the plans 
of NASA launch vehicles; thus, no development plans are in progress. 
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RECOVERY OF ORBITAL STAGES 
By 
Dietrich W. Fellenz * 
The reasons to be interested in the reCovery of a ata.e that 
reachea orbital injection conditions (uaual~y a sec.oad stage) are 
basically the same as for the recovery any other ~iece of space bard-
ware: 
1. Post-flight inspection affords the dete.ctlon of deslp short-
comings and a better evaluation of the actual environment of the conr-
ponent (loada, beat input etc.). 
Z. Reduction of cost per pound of payload in orbit clue 'to re-uae 
of hardware. 
. . '.'3. Operational advantages of positive diaposal of hardware 
and if possible return to the refurbishment and l&lUlch site. 
WhUe post flight inspection is always desirable from anenpneers 
point of view in order to advance the .tateaf the art, it looka lik~ that 
the development of a recovery syatem can only be .olaon the b ..... of 
points Z or 3 above. 
To prove the desirability of recovery on a cost baah alone 
would require that all develop~enta1 and operational COlta referred to 
the reduced payload in orbit would come out cheaper than ln the c.se 
of an expendable reference vehicle. Stwiies performed o:r contracted 
by MSFC in this area showed that this point could be proven for firat 
stages as.uming the present state of the art. The discus.ion of cro's-
over points, of course, is influenced very strongly by the baaic cost 
assumptions. At the present time, it seems, that no coat rec:ivctions 
can be derived from second stage recovery. 
The third and by no means less important aapect ... the operational. 
It can be expected that the volume of launch operations in 8Vpport of 
0' *Advancid Flight Systems firanch, Propulsion and Vehicle Enlineerin, 
Division, Marshall Sp.ace Flight Center 
.;; :'\ 
;-, ~ I , 
) (f 
orbital operations, lWlar and planetary m~i8ions will continue to grow 
and will reach dimensions where the controlled disposal of all spent 
space hardware will become mandatory. Taking an expendable vehicle 
with such a "disposal" system and its reduced performance as reference, 
it rnight pr~ve that iull recove ry and return of all stages can become 
economic:al~ The requirements for recovery forces wil,l growpro--
portionally to the volume of the launch operations. It is 'obvious that 
the capability to return to the launch base has to be more and more in-
corporated in the vehicle. This would in turn speed up the refurbish-
ment and increase the over'all flexibility of the operation. 
That means that the first stage requires sufficient propulsion 
for fly-back, and that the second stage glides back to the launch site 
after one or more revolutions around the earth and subsequent aero-
dynamic re -entry. 
To study the sensitivity of various parameters of recovery the 
Marshall Space Flight Center sponsored three industry study contracts 
(NAS 8-151~11514/1515) on the subject "Study of a Two to Three Million 
Pound Thrust Launch Vehicle". The basic mission was defined as two-
stage to 307 N. M. orbit. Recovery was to be considered for both stages. 
Fig. I shows a typical mission profile. 
An evaluation of the final reports of the three studies with respect 
to structural weight increases due to recovery was made and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 2. The parameter shown is the weight of the 
recovery system in percent of the structural weight of the expendable 
reference vehicle, based on equal propellant ratio,i. e., on equal 
.1 
ideal velocity increment of recoverable and expendable stage. The data 
generated by the different companies scatter considerably. This is 
partly due to the different assumptions with respect to strl,lctural 
efficiency as indicated by the structure ratio of the expendable reference 
vehicle shown in Fig. 3. partly due to the relative novelty of a 
:1 ' 
) 
particular recovery mode. We expect 'to be able to'4nnooth out some of 
"-.' 
the scatter in these data after a presently going stud}'! of fixed wing 
,): 
recovery systems .has been evaluated. In order to get a better feel 
for the performance penalty associated with orbital stage recovery by 
paraglider a conceptual design study was performed at MSFC, the 
results of which will be discussed later in lome detail. 
In the case of a two stage to orbit configuration we find that 
there is a payload decrease of about 1 Ib per 5 lbs increase in first 
stage structure weight and a payload decrease of 1 lb per Ilb tttcrease 
in second stage structure weight. 
In addition to that the inc rease in second stage structure weight 
due to recovery is considerably higher than that for first stage recovery. 
This is mostly so because of the more severe re -entry environment 
and the much longer glide and exposure times requiring heavier thermal 
protection. 
This explains why second stage recovery is so expenl1ve in term. 
of payload. Fig. 4 shows the effect of second stage recovery on the 
payload of a two stage to 307 N. M. orbit configuration with an initial 
weight of Z. 4. 10' lb and 3. 10' lb thrust. First stage LOX/RP; Second 
Stage LOX/ LH~. The ascent trajectories utilized intermediate parking 
orbits and Hohmann transfer up to 307 N. M. altitude. The recovery 
factor, as defined by NAA,see Fig. 4 for equation, represents the 
ratio between the stage structure weight factors of the recoverable and 
the expendable reference vehicles. The figure shows on its left lide 
for Kl = 1. 0, which means no weight added for second stage recovery, 
the payload performance of the corresponding lower stage (again witb 
or without recovery) carrying an expendable second stage. 
Some of the scatter in the payloads shown can be explained by 
different staging orbit altitudes and different "kicker 'systems" to 
*Conceptual Design Study of T en Ton Reusable Orbital Carrier 
Vehicle NAS 8-Z687/S037. 
3 
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. 
perform the tranElier maneuver up to the target orbit. The recovery 
modes suggested for study in the "2. ~3 Million. Pound Thrust Launch 
Vehicle Study" were "Paraglider" or "Fixed Wing". The lightest of 
these modes of course is the Paraglider, although, as you saw from 
Fig. 2, thil sytem can amount to a si~able weight penalty. Increasing 
second stage recovery factor K2 means heavier and more sophisticated 
recovery systems, usually associated with extended cruise capability. 
I would now like to present some details on our parametric 
design study of the application of a paraglider to the recovery of an 
orbital stag~. 
The paraglider concept looked attractive to us because of its 
light weight, the simpliCity of the system, the possibility to stowe 
it away in a.fairly small volume along the stage which would not penalize 
the vehicle configuration during ascent, and the inherent stability of the 
paraglider configuration. 
With respect to the mission we assumed that the payload shall 
be delivered in a 307 N. M. orbit using a two-stage plus "kicker-
stage" arrangement. The second stage burns out at low altitude at 
a velocity equal to the local orbital velocity phis the velocity increment 
for Hohman~ transfer up to 307 N. M~ Then it was assumed that the 
empty stase plus payload were injected into orbit. After waiting in 
orbit the orbital stage was brought to re-enter with a zero altitude 
virtual peri~ee, corresponding in this case to a flight path angle of 92 
deg at 400,000 ft altitude. 
Starting from this condition we investigated the influence of 
paraglider wing loading and deployment altitude on the thermal protection 
requirements and the overall structural weight of the paraglider package. 
The characteristics of the stage were those of an early version of a 
Saturn second stage. 
4 
, 
J 
The wing loadings considered ~ere 1. 25~ 5; 10 lbs/ ftz. The 
deployment conditions investtgated were 400,000 ft altitude: maximum 
dynamic pressure, and finally Mach 5. 
Upon entry into the sensible atmosphere a drag device would 
be deployed to stabilize the stage. This drag device would be retained 
after deployment of the parawing. The de-reefing of the wing was 
controlled to keep the normal acceleration of the stage below a certain 
limit. The following assumptions were made on the part of the paraglider 
system: 
I The physical dimensions of the paraglider wing installations of different wing loadings are assumed to be geometrically similar: 
• Keel length equals leading edge length for easy stowing: 
• 
• 
Wing leading edge sweep angle in fully deployed condition is '1'= 50° 
C. O. location required to fly at subsonic L/Dmax and 11% static 
margin is 0.65 cbelow wing leading edge, and O. 55 cbehind leading 
edge of 'e'; 
• The wing would be oriented at an angle of attack that yielded max. 
LID for that particular wing/body combination; supersonic flow: 
a ~40o; Subsonic flow: QR:S25°; 
• The stage body is always oriented parallel to the flight path; 
• The net structure weight of the stage, which is equal to the weight 
recovered was Wn = 41,000 lb: 
• The basic structure weights of the paraglider packages were obtained 
by scaling with respect to wing loading: 
W/S 
[lb/ ftZ] 
15 
10 
5 
1. 25 
WSs/Wn 
[%] 
13 
16 
25 
78 
Assumes load factor 
n=6 
• In scaling of the structural weights from a 15 lb/ ft~ wing loading base 
V point vehicle the following assumptions were made: 
5 
l. Wing structure weights ,scale, pr,oportion.al to wing area, 
L e., inversely proportional to wing loading. 
Z. Cable weights scale inversely proportional to the square 
root of the wing loading under the assumption of a geometrically 
(Only length aHected. Loads and cp are 
same. ) 
3. L~ding gear, control system and drogue body structural 
weights are roughly independent of wing loading. 
We ran re-entry trajectories deploying wings of the different 
wing loadings at the different points along the trajectory. The results 
of these runa were fed into a thermodynamic analysis to determine the 
heat protection required. It was arbitrarily decided to use an ablative 
system. The basic stage structural material was changed from Aluminum 
Z014 to stainless steel. 
The ablation material weights were then determined, added to 
the glider structural weight and referred to the net structural weight 
of the recovered stage. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 
In this figure it is considered that in the cases of deployment 
at 400,000 ft altitude the maximum resultant load factor almost in-
dependently of wing lo~ding was not higher than 3 g's, and that in the 
cases of depl~yment at qmax and Mach 5, the max. result~nt load factor 
* incurred was 10 and 9 g's respectively. The weight of the glider was 
then adjusted assuming that the structural weight scales directly pro-
portional to the load factor. 
The main trend of the curves on Fig. 5 seems to indicate an 
advantage in going to higher wing loadings, i. e., smaller wings. Further-
more the curves would indicate a preference for deployment -at 400.000 
ft.altitude. However. there is a design difficulty in that it is hardly 
conceivable how the suspension cables with a diameter of in the order of 
* Normal load factor during deployment is kept at 6 g's 
6 
.1 
2. in. and an additional ablation coatix:{g of in the order of 1/2. in. could 
be stowed and then deployed within a split second without loosing the 
ablation coating. No such coating is required for the lower altitude 
deployments. 
Therefore, our tentative conclusion at this time is to prefer 
to deploy the wing below Mach 5, preferably at subsonic speeds and 
to go to as high wing loadings as are compatible with the overall flight 
stability and glide capability to ensure safe automatic landings. We 
feel that even the application 'of a radiative cooling system for the case 
of deployment at 400,000 ft altitude would not change this preference. 
If the subsonic glide capability of a paraglider is not required, a very 
similar system can be based on a parachute. The resulting weight 
penalty would be very low but has to be bought at the expense of 
impact and retrieval problems. 
At the present time it cannot be stated positively that orbital 
stage recovery will save costs, however it can be said that from the 
operational point of view it would be very attractive. Advances in the 
state of the art of recovery systems will reduce the weight penalty 
associated with reusability, and in general will tend to make orbital 
stage recovery also attractive from the economical aspect. 
7 
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TIJJECTION OF PAYLOAD INTO 
TARGET ORBIT& INITIATION OF 
RE-ENTRY OF THE ORBITAL STAGE 
ENSIBLE ATMOSPHERE 
TYPICAL ORBITAL MISSION PROFILE INCLUDING RECOVERY OF Trffi ORBITAL 
STAGE IMMEDIATELY AFTER ONE REVOLUTION AROUND THE EARTH. 
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SUMMARY 
As a part of a NASA-wide review of past and current work in the 
field of payload and launch vehicle recovery, this paper presents a 
summary of launch vehicle recovery studies conducted under sponsorship 
of the MSFC Future Projects Office. Previous study programs are reviewed, 
a current assessment of mission prospects and vehicle concepts is pre-
sented, and current MSFC studies in this area are outlined. Areas are 
suggested in which research and experimental work can hlep establish a 
foundation for future vehicle developments • 
. " 
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A REVIEW OF LAlfflCH VEHICL! ,RECOVERY STJDIES 
By L. T. Spears 
MSFC Future Projects Office 
INTRODUCTION 
With our greatly expanded space program objectives, space launch 
vehicles will soon become a major new form of transportation. Launch 
vehicles to date, patterned after their ballistic missile predecessors, 
are characterized by "one-shot" operation in which the vehicles of highly 
refined design are discarded after a flight operating lifetime of only a 
few minutes. Recovery of expensive flight equipment, and the strong need 
for first hand flight test information, have pro~pted work for some time 
toward launch vehicle recovery; however, the difficulty of the task in 
some cases, but more often the over-riding priority of primary program 
objectives, have resulted in little concrete progress to date. 
Interest and ~ork toward booster recovery at MSFC date back to 
RED8_."'1Id~d!tJPITER projects (as part of the Army Ballistic Missile 
Agency) in 1958/19'9. Considerable work has continued since that time, 
as described in the MSFC papers given at this meeting. The three pre-
ceding papers have reviewed individual Marshall projects relating to 
launch vehicle recovery. This paper will present a summary of ~ast and 
current MSFC work in ~is are~ including a number of system studies, 
conducted under direction of the MSFC Future Projects Office. This 
material will be presented in the following arrangement: 
(1) Summary of previous launch vehicle studies, and recovery 
methods considered. 
1 
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS 11/ RECOVERY 
• /1(4' F1.16NT E,fMl/IIATltJlN 
• Rt-llJlIY Ftl6/IT -PRWI'N NAR/JIIIMi 
• IdS' KllUtTl()N 
• AWl/) I'KP(NP£P ~STU 'AU·dUr 
• ABDIff CAPA81llTY 
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(2) A brief discussion of recovery implications, and comparisons 
of recovery methods. 
(3) A current assessment of mission prospects and vehicle concepts. 
(4) An outline of current reusable vehicle studies at MSFC, and 
suggestions for complementary research and experimental 'work. 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF RECOVERY 
It might be helpful to begin with a review of the potential benefits 
of launch vehicle recovery, some of which are listed in table 1. • Most 
booster recovery studies have been begun with the incentive of reducing 
costs. As these studies progressed~ however, thete hal been an increasing 
recognition that the operational benefits of vehicle reuse will likely be 
more important than costs, particularily for the high traffic rate transpor-
r;2ton of passengers and cargo between earth and orbit. 
The reuse of vehicles which have operated succ6ssfully on previous 
flights is believed to be of advantage, comp~red to the use of completely 
new equipment on each flight. Post·flight examinations of actual flight 
hardware should allow quicker diagnosis and correction of early design de-
ficiencies than with limited telemetry data, and ~ faster growth to design 
maturity in the development phase. Growth to hisher reliability levels 
can also be expected through repeated flight checkouts and design re-
finements. 
The extent of range safety problems will depend on actual launch 
rates encountered, and upon future desires or necessity to relak restric-
tions in launch site location and launch azimuth. In any of these cir-
cumstances, the problem of expended booster fallout will be alleviated 
3 
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PREVIOUS I<ECQVEI<Y STUDIES 
• Rt'D.$1DNE/JUPITlfR 19S8/49 
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RECOVEr?Y METHODS CONSfDEf<>ED 
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by their recovery. 
Abort capability will be important to launeh vehiele 11fe a8 well as 
range safety. In fact, some data from aircraft experience iridicate that 
abort capability, perhaps more than reductions in .. lfunbtlon rates, is 
the key to extended vehicle life. 
PREVIOUS RECOVERY STUDIES 
The possibility for recovery of REDSiONE and ~l!8a missiles prompted 
conceptual studies of recovery methods in 1958/1959, leading to design and 
fabrication of parachute recovery systems as descr1b~d in the preceding 
papers. Other studies have followed, as indicated in 'table 2. 
I 
The first 
two Qf these involved the addition of recovery system. to vehicles of 
existing design, wher~.8 the latter three investigated vehicles of new 
design, incorporating a veriety of recovery concepts. The latter study 
produced comparative designs of recoverable and expendable vehicles in the 
SATURN C-3 class, concentrating on fixed wing or paraglider recovery of 
one or both stages. 
The various recovery methods considered during these studies are 
tabulated in table 3. In all case •• aerodynamic drag and/or lift is the 
means for primary deceleration for the expended ata8e. A number of 
methods have been suggested for the maneuver to a selected landing site, 
cancellation of residual velocity, and for final touch-down. The simpler 
methods allow little or no deviation from the ballistic impact point for 
the expended stage. The glide capability inherent 1n fixed or flexible 
wings allows greater freedom in this respect; however, .tud1es have shown 
5 
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that favorably staged vehicles will require auxiliary propulsion (such as 
air-breathing engines) to allow the desired return of expended booster 
stages to the launch site. 
Circumstances have not allowed investigation of all concepts in equal 
depth. Choices for particular applications have resulted in greatest depth 
of MSFC study in parachute systems, paraglider, and fixed wing vehicles. 
SOME IMPLICATIONS OF RECOVERY 
In studies investigating reusable vs expendable mode of operation and 
the relative merit of the d~fferent recovery ,concepts, many consider-
ations of course come into play. Comparisons on the ba.is of three signifi-
cant considerati.ons are summarized in tables 4 and 5 and figures land 2. 
Table 4 compares recovery operations required for tre si~pler forms 
of recovery, involving down-range water landings, with the more extensive 
forms of recovery, which allow glide or cruise to a prepared landing site. 
Although probabl~ acceptable for low launch rates, sea recovery operations 
(Similar to Project Mercury experience) would become unwieldy for higher 
, 
r launch rates. Immediate return of boosters into the refurbish and check-
out cycle at the launch site - avoiding water impact, down-range recovery 
operations, and transport back to the lCllnch site - is ¢onsidered an 
Unportant factor in selection of recovery methods. 
All known forms of recovery increase vehicle inert weight through 
addition of equipment and/or increased structural strength, resulting 
in!p~tload penalty of some degree. Figure 1 shows penalties typical of 
various booster recovery methods; second stage recovery penalties, as 
discussed in the preceding paper, are shown for reference. In comparative 
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analyses, this performance decrement is reflected in costs through addi-
tional launches required to deliver equal (cumulative) pa loads, or in-
creased booster size t~ ,rovide performance equal to that of an expendable 
stage. 
Primary factors determining the degree of cost benefit from booster 
reuse are shown tn table 5. For the simpler recovery methods, booster 
reuse rate vs recovery/refurbish costs dominate, whereas increased booster 
purchase price and development costs become more prominent for reusable 
vehicles of advanced designs. 
Analyses continue to show cost benefit for booster reuse, with the 
degree of benefit dependent upon variable estimates for some of the 
individual elements in which our experience is limited or lacking. 
Typical results of comparative costs estimates, based on .tudies of 
vehicles in the 2-3 million pound thrust class, are shown irt figure 2. 
CURRENT ASSESSMENT - MISSION PROSPECTS/VEHICLE CONCEPTS 
Our immediate future space program objectives place primary emphasis 
on: 
(1) Increased launch vehicle performance; i.e., capability to 
perform missions not previously possible. 
(2) The need for this capability as early as possible. 
Since recoverability would reduce payload capability and might require 
additional time for design and development, early introduction of recovery 
,;::, into major vetucle programs is not likely. 
As ~l\::Other technological evolut ions, however, es tablishment of a new 
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capability can be followed by concentration on improvement in operations 
and efficiency. The operating environment for the expected next phase 
of space activity emphasizes the pot~ntial,for such improvements through 
the use of reusable launch vehicles. In contrast with the first phase, 
frequent and repetitive launchings will be required to suppor~ sustained 
operations in earth orbit and on the moon. Orbital space stations, both 
manned and unmanned, will require frequent visits for crew rotation, 
inspection o~ equipment, maintenance, and repairs. Particularly in 
some vehicle classes, the passenger-carrying function will place greater 
emphasis on reliability, safety, and abort capability. In general, 
this environment suggests a need and an approach similar to that of 
current air transportation. 
At this point, fixed wing boosters seem the most promising choice 
for high traffic-rate, passenger-carrying classes. Equipped for 
powered cruise, this concept offers the best probability for recovery 
and reusability, with a minimum of recovery operations. Also signifi-
cant with respect to the expected early establishment of orbital space 
stations, the concept requires only modest advances in technology, 
allowing timely availability. The simpler forms of recovery are 
probably more adaptable in the lower launch-rate classes. With no 
clear cut choice of recovery method apparent at this time, investigation 
of several methods - including water impact, parachute, and paraglider -
should be pursued. 
11 
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PRESENT MSfC STUDY EFFORTS 
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CURRF:NT MSFC STUDIES 
Based upon this background and conclusions to date, Marshall-
sponsored studies as shown in table 8 are now in progress~ to help de-
fine the next generation launch vehicles. 
Paraglider recovery of rocket vehicles in the S-ton orbital payload 
class is to be studied, along with possible use of airplane-type boosters, 
adapted from RS-70 or supersonic transport design for air launching of 
rocket-powered upper stages. 
The lO-Tpn Orbital Carrier Study will concentrate on the job of 
passenger transportation between eart';l and orbi t and, as ,ucJ1, is con-
sidered a probable first application for the fixed wing, "rocket airplane" 
concept. The SO-lOO Ton Vehicle Study, on the other hand, is ai~ed 
toward a "space truck" cargo carrier concept as a successor to the 
current SATURN C-S, with a probable primary mission of sustained lunar 
operations support. The first phase of this study is investigating 
prospects for conversion of the C-S into reusable configurations. 
There are several study programs now active to determine vehicle 
configurations for payload capability greater than SATURN C-S; two are 
listed in which recovery/reuse are being considered. The first of these 
is conceived as a sea-launched, pressure-fed vehicle which can be 
recovered by water impact without requiring auxiliary recovery devices. 
Recovery concepts within the Post-NOVA studies include inflatable drag 
and flotation devices, integral lifting (glide) capability, etc. 
* With exception of the S-ton payload class study, which is planned as 
part of FY 63 program. 
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RESEARCH &. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
As in most advanced concept investigations, past experience in 
several aspects of vehicle recovery and reuse is very limited or lacking. 
However, with the date for initiation of second generation launch vehicle 
developments still a few years away, there is an opportunity to provide 
a preparatory foundation of research and experimental work in the areas 
ind i.ea ted. 
Rec.ove.ry Methods 
With the choice of recovery methods for the different vehicle classes 
not clearly defined at present, researc.h work for a number of methods 
should continue. Considerable experience is being gained with parachute 
and paraglider. Fixed-wing data are being gained from X-1S, X-20, and 
a 1bnited amount of research work now in progress at the Langley Center. 
Although we have no ape.cific rec.onunendations for research in other 
methods at this time, studies now in progress may point out additional 
needs. 
Degree of Reusability 
The actual benefit of recovery, examinations, and reuse will remain 
sO!:l.ewhat intangible until we have gained actual recovery experience. 
The REDSTONE and SATURN S-l recovery programs would have provided this 
start had they reac.hed fruition. A program of this nature is needed 
in the near future~ possibly in ~ form of subsca1e test vehicles, but 
preferably through recovery of operational vehicles most closely 
approaching expected future vehicles. 
15 
Design For Reusability 
Although the design of flight vehicles for reusability and long life 
has a strong background, rocket engines and related systems have been 
designed almost exclusively for one-time or short-time usage. A project 
has been proposed by MSFC, as a part of the FY 63 Launch Vehicle 
Technology Program, to explore the basic question: In what ways should 
the design and construction of rocket systems differ from present practice 
when reuse and extended operating life are intended? 
With the combined contributions of studies, experimental work, and, 
hopefully, some operational recovery experience, the following can be 
accomplished: 
(1) Reduce uncertainties in estimates as to recovery and reusability. 
(2) Allow selections from alternative designs and procedures. 
(3) Equip ourselves for rapid implementation of a reusable vehicle 
development at the time a decision is made to do so. 
\ 
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REVIEW OF THE SPACE,VEHICLE LANDING 
_.;...;.AN..;..,:D._ RECOVERY RESEARCH AT AMES 
by W. L. Cook 
Introduction 
X65 
A very limited effort has been direct~d at manned space vehicle recovery 
and landing systems at the Ames Research Center. In general, up to this time, 
most of the wind-tunnel test results have been directed at specific projects 
of the Manned Spacecraft Center such as the steerable parachute for the Apollo 
mission and the paraglider development for the Gemini mission. Some work has 
been done at small-scale of the variation of lifting reentry body shapes to 
give significant range In the earth's atmosphere and enable horizontal landing 
capability. In this regard, large-scale wind-tunnel studies are planned of a 
lifting reentry configuration with an inflatable afterbody and control system 
for glide and landing. The fourth system which Ames has done some work and 
plans to do more is in the use of lifting rotors, both rigid and flexible, for 
deceleration, glide and landing of manned space vehicles. 
Discussion 
Parachutes. - The tests In the development of the Apollo steerable parachute 
were conducted in the Ames 40- by aO-foot Wind Tunnel and were primarily 
directed at determining the extendable flap arrangements for the best lift-to-
drag ratio and static stability. A short motion picture film shows how the studies 
were conducted with a single parachute having an extendable flap for glide path 
control. The motion picture film is a supplement of TN 0-1334. In these 
studies the extendable flap span was varied from 7 gores to 13 gores and the 
flap chord was varied from 10 percent to'33 percent of the parachute diameter 
which resulted in maximum LID varying from 0.4 to about 0.55. The static 
longitudinal and directional stability was also measured for a r.nge of con-
dltions of the extendable flaps. The control response characteristics of 
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letting out and pulling in the flap were measured which indicated that the 
control response would be instantaneous and the LID ratios at dynamic conditions 
could be approximately 40 percent higher than at static conditions. The maximum 
value LID ratio was controlled by the stall of the second skirt at the leading 
edge of the parachute, however, In this condition, the parachute remained very 
stable. 
Wind-tunnel studies of multiple parachutes were also made which are shown 
In figures 1, 2 and 3. For the case of two slde-by-side parachutes with extend-
able flaps the lift-to-drag ratio obtained was approximately the same as the 
single parachute of the order of 0.5, however, the dynamic stability was con-
siderably poorer. For the triple parachute with a single pusher as shown in the 
next slide, the maximum LID ratio was very low of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 de-
pending on the number of parachutes utilizing extendable flaps for control. The 
low value of 0.1 was obtained with only the single pusher utilizing the control-
lable flap. For the case of the double pusher with a triple parachute system 
the LID ratio obtained was the same as with the single parachute and the sta-
bility of the system appeared fairly good although some small oscillation did 
occur probably due to the inability to control the yaw. 
Future studies are planned with multiple parachutes in the presence of 
bodies to determine the effect of a large wake on the stability and performance 
of a cluster system of parachutes. 
Paragliders. - Wind-tunnel studies have recently been completed of a half-scale 
model of the Gemini paraglider landing system. Studies were made for the glide 
regime, pre-flare, and flare-to-landing as shown in figure 4. Line loads and 
the normal six component aerodynamic measurements were made for various condi-
tions of pitch attitude, sideslip angle and control variations. Studies were 
also made in the U-shape first phase of deployment. Motion pictures were shown 
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to indicate the method used to obtain these results and also show tests where 
the lines were let out quite rapidly during the last stages of deployment just 
preceding paraglider gliding flight. 
Lift-to-drag ratios of the order of ~.7 to 2.9 were obtained dependent on 
the configuration. Three-bolt rope settings of 4.1 percent, 8.2 percent and 
12.3 percent were studied with the 8.2 percent giving slightly better values 
of lift-drag ratio than the others. The stability and control of the vehicle 
appears adequate for glide and landing with possible touchdown speeds of about 
45 knots for the full-scale vehicle. 
Deployment of the paraglider to the U-shape was attempted, but due to the 
Inadequate tie-down and bolt-rope attachments on the paragllder, the deploy-
ment and the infl.tlon of the keel and booms during this phase of the deploy· 
ment could not be accomplished. The deployment studies are planned to be 
continued in the near future with improved design and inflation techniques. 
Several problem areas appear to exist during deployment such as, the length 
of inflation time and the effects of the body flow on the oscillations of the 
partially deployed paraglider. 
Inflatable afterbody. - A number of wind-tunnel studies have been made of 
small-scale models at Ames of lifting-body reentry shapes. Some of the tests 
have been directed at numerous afterbody shapes with control surfaces on the 
M-l vehicle for glide and landing as shown for one case in figure 5. At 
present plans are to conduct large-scale tests of an M-IL configuration with 
an inflatable afterbody and control surfaces that would be deployed at high 
subsonic speeds. From the small-scale tests, it appears the maximum lift-to-
drag ratios of the order of 4.0 can be obtained and landings with horizontal 
velocities of the order of 120 knots on runways would be required with a 
lifting-body type of configuration. Dependent on the success obtained, the 
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deployment of inflatable afterbodies and control surfaces and their ability to 
carry the loads and give the required lift-drag ratios and stability and con-
trol, further studies would be pursued with inflatable systems applied to ob-
tain low aspect-ratio wing shapes on the lifting body reentry configuration. 
Deployment of the afterbody at a supersonic Mach number of the order of 2.5 is 
being considered as well to provide glide ranges of the order of 150 miles • 
.!Jfting rotor. - It is planned at pres.ent to conduct wind-tunnel tests of large-
scale lifting rotor system for deceleration, glide and landing of a manned 
space vehicle. Two stages, the deceleration and glide phases are illustrated 
in figure 6. The intention at present is to conduct studies at deployment and 
deceleration phases at subsonic speeds where the dynamic pressures at high 
altitudes are of the same order as can be obtained in the Wind tunnel. During 
the deceleration, the rotor blades will be operating in the stalled blade state 
to give high-drag at subsonic tip speeds. The drag forces for deceleration 
should be controllable thus eliminating high deployment loads and enabling 
control of the rotor loads and oscillating stresses. Wind-tunnel studies will 
also be made in the autorative glide state with cyclic control to enable trim 
at higher lift-to-drag ratios than possible by simply tilting the rotor axis. 
It is anticipated that lift-to-drag ratios of the order 5 to 6 can be obtained 
with rotor systems. 
During landing, figure 7, the horizontal and vertical velocity components 
can be made to be essentially zero by conducting a cyclic and collective flare 
as done by helicopters in autorotative landings. The other method is to con-
duct a collective flare from a vertical descent configuration. The effect of 
higher disc loading of this type of rotor system can be offset by tip weights 
so that flares can be accomplished with little or no vertical velocity at 
touchdown. 
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A number of problem areas can exist which should be studies, among these 
are deployment, operation in the stalled blade state, high rotor tip speeds, 
flare and landing with high disc ioading rotors. Consideration is being given 
to conducting studies at supersonic speed to determine the effectiveness of a 
highly coned rotor as a deceleration device to enable autorotative glide to be 
started at high altitudes and thus enable extensive increases in the useable 
range. 
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SURVEY OF FRO RECOVERY RESEARCH 
By H. M. Drake X65 84336· 
Recovery research at PRe ha.s, as indicated in the first 
chs.rt, been concentrated in the areas of conventional air-
craf't, drogue parachutes and paragliders. Planned WOI'k in-
cludes f'light tests of lifting-body recoveI'Y vehicles and a 
llli13I'-landing simulator. 
The Ii'RC researeh OlJ. la..n.ding of conventiona.l aircraft 
will not be discussed here since .it has been adequate reported 
in l~ferences 1 through IT. This work is continuirlg. 
The FRe has completed developmen.t and proof tests of' two 
drogue chute s'Y'stems, one for the Mercury capsule and the 
second for the B-58 escape capsule. Both programs utilized 
the F-I04A airplane whic.h is capable of' launching up to 
1500 pounds weight at Mach numbers up to 2 at altitudes be-
tween 30,000 and 50,000 feet. It can zoom, as shown' in the 
second figure, to release the store at altitudes as high as 
85,000 feet, but at lower s.peed.s. The test conditions for 
the Mercury drogue are shown on the third chart and the test 
results are reported in reference 8. The B-58 escape capsule 
tests involved releases of a 630 pound capsule at a Mach 
number of' 2.02 and altitudes of 45,000 and 31,000 feet. The 
maximum q for these tests was 1690 pOll..l1ds per square foot. 
Tests were also perfo~ned at altitudes as low as 18,000 feet 
a.nd a Mach number of' 1.25. At present, no furtheI' drogue 
tests are planned. 
Although not the subject or the meeting, a bI'ief descrip-
tion might be given of the planned lifting-body program. The 
lifting-body program at FRC will be initiated by the con-
struction of. several lightweight, full-scale man-carrying 
glider vehicles. These vehicles Will have configurations 
which high-speed tunnel tests have indicated to be attractive 
for reentry. Configurations such as the .M2B, lanticular, 
and M-l-L are being considered. The tow speed and landing 
characteristics of these lightweight w/s 4-7 1b/sq it) 
vehicles will be investigated in free flight follOWing release 
from airplane tow. Late!' phases include the construction and 
tests of f'ull-scale wing-loading vehicles of the more promising 
conf'igurations. Tests at p~gher speeds w~th these heavyweight 
configurations may be performed. 
,~ . 
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A word might be said hera regarding the capabilities. of 
la~~ch ver~cles at the FRe. The capabilities of the F-l04A 
have been mentioned. This airplane 1s also capble of 0 
launching rockets of up to 1500 pounds weight at up to 90 
climb angle, see reference 9. Two B-52 aircraft are also 
a.vailable, which are used for launching X-15 aircraft. 
These B-52 aircraft are capable of launching stores of up 
to 35,000 pound~ weieht and approximately 10 feet in diameter. 
The launch-altitude capability extends to about 50,000 feet; 
the speed capabllit:i- is about 0.8 Mach number. In addition 
t.o the F-104A and B-52 capability, an A3J has been requested 
for FRC for another program. This airplane could launch 
stores of up to 5,000 pounds at the same conditions as the 
F-104A. 
Mr. Horton will discuss the current FRC parag1ider 
program. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
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MANNED PAB.AGLIDER FLIGHT TESTS 
By 
Victor W. Horton 
The current interest in utilizing the paraglider concept 
as a means of effecting a soft landirg for the Gemin1 capsule 
prompted the Flight Research Center to design and construct a 
manned paraglider vehicle with which to conduct a limited" 
qualitative research program. IJ:'his vehicle differs from 
paragliders that individuals, Langley Research Center and the 
Rya.n Aircraft Company have flown in that it is manned, illl-
powered and towed aloft for release 11ke the conventional 
glider. 
The primary objective of the. FRO flight test pY'ogram is 
to demonstrate the approach, flare and landing ca;eabillty of 
a paraglider vehicle wlth a high wing loading (W/S >= ''( psf) 
and a low I/D (I/D ;: 2.5). . 
To meet this objective, the Paraglider Research,Veh1cle, 
PARESEV-l, was constructed 1n a manner to p!»oV'ide the maximum 
information in the shortest time. As you can see from the 
slide - (S11de of PARESEV-l) the design was simple and allowed 
for quick modifications if necessary. 
Cormnents :W"ine Sweep Angle )+5 0 
Fabric Plan Form 50° 
Area = 150 square feet 
Fabric -- Doped Ir1sh Linen 
Battens -- 2/s1de 
Rig1d control linkage 
W/S ::: 3.55 
Control ava11ableO( 25 0 ± 10° lateral = ± 15 0 
Two tow p01nts -- high and low, no nClt1ceable 
difference so chose low one 
Wing attach point -- 47.5% of keel aft of apex 
Commilllications -- FM ~adio 
Foot pedals for nose wheel steering only 
Automobile powered tows up to heights of 200 feet and 
airplane powered tows to altitudes of 2500 feet were made 
with PARESEV-l. Satisfactory landings were made from free-
flight with estimated sink rates of 2-4 fps at touchdown 
attained. The rod control system has its inadequacies, 
e. 
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llu'.\.'vt.':!:>, duel to flexibIlity in the system there was 
considerable response lac; and some question as to whether 
01' not thu 8Illount of stich: displacement corresponded to 
the proper DJ1l0unt of input to tbe wing. This, plus the 
LnJwl'(:;nt pl'oblems of bclnc; towed, resulted in major 
dmnago to the vehielc) rJuri.ng chcclcout of a new pilot. I 
might add that thE' pJ.lot VJaf3 not in,jured dur.ing this 
inc leiCllt • 
1'hc ex'aft W{.l.S rebuilt and considerably modified to 
incorporate a cable ,md pulloy control system a nd better 
~ll;~~k '-' r~~t~llUatiot; in t:he J.;~~(~\i,ng ~car as seen from the 
LI;.,xt ulldl..,. (Sl.Lcie of PAhL,).l.IT-lA). 
Comments: Wine Svoop j\n~~le ll-~) 0 
Fabric Plw 1 Form 50 0 
Area = IljO uquare feot 
Fabric -- l) O>~. lmsealed. dacron 
Battens -- '.)/'Jide 
Cable Mel Pulley Control system 
W/S = II· ')r::. • r.,.:) 
Control aval1,:tblc c::< ?5 () :!: 10 0 lateral =± 7.5-:> 
Pivot Point =- Lt'""(. 5% aft of apex 
Comn1tmicat~lons -- VJUi' radio 
F'oot podals for nose wheel stooring only 
[l'111s control systum tlirnJnai.:;cd the slow response in that 
tth.'J l'()~lpOn~~c is nOl{ c;ovcy'ncd by the pIlot's ability to over-
come the lnl'lptin, forces. 
To date, PMESIW-IA ha~ been flown numerous times by 4 
LiL.L'ft'l'C'nt pJlots of Vl1PyinC; baclc[Srowlds and cxperiGnce, and 
the gC1l8I'al concellSUS is that tho craft rn3Jleuvers and handlos 
tlult(; ,(foll. at a W/S of !~.(=5 and a liD mo.x.imum of 3.8. 
/\t thcpresont time, .f]J. c;ht testing is being conducted 
at. :1, \'I;"s of (). 3 and em est lmn.tocl L/D of 2.9. This change 
:in \,j::; an..1 L/D was accomplhJr10d by decrea.Dinr::; the wing· 
:.t.rl~a fl'om 11)0 square feet to .lOa square feet. 
~:o obtain the end W/S value of '{.O, the present plans 
arc that ndd:itionCl1 wcdght w.i.ll be added Lo the undorcarria[.:':e. 
P1Jgli t.. data have becn obtained on PARESEV -lA and 1s pre-
uuntcli on U LU next s 11<10. ( S Jide of LongJ.t udinal PGrfOrmBnG0 
f P 'U')-":I(YL'TI r 'I f ) o. j ,I:!",,-J.l'JV - __ -t • 
~; 
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Duta points were obtained during stabilized glide by 
a relatively simple method. Altitude callouts weret:1med 
by stopwatch during descents of 2000' or more ut constant 
airspeed. Angle of attack was ottained by measurement of 
ving incidence angle rela.tive to fusela.ge and fuselage 
lnclination (attitude). Vv with this wing varied from 
16 to 33 fps with 'Y' s of 1)+. 5 to 21.5 0 in the lAS range 
investigated higher airspeeds were not investiga.ted. due 
to high stick force. 
The next slide (slide of Predicted Longitudinal Per-
formance of PARESEV-IB) shows the predicted performance 
of the PARESEV vehicle with a 100 square foot installed. 
Our desienation for this vehicle is PARESEV-lB .. Some 
preliminary results indicate an LID of less than 3 between 
slide speeds of 50 and 60 KlAS. 
The last slide (slide of Control-System Porce Gradients) 
shows a non-dimensional stick force plot a~a:i..nst lAS. As 
indicated, the forces increase rapidly wit.tl deviations from 
trim airspeed. The upper dotted line shows how the force 
curve can be shifted by moving the pivot polnt forward of 
the cpo This could be done in flight, however', our vehicle 
r'equires ground adjustment prior to flight. 'j"he curve 
can be shifted downward into the push force rE)gj.on by 
movIng the pivot point behind the cp.Push for'ces, however, 
i{ere not considered desirable due to an apparent reduction 
in longitudinal stability. Bolt rope can also be used to 
adjust the pivot point-cp relationship. Increase in 
percent of bolt rope used moves wing cp aft. 
Stick position versus IAS is not shown, but i.s approx-
imately linear and normal. 
The wing appears in flight to be exceptionally stable 
and not appreciably effected by rapid control tnputs or 
turbulence. The lower fuselage response I howevf3r, is 
not,iceable to the pilot and similar to helicoptel's, in that 
lateral and longitudinal motions involve linear accelerations 
rather than angular accelerations. Because of this it would 
seem that some stability of the lower fusela.ge or payload 
about the a.c. of the vehicle would be deSirable for our 
vehicle and could be included in the designl such a.s a mem-
brane between forward and aft keel cables to improve zero 
damping. 
t:;,'sJ\~n';c; Lo Q cont::r;b.l input is first noted by the 
Lmdcl",;3.l'i.'L:,1.{':\) movlng} followed by total vchj cle motion. 
rJ'/JC' vddcle j)OSSCSPC3 lOl]f.,;i tudJnal stlck fixed statIc 
·:;tutYi 1.1 ty. [{lllr;:t.tudllJu,l rnotJ.ons are hiehly damped in this 
CO.Lldl [,l.UlI. 
The \'\ ':, i c Ln ()O' :~1 riot J'0:-:;:1CSO longi tlJdinal stick force 
:,~, :,'; \: : J. L,,Y,, " )J'lUC; llYl1.1mi (: j!loLLon:J llaV()' not been investigated . 
.in ttl\' sticlZ', fJxu(l C:l.:;O, tho lateral and directional 
',)dt.:;~ al)C~ u l"lt:Lcally ~1tn,blc~ nu,d tho dynanrLc motionu cn'Q 
'1 'j n'l t, '1' '"1. I' ,", '{~ 
'<., 1 ",y lkl",IJ \, J.,. 
Os ci.,U: d"ions h~wu unly bC;81.1 enCOLJ11torrct aD a result of 
\)Xh:I'1\'tl .:; [-,1 ;nnli (tuT>bu:LcrJC'(: or tow rope)) d,nd result in 
,-'OUpJl:ti Jat:uI'~,t l·-dJ.I'cet lower 1'1.1 Dolnec; l'C~3pon:J03. Higher 
:i\~10:11i tudu turbulonce harl .inclucod coupled rnotions about 
:.tll tLr.'t)u :',1:(13. 
]YlOl>O than '(0 lauclLnt'>:; ht'.LVC been l1lLLdc from ::.~tabilizccl 
ilrC);,.: illj.gh:t COJJcli tlOlUJ. l\.b()lJt, )~O w~;ro f'rom Ilclease alt.i tllCl(;a 
\)1' l(lO to 300 r nntl 30 fr(Ym I'E:1ea[~c;:J above 1000 I. Only ono 
Janel LUi; resu lted in ~3l:,ructuI'nl damago and this was duo to 
;'1"1'" 'll'l·'''l. "r'll'tl":1't"c'l "i· "I'l')l")X'j'n'·l'·l·I'e"y '['1-1' Tf'lC.' 1'or LID 
.... ' ''''' v .LJ.:.., -_... u .. t..; _ (-A. ... '-_1.,.., . \.. .• " 1<' J J.o
t 
,j tj J.. J .. ) 
IJ':1.1~,;t!lUln wj.Ul. tho 100 foot \v:Lnr;. ,/\,11 ()thor landings have 
1.',\).1"1 :' GcornplLshcd with luss tllall 10 fps verti cal volocl ty 
,l.t:. l.l.;UdlUO\vIl and 75~;6 of Lhmw 11Pt; cut,inntcd at loss tban 
:) fp:J by ti,ll:! pLlot und Oh::j8PVcrn. rIb achieve <.1. satisfactory 
rlH~';':. ab(')uL, JO-l~~ kt::.,. Qbove tho lAS for l/D maxlrrrum lTUl:Jt 
I'l) 'Jb!-':Li.nc>lipl'lor to fl)l1'() LnLt i.nt,Lon. LID :r;.'3,ximurn foY' lare;c 
\,JLn(: oel~ln'~; 'tt. approximat.ely 112IQ:J\.E:'\ L1.Ucl lAS lwcd pr:l.oY' to f1;:).1::'(; 
..Irrl.l,Ld~.j,ol11{n.s ~)O 1',0 ~h 1([NJ. For f:Jmall wlng, JAS foY' LID 
J:ii'UCLnIUm i~~ cstJrn'ltcd at it:·) 1\I/\3 .'J,nd sl1ccesai'-ul flare have: 
b(:on ~~CeC)r1if)1i..:3hcd :1tu,l'LLn; ': fl'om 60 to 05 K11\.3. E:X:C033 enorJl;y 
·1,8 ·l:~:r.:d tu adjust fln.J>o r~d·,() rtu('lrl!", flt.u'e or to adjust altit.udr; 
'" :h)(,()1 :(1 1'}<'1',:) after tluhLcv:i..n{,; ZOY'O vOl,tical volocity. 1\ppI'OX-
11:':.lf'·!',i~' ':('conci.s elil,p~'lc .f:'Y'()l11 fl[:Jrc.: lnJt:l:'1t:Lon to touchdown. 
(liJl,yli i:;u d pCI'ceptimJ. or cJ(X~jrle l'<1tO w..ith laboled. surface 
l~~Lj l)(~(:ll 11 :,:cl to dete:r'minn J'}:IY'C lrJitiation poInt. 
'1',)u111"· (.lL: P/Un;;;JE\T :l,~ not a punl ppoblem but does re:qutrc 
,'~.L('l ,'~.ni d ,(1.' U·,nt~ion \{j Lh tow line d:yn;lIn:Lcs. 
'......,.,' 
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Under the present plans, due to manpower requirements 
for other projects, the PARESEV program will be term1r~ted 
after the flight data are obtained with the PARESEV-lB 
configuration. However, if probJ.ems arise in specific 
areas where the PARESEV could be of benefit, the project 
would be revived. I might add that the lmowledge gained 
from short-term, relatively inexpensive test programs of 
this nature cannot be over-estimated. 
.. ,~'''::;'( .;- ,.~ .," ':,'.;" 
£, .. ,-". ( 
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GEMINI LANDING AND RECOVERY SYSTEMS * 
R. Rose 
MSC 
Mr. Rose indicated that the Gemini project hal the following 
requirements for a landing system: 
a) zero vertical velocity 
b) controlled~de8cent with up-wind capability 
c) acceleration and forces at touch down in a known 
direction 
d) minimum volume and light weight 
e) water or land recovery capability 
f) landing device (par_glider with parachute back-up) 
mu.t not hold up Gemini schedule 
Under the reltraints noted above, the Ge~ini project office hal con-
cluded that the par_glider is the most feasible device for recovery. 
Operation characteristic. of the inflatable paraglider are al 
follow., 
deployment at 55,000 ft with _ q • 40 lbs/sq ft 
a glide angle of -17.5° with a forward velocity of 68 fp. 
and a sink rate of 21 fps 
a pre-flare angle of attack of -l.So.witb. forward velo-
" eity of 68 fps and a sink rate of 21 fps. Altitude for this maneuver 
11 390 feet. 
At a flare altitude of 45 feet, the angle of attack is 80 with an 
increased forward velocity and sink rate of 96 fps and 35 fps.ra.pectively. 
Touch-down forward v.locity il 68 fps with a vertical velocity ranging 
from 0 - 5 fpl. cDea:l.gnltudies indicate the SlO-lb paragUder has a 
down-range capability of 21 NM and an up-range capability of 16 NM from 
40,000 feet altitude in still air. 
* Baled on notes take~ during presentation of paper. 
v 
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Jvlannt.'d spacecraft with ,".\, blunt, 1i ft :Lng body configuratIon, such as the 
fvler~ur'y, Gemln:l,. anJ ,l\pOi.l0 [:ipacecraft, req:uire lin auxHiary la.nding system 
for 8uC'(.:e~,;;:; eu1. eompJ ctiorl of t.he minsi<.m and Gafe return of the cre-w. LanQ,-
::nr, :-::ystems w'ith ';ridely yaX'ic~d performance cl1'lracteristics are presently 
Icvai lable or 1n "111.1'10'\18 3t':lt~C'; of' C:kvelopment. The prirnaT'"J cons iderat ior, in 
i,')1:::18ctj,on 01' 0 l':lLJirlg ':',l'stem i'o!' a p(~,rtlcular space vehie'}e I1.nd mis[.;icm i:o; 
ere\' c3ufct,')', or ~:.Y;:tem ~'r,li,;~r)il:tt.',.. Beyond rcllabil,lty, thf: mission tenniot-)/ 
I'Light p'I:Jrcwill dictate the rc,!uired 'landing system pt·rforrnanc0. For 0X~mp'iE., 
i r the n0J111H.'l mi.::3 i on tenni.natu; vl'i th irnp~.tct in water' or an unyrepared 1 and 
,~ul'f1.'l.l,,;c, n n(~ftr vertic:).'; te:rm:illal. de:Jcent is preferab]e. Landing on '.1 pr'CpF.l,red, 
land ~l\u·f"J.,':e,. on th.:: oth'.'r llu.ti'1, lE"J,ci:;; itnel l' to'lO aircraft t,ypi.:: f1ared lA.Nl-
Lng. /I. deg:ru(' ot' eli-ling or :r.';l,nt~C' ~ontro'l then becornt?f; neccssar.y to insure 
'Ifinding on a prc,'pared ~;u.rf8J.~c. (This doe;; not l'lccessar1.1;y mean that even ·w:i.th 
r'~nge eapabi lity tbehe;~t rJcthod 01 "'1nillnl'. 'Ls hor'l.:t.ontR.11y). 'I'llc impacti shoe';-: 
att:.: nUA.t ton l"3 qu i rc,rnent;:; 8-rE' :i H';I;, \'I~l :112 r.l'(.>l'iC('lted on t't'-.c typf: 'l.andl.ng :;ystem 
l3l~lC0·te:d.. l:~o;:;je::'li,y lrnp"),('t :-yst"!rn:; (,:'Hi be broken do",n lnto t,oJO requ:ireJ ty;:.,:,:.; 
on.:! fi.:rr ldCh v<3l't1c.~()·! n}tf~ of dt:'seeot with w:ind dI'i.1't c:onsi,d.errit'lOl1S, the Otii8:: : 
1'0),:, iOW0r Y('rtl('''t'l r('\,t"" ()J' dC~;e(llt w'ith a. hOl'izont:,11 v(~loctty. B'i3ic co(,sid-
cl':,\'I;:1on~~ ::O;'.lcl1 "l:; 'W(:'~,f)rt. v()'lu:me, dl'p1().1mont, st!:),bil1ty, COl1trol., rbdunrilJ.nry, 
!~nd/or emer,,~~ri('y ('~:H'I.l.;'J(:,. ',n(l (~o!n'P'i.:;xi.t:! mu~',t I:l.l !:o 'bc.~ ev,s.lu8.ted in se'Jecting ::l. 
lD.njing s)'8tem 1:'01' a p,'3.rtj.,~\11ar vehlcll'. 
J. Tb:' /\poll v i.? \')ne 1.:1' the t'Wo Iv{f,lnl1Cd ~)Vtee(~rr.d't Center spGcec:::raft })'!"f;>;'-
entl:,>r lln<1.er dev01opxnent. 'rhe ApoH 0 1 'mdiq:. :'~y:;tem requ:1.rements o.1'c gener~J."" y 
mJ f'v'\ .LO'~':3: 
u. A hi(~h degree of reliability, and a 3y3tE:m that Clln be used uf,(ic,7' 
nll fliGht. conrtitions for en,rth lo.nd.:l.np; requ:i.r€)ments. This include>:.; D:Jl'-
rna] reentry, nlRXill1wn dyna,mic pressure escape, and pad abort. 
b. :3t:-:"bi 1 iz;cr:; t!1c Command Module during post-entry descent f:>.nd r~­
ducer3 the vertical 'I::.l.nding veloeity to 30'/ ,-1CC at 1)000' altitude. Hor:l.-
,:o,ltl),l dr 1 f't due to wind not to exceed 30 knot~;. 
c. Reduce~:; imp,"l,ct aecelerationc fmcb that neither the Com.'T'J:l.nrl Mo(}u',r; 
;::;trueture or fl ,)tllt:I.on is lmpared. Further ~ttel1'u.H.ti.ons to be 'by ere"" 
:,e-,'':\t shoc'y' r;tte::Uf~tl(ln devices. 
d. :~y:3tcm to be comp',ltibl r.; 'With trle 1jSC of 1.1, ntoder!:tte tiD term'ln!'ll 
lantiing 1;.1y::;tem fmeh a~~ c. ,f'.;lra'vling (this requirement W'!M,j n,ter del (~ted rJ.'.) to; , 
May 1 d, i,9'~i)). 
The sY!3te!n se1ection 
,1,"i n::!!l~llts is a:3 follows: 
a. Descent System 
to most rlearl y 
(1) System selection criteria 
fit tIle established re-
The advantages and disadvantages for the selection of a 
cluster of three parachutes are shown in slide 1. The advanta-
gc~; 0 f' a parachute cluster are as follows: it is within the 
~;tatc-of'-thc-art, prov:Ldes excell ent pendulum stability, pro-
videD a high dcgrcl: of' r'eliability, very low' weight and volumE:, 
is an easy way of' obtaining redundancy, and it is a pas:;ive 
~;y:~tem. The only major disadvantages of a cluster is that it 
h; normlaneuv(~rabl e. For Apo] 10, tIle use of a singl e parl'.J.chute 
would 11~lve required that it have a diameter of approximately 
1 :'7'. Present state-o f'-the-8,rt in parachutes have determined 
tc~.t parachute:; of this size are difficult to fabricate. Large 
parachutes also present a packing and installation problem. To 
provide redundancy, this would have also resulted in a heavier 
landing system and requiring more volume than the selected 
cluster alTo.!lIS~Hleflt. 
(2) Deployment cequeucc 
Slides 2 and :) depict tile deployment sequence for the ApOllo 
earth] anding cystem. The sequence of events are the aft section 
of' the Corrunand Module 1:.; jettisoned, a 13' diameter drogue chute 
is mortar deployed, the drogue chute is jettisoned at a prede-
termined altitude and the three main parachutes are deployed. by 
mortar deploying pilot parachutes. The pilot parachutes then in 
turn pull the extraction chutes which deploy the main parachutes. 
The main parachutes are reefed for a period of six seconds prior 
to full inflation. 
(3) Test program 
The Apol) 0 earth landing system wi 11 be tested at El Centro, 
California. The test will be conducted utilizing a B-66, C-130 
and C-133A aircraft. The B-66 aircraft win be utilized in test-
ing the drogue parachutes. The C-130 and l33A will be utilized 
in testing the single main parachute and the complete earth land-
ing system. The present status of the Apollo test program is 
that 3 tests have been conducted on a single 88 r di8Jneter para,-
chute to establish optinrwn parachute reefing parameters. It 1s 
anticipated that approximately 70 tests will be required for the 
development and qua] ification of the earth landing system. The 
parachute system night envelope is probably best deseribed at 
this pOint. 
e' 
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Graph No. 1 gives the drogue per'lChute design envelope 8,n. 
lS self explanatory. Nonnal drogue parachute deployment is 
ini"t:.iated at 2'),000 feet. At a dynamic pressure of 140 p;::;f, the 
Command Module is stabilized with the drogue chute descending to 
an altitude of 15,000 feet, 1-!here the m8.in chute1s deployment 
sequence is initiated at E, dynamic pressure of 64 psL The 
drogue parachute has been designed to be capable of cleployment 
at a q of 210 ps£' and at any altitude from 3500 ft to 2~,000 ft. 
In the case of "pad abort", the drogue chute can also be deployed 
throur,h this same a1 titudc range at a minimum dynamic pressure 
of 10 P[~r. G:nl.ph No. ;.' Dhows the dcs:lvn envelope of the main 
parf.lchute:~. The' mainparaehute;, have been dcs 19ned to be capa'VI e 
of b0inc; ric;ploycd at n. maxLrrrum dynrur,ic pressure of 96 psi' at f.J.ny 
altitude from 3')00 to 1'),000 ft and UkewLle, they are capable of 
being deployed at a mi.nimum dynamic pressure of ]0 psf. This J.aw 
dynrullic pn'ssure could be encountered in the case of a "pad abort". 
r;:'herc are somf~ prob] pm [HeaS witll this earth landing system ""hich 
are onticipated 8.Jthaugh r-l!'e not considered to be major obstucJel:; 
to overcome. rrl1cse problem area::.: are (]) the mortar deploying of 
nl'! three main p8.racln.rtcs and (2) the effects of a malfunction of 
a sing1e pa.rachute on the ;:>ther two parachutes. 
b. Impaet System 
(1) System de3cription 
S'l iJe :) depicts the capsule tmpact attenuation system. Thj 5 
('onsi sts cf C air Qi 1 struts for VCX"ttCfl.l. attenuation and 8 lOLIUJTI.-
imun honeycomb doubl e uetiog struts for horizontal attenuation. 
The oi'l used in the air oil strut is Oranjte 8515. The total 
stroke of the air otl strut i:3 approximatel.y 12tr. The aluminum 
honeycomb strut has a stroke of approximate1y l+tr. 
Slide 4 8})OW'[; the attenuation system used for the indiv:l.riual 
crew seats. This consists of 4 honeycomb shock struts for verti-
call oads, hlo honeycomb strut3 for horizontal loads and two honey-
comb st rut t' across the chest., The aluminum honeycomb struts 8,1'e 
desi.gned to cont.rol the "gtr buiJ dup. 
(2) Design consideration 
The known safe human tolerances are shown on graph no. ). 
This impact attenuation system is designed for the foJ ~I owing nomi-
na1 conditions which are wtthin the sa.fe zone. 
3 chutes out - vertical rate of descent ~3 fps 
horizontal r8.te of tlrift 30 fps 
Max slope of' ')0 at impa.ct 
Allo"m 20 g'J vertically; 10 e'3 horizontal1y at 2):1 
C I ;/secolld. 
Design emerGency conditions: 
2 chutes vertical rate of descent 30 fps 
hor1 zontal rate of drift 50 :E'ps 
Max slope of 15° at impact 
Allows 1+0 g' s vertically; 109's horizonta'lly 
( 3) 'rest program 
Prc:,ent p1 ans call for impact tests utilizing a. fu'll SC'3.l,,:, 
lloilerpl;J,te Command Module. These test::; win be conducted at 
NAIl. on a teGt rig pn'.3<.mtly uncler construction. This rig '.vil1 
not bc o.vailab'le until probr1,bly January 1) 1903. 
'}'o recluce the number of boilf<i;rplate impact te:>t;s, d, 1/4 
c'la:;tieally scaled mociel program wiJl soon start at LRC. This 
model has a ~;ca1e strcngth heat shield and strut attenuation 
~;ystem. 'rtlis model will 'be tested on sand, hard surface:, ~md 
\Juter to determine the dynaml CG aud acce] eration 1 oad~-;. 
The di rfiC'u'lty w'ith an act tve system is the somewhat lower 
rei iabil tty because of the operation of' addJtional mechanisms 
which have to be employed in releas:i,ng the heat shield. 
i'mother probl em would be the necessi.ty to cboose between 
havi.ne H dep'loycd or nonclep]oyed impact system when landin~ in 
water. For tn:3tunce, with the propo:,ed Apo]] 0 system, there is 
a gre:lt pOGl-;j,bi OJ ity th'Lt the heat shiel d, if deployed, may dig 
into the water cau.3ing severe capsul emotions. 
CUl'\HE1'JT ADVANCED LANDING SYSTEMS STUDIES 
1. At this point come of the programs which are presently bejng conducted 
by Ivlanneu Gpacecruft Center in [;upport of both future spacecraft and Apollo 
should be described. 
2. The first program Is the development of a parachute knoWT) ac the G1irJe-
Gail. This progrmn j s beinl!' accompllElhed by Northrop Ventura and h~J,s rtf; a 
primary o'bjective, the development of f. fr,l':Ldinp, paraehute havint~ 8-n r./J) of 
e.pproximate1y 0.7 to 1 and which can also be controlled dirc:ctiofJ'J.11y. 
3. It i:~ rca 11 zed that the pe r- forrnance goals for a parllrhutc 0 r' Uli G na-
ture would not provide a range capabilIty :but would allow' avoidance of local 
ob::;tacles and partially fl.lleviate the impact attenuation problem by bcLn(~ ar,lc 
to overCOme wind rlri ft. The present status of this programi s o.s follow;:: A 
wtnd tUtlnel test program 1188 been compl eted by Amec Hcsearch Centl'r usine 1 fj' 
dimneter parachute:, in the hot x 80' wind tunnel; the results of the wind tunnel 
program have been verified by drop teuts of both 6')' diameter Gtngl c and :j chut,:; 
\ 
''-. 
-)-
- '-("" '~\:_~:.t ro" (:::.,-1 if'orrria; prelilninar-,{ drop Lest dCita hElve ve2:'i i"iecl trle 
~1 "t,1:_ - [',_- -L-, ~::: i?hiCll indi<:~ated 8, :naximum T/D of'~tpproximately oj to .7. 
'.i':';_~- :,),"~".i:l:: ~;c'll\..'-1UI,-,q i\JY' comp1et'jor: in early Octo'hcr. 
)1 !1~.,'_ .'~ t'011:1 p7'Cer:'Jtl con.:.;j;;tr.; of i-Jrt i,n-rJUll:3E:.' cic'v,.;l·:J}JHJcnt -,)t':t :;lTlilj;';'.f' 
{'I id":;,'li 1 1" :"~I"JI1't." ('o!' dr:~:,">nt -"md incorpor>1tinl', a 'l:mdiLV r:Jcl',,~t 1\,) ,'ttcr_"Y',-
Lil'il. I\i)' ,Ir'c,p t-", ;t:; 01' tll(' pal'adrutc, \~ithout the l:J.ndilll~ rocl-:,:;t, and st,'J.tic 
ri. 1'111(,;:, 0]' Llw rU"kd, InGLoI' llilvebccn (~oltlpleted. 'I'be re:ultn 0[' tbe::;c tesb; 
h:,-vt;; ~)lllW-ll the fc"t~_;L'llility of';, eontroJlable parachute retro ror:};:et eurth br,d-
i";, ;;,'i,:-t;Clr,; thcr,'f'o:-'(-, '-:;1' drop V>ts of tr·c comp·!~tc ,~ystprn lJtill7,lnc a C-llSi 
il'[-"j;lIl" 'vj'! i h- '·c,~'i\1.uctcd 'It liou;ton in the.:' l1(~ar J'utU1.'E:. 
!\ t1lir,j l'I'O/'I"Ul' oil; trw d('vclo!>ml~nt of' it dlJ}!loyrncnt tH;[IJ,j'JLH~ f'or tbr; 
J':I.J'~Wl i,jt'r. f\ l'ev:"\-, 0f ",II tltl: work bCi.Il,", a~('ornpl i,;h,~rl on Pr,r:te,lj'lcr:;, :in-
dil·'ltt.'dVll"I(;l Ld,,~" lk~l)lo.vrn('tlt W'I,;; OI,C of Ull~ m:J,jur' problmq:; to be ;;ohrr;d her'ore 
it ~'01..l'Ic'1 1)(: 11;','<\ :\:~ :ttl ,;'wth "Iild Ill/' :;'y;;'L'~'III. A joiIlt pro{'y'wJ with T.T~C )la;; heln 
11}jti:lt,-'J toirw(_";tl~:,,tc :':Ir:,-,;.i::/' rlqJlo,YIllcnt. TuntT,lc,Y wIll c:onchlet tb(~ te .. ~t~; 
tl~;inr, tl;clc)' It'.'I],,:ui1i.,' C1.111ril' 1 ut i-I izilli', cl'_L;~tl.(:u.ll'y 'met d.';rI:iJnl(~:;r'::l·lr::; lIlode',;. 
It L~ bc-li(~ved tllis l'rc>YT"un c'ln cOlltribut;,: ,;i(',fliJ'iermtly to ;Ievelopin:~ a Gl3.tL.;-
:'uctocy mt:ans 01' l':-lr'~~rl i,-I(:r dcp:oymc'nt. 
}UfURE I'f10GnJ\Jv\s 
,. '1'110 TnlldJrw, llJ'Jdllll[)·tC't [';v:;tcrn:' ~;( ct ion h:,:!t) )J, f1wnlll~r of future ]j('o!!,r'um:, 
~'ltWllt'd wllicll ('over V'lriou:; :J1'(",,:..; th:lt '11'(: not ]11'0::(.'!11; 1,'1 b('inr: inve;~t~[r:tt.e(t. 
'1'J1<:"~;t: prucrarns arC': 
'_1. The d.evclopll1cnt or n chute with an r/D Ir,rr'f),tcr tlmn onto:. 
b. 'rllc~ d,cv,-_'optilmrt. ot' -'1 l:-u,d-.Lng rOI.:Ket ('or uttctJuation 01' ADOllO ::~i7.e 
:;pn('c,~ nd't. 
('. 'rIll' dev(, 10}!Int:nt 0 [' -1 :lreC ,;ingl (~ pDl"jdlut{;~: e'iV1Ll c of r0COV(:rj rw 
GpHC,;craf't wei ghing ,0,000 pound". 
d. Dcvelopr.lcnt ot' drofllC parD,chute::.; in size:; :t[.l[lrc',\(,imat<:;-ly,l, to Hi' 
in dj;ullcter ',;hicll can be df.'plo'yod :1.t Mucfl nwnber:; 111' to ;:. at rtn a.ltitl1dc 
01' Ho, 000. fect. 
f'. TLe (kve-lopm",nt of ~lTl a'l titude sensor to be UGud in con,junctlon 
,,11th the l:mJine l'oekct, 
c;. Tllc utudy or soils as they apply to impact attc'nuatioll'IJ1,j i,t:; 
effect on the d,ynamir.s of thr~ :3paC'ccraf't. 
h. The d~NCI oprnent or n, r'otor 1n,nd i ng ;''ystem. 
-c-
L,e prog1'!iUllL are re8.di 1.V llnder::;tood, however, a. few eornmf.'nts 8,1'e Ix'r-
~~_,~~,t ;'(i8.1:,lv8 to the ~act program pertaining to rotors. 
j. LHC 82 well as the other NASI, centers have programs investigating ""very 
l'<lcet of the parawing and the pnr8.chute. Little or llothlil/£ hus been aecompli~Lerj 
on rotors, however, t,l:leoretically, f.t'om a. performance standpoint, the rotor sys-
tem ee.n provide a. touchdowIl capability of near 0 vertical and horhonta 1 VO-' oc: ity. 
It 10 intended that this program be accomplished as a joint effort with the f,rnes 
Reoearch Center. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1.. It Is interestiuf, to note the DUlnber of NASA centers which I:tre represen-
ted t'tnd the general interest whieh is now being shown In landing systems. The 
probl em of developing any earth 1 anding system is a mammoth one and requires the 
complete cooperation of a1] tlie NASA organizations. It appears that e. landing 
system cOItU'uitt.ee should be establIshed with a possibJe member from each center 
and headed by 11 representntive from NASA Headquarters. In this manner, duplic:a-
tion of effort could be avoided. This, in turn, would reduce new landing system 
development time and coot. 
? I do not know what is the best landing system. It is certain thCit para-
chutes ror the tIme being are the most reliabl e and probably the best knovlTi. There 
~s con::ddentble effort being expended in the development of the parawing, however, 
NASA nt~eds to look toward thE' future and develop some other system that would over-
come the deficiencies of the parawinr.; and th(~ parachute. The selection of such a 
s;ystem probably cou']d best be accompl ished by this proposed committee. 
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JPL Requirements for SpacecrBft uanding and Recovery 
Research and Technology 
Notes for the OART Sponsored Meeting at NASA Headquarters 
10-11 July 1962 
Prepared by E. Pounder, E. Framan, J. Brayshaw 
A. Introduction ~65 84340 
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is engaged in the design, manufacture, 
and operation of instrumented Spacecraft for NASA's Lunar and Planetary pro-
grams. In this capacity, the Laboratory has current interest in the landing 
and recovery field in two areas: 1) the return of small probes from the 
lunarsurface and, 2) the entry of instrumented probes into planetary atmos-
phe~e. and operations using these probes near and on the planet surfaces. 
At the present time there are no active projects for lunar return 
packages; however, some study work has been completed. It 1s clear that 
the search aspects of the problem are the only ones unique to the lunar 
return miSSion; the return guidance will require a search area of about 
1000 x 2000 km, and the size of the capsule will preclude any but the most 
rudimentary on-board equipment. 
The planetary program requires flights to Mars and Venus at each 
opportunity. The planning calls for entry attempts to be made as soon as 
adequate payload is available, and it is now believed that this will occur 
during the 1965-66 period. 
The recovery and landing aspects of the designs are of utmost 
important, and are. being considered in the studies. It is our opinion 
that the Laboratory will do very little in the in.-house development of 
these systems, but will depend heavily on the other NASA centers and in-
dustry. 
The foq,owing is a brief set of notes outlining the problem as '. 
we see it. The first section describes mission criteria, the second 
restraints, and the third lists major areas where Rand D effort needs 
to be applied to obtain the best chances of success. 
b) 
iii) If possible obtain data on planetary parameters-
rotational rate, pole inclination. surface 
~~gnetic field, etc. 
iv) Make near-planet particle and field measurement. 
Mars 
--1) 
H) 
Hi) 
iv) 
Do biology experiments on the surface. 
Investigate the atmosphere. 
Investigate physical surface properties. This 
might include local mapping, surface eonstituents 
seismology, etc. 
Near planet particles and fields. 
C. Planetary Mission Restraints. 
Many restraints can be written down for spacecraft design, but the 
ones listed here are prime for the planetary missions and must be carefully 
considered, both technically and economically. 
1) Environment - In addition to the space environment considered 
for earth satellites, the change in heliocentric radius during 
a mission adds considerable compiication to all systems. Also, 
the planetary environments contain many extremes and the models 
are based on a very small amount of information. The result 
is that the design problems are unique and difficult. 
2) Infrequent Opportunities - 19 months for Venus, 25 months 
for Mars. 
3) Dual Planet Capability - The general requirement for main-
taining as much standardization in subsystems as possible 
is ~ecognized as being most important. It i8 expected 
that the entry capsules will differ more than the space-
craft, but the Spacecraft-Capsule interfaces will certainly 
be as uniform as possible. 
4) Reliability - The important items are: 
a) Long lifetime - Missi.on durations of 120 days for Venus 
and 230 days for Mars are typical values. Subsystems 
which must work at the planets must also be "storable" 
in space for this period of time. Simplicity, redundancy, 
margins of safety, etc., must be·carefully integrated into 
the effort. 
b) The systems developed must be as "testable" as possible 
both in a development and qualification sense. 
5) Sterilization - This will be a hard requirement for both 
planets, with most emphasis on Mars. Current JPL specs. 
call for heat sterilization (type approval) consisting 
- 2 •. , 
• t three cyc:..i.es, each --36 hours at 1450 '::0 It:.: r.:.quirc.;... 
hat .. - <l n: .)'edu r ,·e applied to the comp1et'~ly li!8s:~mbled 
-ntry -.. ' -;tions requirl!!'. a compr.hf'nBjV~ demon-
~at:! '1' -.J! :'dmt clpa~ility. 
D. a & D aequirements 
In considering p~)le design. to meet the above requirements. 
certain ",rft •• for 1 and D ~ffort have become apparent. Those pertineD.L to 
rec..,,,et'y .. nc landtn~ ."n:-e :sted. 
1. Ret.,·a~tj.on· "yiitems for Planets. 
',.. ." ... :-t ~\~;T1l~~~ft;'~:lent .... ch Numbers for retardation systems 
'J. need tu :.'b-e "-n .. reased to the highest possible va 1.ue . 
This appears to be especially critical in the Mare 
situation because I)f the Large lc.le heigh ... and : 0''; 
~f"'?llPheric density. 
bJ~,;-,~~.ials for high temperature .:>perat:ioTls (Venue i . 
'JterUizaUon compatibility need developmen"- Ii,' 
vacuum storage must also be understood. 
c) The entry envio:onment imposes ;3 'Aigh 'gil, ,"," 
tr'adeoffs "m ehe retardation sv<n:~1Y' ~._i , ... 
this nee-ls st ... dy ""vp1'clill valu~'s .,.,. 
ami 500 !<; for Venus 
d) Ih .... eme.ral...saJ·iag of retardattQI q"c; .. ..,. .. 
-\.1 
and Venus cQ,nd1.tivl1S needs con ii ..... ~l."4Ii,· c,.. 1..' v .• ~UIt 
ttllttance" ""MOme." /:Ii..nple scal tug , ,; ,!U •. ~nQ ~-
.. Ma1:8·,parachut;eTt,.',.,. .... ~'t"ry a g"ve.n mass '" ,'~, 
a"pe~trDt;:&OOl~t twic~ the 'H.met .. ~ ~" .. " 
,\Y'!'''5ht ,.," ,_-~.~~l~':. t.:!qu1v"je.'c. it~" -'d. 0 
:::.. , .. : d ~ \~ u 1 ,~ . ". e ~. ~~ f ;; ..... it ~_: ", ,- ;~ "(~. .~ r -l :., 
thEt' teElt,·r 
., S 
:u,,"-ems tc 
-. 
." .. :., 
'", ': "";,. 
",t'a'. i Y' 
;, , ldtH 
~ '.:~enui ty 
".l..tnet ~, 
..,·t measu,",' 
, e: 
F.-OIl: 
• .!;v·", ... :. it ';' 
• maximum speed '~"n8is tent wi th known (tee ted) dece 1. strength, stability) and heat resistance. 
c) The above fun..:tione will certa:..nly introduce campI?' 
not ~mffered by the present simpler sensors s\.cli ::18 
a.cc~larat1on and pressure sensors, but 8uch comp 1 ey I~, 
wi 11 undoubted 1y be worth the pe't'formance gains. ~ '.. 
Mars, for instance, altitude gain may be a f.~tor of ~ 
over that realized by the simpler system', ail ~ti~..g 
provide safe deployJllllut condi tiona over a wid-e .,prea<i 
in possible atmosphere properties" 
3) Development of Balloon Systems. There are two major rea.or: 
f9.r considering balloon Bystema. 
/"::: 
\~':i~' To allow extended observation l~~-~ ~':'Ul4l specific 
set of conditions (constant &it1tude, for example). 
b) To provide time for an larth controlled landing sire 
selector maneuver. The reaction time for the 'limp)est 
form of Earth based selection is probably of the or~er 
of one hour. . 
Balloon ,ch61lles are most certainly consideration. ft:: "c;{' 
(not Hat 'l '1;';!, ). but in ,.;ur opinion requi re ext ens i v'" J ,== 
ment. They .. ppear tc be heavy, fairly complex, ar" "" 
the benefi t of much rea 1. experience :f n terms ~~ ~. !.. ~ 
conLrol ilight deployment, lacuum storage, etc. 
4) Landing GuidaI'~e and. :':';·:mtrol. 
Th~ landir..g problems'",~·:,not unique to the p 1 .met~r· 
;,it s ic"s, .~., ". the sL ... kes maybe nigher then £01 j;ln-, inClt 
,e;1 t~d prob~' I. n the t:o .. cth' 8 atmosphe:rt"" Problema -~lH~- u 
~f J .'~!1' 5.l '':..1 aelec.t1o~ .. 'Ints tt.!M 1S JetectlO'ft ,.,f S -
·'l·u th :~'1';. prcp~ . L .as as OppOtH~l t .. 
'~f' .• -! ;;i.e ',.J0,.1Jd cert<.li.nly depend ()" ,H'" 
r;' .,! \Iii, . , .J! taJ contIo 1" There: re 0" ,;;T' 
," Jlil'l r} ,mar problem. ThE main ' • 
. ,I!',r c01Jlllun' c ; Hon times . 
. ) t ~":)8 '.' I es lno Lhe desire ":0 1_. ,( 
,e 
~ ~ parkchute ~y~~ 
ent ".,:). 1 t:y , ,. 
" ",'. 
. ,.,
6) 
".<1.. 
~ ~f'-~. 
of I planet hIS many inhfrent problema. It 11 fortunate 
that in this procell one can probably draw on the experience 
gained from the lunar progrlma. Techniques inv.stigated for 
lunar mi.sions includ. rocket landing. (Surveyor) and cruahable 
.tructures (Ranger). The vehicle should b. de.igned on the 
ba.i. of no site selection since a partial failure of .ite 
a.lectionguidance should not cause mi.sion failure. Other 
proble.. to be investigated include releas. of the retardation 
.y.tem after impact, accounting for both axial .nd tran.verae 
_ approach v.locitie., and the effects of any l.nding mechani ... 
on the entire system,and its operation (i.e., commun~cation., 
acience). 
Poat Landing Orient.tion and Survival 
a) Reorientation method. will be largely depend.nt on degree 
of landing guidance accuracy, i.e., minimiz.tion of drift 
and impact velocities. 
i) For the clse where the.e velocities Ire appreci.bl., 
the vehicle .hould, be designed to tumble pa8.ive~y 
wi th minilllWll ab8orption of lateral momentUID. When 
motion haa c •••• d, orientation may be achiev.d a) 
wholely within the envelop. of the v.hicl., .ay by 
gravity or optics, in which caae ~inimum expended 
en.rgy and all ori.nting mechani ... are prot.cted 
from the environment (heat, blowing sand, wind)>> 
or b) by ac t1 v.ly al tering the .urfaceof the -ve-
hicle to produc. torques t.nding ~o right· the y~­
hicl.; howev.r, these devices (l.ga, .pring, drag-
Unes) have, b •• n expo. ed, to impacr injury and con-
tinu. to b. 8ubject to environmental influence. 
En.rgy expended is greater aince entire .yatem 
may be lifted. ' 
ii) For the case where preci8e landing control 18 
available, orientation devices may be deploy.d 
before impact (l.g., grapnel., attitude feelers, 
etc.) with les.er chance of damage. 
b) Survival will require, in any ca •• : 
i) Thermal protection from solar or .urface and 
atmo'pheric heating (cooling) 
ii) M.chanical protection against wind., dirt, (humidity), 
attitude control with respect to local surface. 
iii). Location of E.rth Direction (communication to Barth) 
(omni-directional communication to an orbiter) 
iv) Location of landing sit. on planet (a.tronoadcal 
ob.ervation.;). If .n,orbiter is avaUable it may 
g.ogr.phically locate the lander'. r.dio .ignal. 
In addition, it would be moat h.lpful if efficient 
achemes for extracting electrical energy from the planetary 
- 5 -
" 
" 
i Ji 
environment could be devised. Possible sources might be 
flight kinetic ener.gy, surface winds, diurnal temperature 
cycles. Any useful developments in this area will probably 
ha~e to await re.ults from initial ~ntry capsule •• 
7) Testing Techniques 
One, of the most significant tests which can be performed 
on planetary entry veh~cles is a simulated entry on Earth of 
a complete system under controlled condition.. The objectives 
of 'such tests are to observe the operations of the system 
throughout the conditions of peak heaUng and load., retarda-
tion, landing, etc ., and to do this early enough before the 
flight t.o permit. the addi Han of any nUabil1ty mea.ures. 
Flight tests of this type involve a great deal of effort and 
~~llar8. It is therefore proposed that the following be studied: 
a) How would test.e of this type be performed? Can all factor. 
be inves,tigated in CPil'U! fHght (lJr must they be broken down 
and performed on sev~ral flights. 
b) How many flight testa per mission function and/or per 
mission would be necessary. 
c) In performing such tests, how much of the actual flight 
mission i. compr~mi8ed by: 
i) Splitting up the test,in functions. 
TP/El/JB:p11lll 
·ii) Pitting the entry vehicle to a different boo.ter. 
Ui) InstrumentaUon. 
iv) Is the knowledge gained from thet te.ts worth t.he 
cost and effort of performing them? 
~ 6 -
JPL ACTIVITY IN RECOVERY FIELD 
Part of the Mariner mis.ion c~nsi.t. of the entry cap.ule, split 
off a flyby .pac.craft, into a planetary atmo.phere. Thi. atmo.phere-
.. a.uring probe wa.ethe fir.t recovery problem faced by JPL. (Lunar 
landing by retro rocket has previou.ly been .tudied here for Ranger.) 
Early work on recovery has been in the following categorie.: 
1. Re-entry to Impact Trajectory Studies - Parametric study, 
\~. alluming balli.tic entry, translational motion only, and 
drag a function of Mach number. Parameter. varied are: 
a. Entry condition. (path angle and velocity) 
b. Atmosphere density profile (since there i. consider-
able tolerance in existing knowledge) 
c. Cap.ule balli.tic coefficient 
d. Parachute deceleration with varying .equence. 
, opening at various flight conditions. 
It ha. been found that all the above effects influence the 
usefulne.s of a r.ecovery system in meeting mission objective., 
.uch as de.cent time and atmosphere depth to be .ampled 
during this time. 
2. Optimum D.sign of Parachute System for Planetary MI •• ion. - In 
order to determine a) the effects of (1) the general de.ign 
and fabrication of parachute syetems for the planets and b) 
the extent to which- current parachute capabilities permit maxi-
I 
mum utilization of available variation. in entry parameter. for 
) 
, 
entrdncing mission performance. a study contract has been let 
to ~ firm specializing in recovery technology. 
3. Landing Impact and Reor~entation Studies - . 
a. Experimental and theoretical investigations into 
the properties of crushable materials for impact 
energy absorpt!on. 
b. Pre,liminary .studies on weight. efficiencios of 
some orienting devices. 
4. Recovery Study Base,d on Specific Hardware -
As a part of a JPL<'funded study to establish the over-
all suitab~lity of the Discoverer vehicle for Mars atmospheric 
entry, General Electric MSVD made r~cOlnmendation8 of a para-
chute system and deployment method. 
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UJ«lLEY: RESEARCH EFFORTS ON RmOVERY sysrEMS 
,~ A. I. Ne,'hlur~ 
The onlyhighly-developed recovery system .available at present is 
a paraol'lute syste., suoh as tor project Mercury. This may have to be 
used again, either a8 a primary or at lealt as a back-up system. However, 
an advanced recovery system capable of maneuverability is urgently needed 
and such a system should desirably provide near-zero vertical velocity 
and depeading on trade-offs involved, low or near-zero horizontal velocity. 
The first slide summarizes Langley's research efforts on recovery 
.,..tem.. Most of the erfort to date has been on the par awi ng , which 
combines the .towability and light weight of a parachute with flight control 
and flared landing capability of a conventional wing. The results obtained 
in the various re.earch areas will be di~cussed in five papers. 
Some errort is now also being made on rotary~ing recovery systems. 
Performanoe and other characteristics are available from helicopter 
re.earob; acurrent errort which vill be discu.sed in a paper today deals 
prImarilY with d.plorm-nt and dynamic stability_ 
Work has al.o b.en dQne at Langley on decelerators at both supersonic 
and .ub.onic .peeds. Re.ults ot wind-tunnel ~nvestigations on decelerators 
at .~r.on1c epeede viII be summarized in a paper today • Although not 
discu •• ed tad." brief low-speed drop tests have also been made ot 
intlatable devices vhiob were dropped from a helicopter and successfully 
filled vith foam in flight to provide drag in the air or to provide 
buo~ancy after l~ing in the water. 
,:'~ ::' 
A pap.r will also be presented on probleme !3.13f1och.t;l":·)'ci th energy 
\~- d1suipation upon ground impact in the r~covery ot space vehicles. 
Some miscellaneous work which ia not'covered in the talks and which 
has been given only little effort deals with guided parachutes and with 
retro rockets in conjunction with a parachute •. Use of the.e device. is 
depicted on the next slide. 
Use of a flapped parachute, or of a cluster at paraehute. with 
inflated rings gave an LID of approsimately 0.5. The flapped parachute 
LID was limited by collapsing at the forward edge ot the chute skirt; the 
LID at the clustered chutes appeared to be llmited by the drag or the rings 
which were perhaps larger than necessary. Retro rockets in conjunction 
with a chute, although giving no glide capability, provided near-zero 
toueh-down velocity in vertical descent. 
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SU~1MARY OF STAT I C AERODYNAM I C CHARACTER I ST I CS OF PARAW I NGS 
By William C. Sleeman, Jr., Delwsin R. Croom 
and Rodger L. Naeseth 
This presen~ation will 
~~~.,j!+ : 
aerodynamic characteristics 
" 
,,,:-~ 
summarize some of our recent work 
of parawings. It appears advisable to acquaint 
you with some of, the terminology used in this presentation and several that 
will follow, so 'we will go to th~ first slide. 
,: .' 
SLIDE 
This slide shows a typical parawing with a conical shaped canopy. The 
leading edges and keel may be rigid or flexible members and the wing mayor may 
not have a spreader bar to hold the wing sweep angle fixed. In this talk, and 
others, reference is made to the flat planform sweep and the dotted lines in the 
lower figure show the flat sweep. In constructing these wings, the fabric for 
the canopy is cut to the desired flat pattern sweep. When the sweep is increased 
to the flight sweep, two lobes are formed which have approximately conical shape 
in flight. The aerodynamic coefficients are based on the area of the flat 
planform and the keel length. 
In some cases, flutter of the fabric at the trailing edge has necessitated 
the use of a bolt rope in the hem at the trai ling edge as shown here. 
SLID£.2 
The next slide summarizes some of the most important beometric parameters 
that we have investigated on parawings. 
-2-
(Read from chart) 
We are not going to talk about all of these items but we have selected 
several to illustrate the type of work that we are doing and to indicate the 
present state·of-the-art as regards maximum lift-drag ratios. 
SLIDE 3 
Let us now look at some familiar aerodynamic parameters. The next sl ide 
presents the lift-curve slope and CLmax as a function of flight sweep for a 
450 flat pattern sweep. These results were obtained in a systematic planform 
study in which wing sweep was the primary variable on wings having rigid members. 
The little sketches show that as the sweep increased, the height of the lobes 
of the canopy increase. 
The experimental and theoretical lift slopes are seen to be in very good 
agreement. The maximum lift coefficient for 500 sweep was about 1.1 and it 
decreased with increasing sweep. CLmax was not determined for the higher 
sweeps because CL was still increasing with up to e(= 55°, which was 
the limit of the test setup. 
SLIDE 4 
We go now to maximum lift-drag ratios obtained in the same planform study 
and the next slide presents the variation of L/Dmax with sweep angle. Experi-
mental results are shown by this curve and the dotted curve indicates an estimated 
upper bound, using theory for a conventional flat wing and an assumed skin fric-
tion drag of .013. We see that there is a considerable gap between the experi-
ment for conical canopies and the theory for flat wings; and we wi II spend some 
time discussing why these differences are shown and how we might be able to 
raise the level of the experimental data. 
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We ha'!e not indicatcQ a theoret ie.al estimate .for c:onical s:,aped. wing~ 
because the lift-drag ratios ar~ greatly influenced by ~ever~~ design factors 
other than tbe wing planfcrn; swaep and aspect ratio. Of coursl>, as for corwen-
tional wings, the wing swe~!p and aspect ratio are al~J(ing thf.. ("ost important 
factors, but for flexible "."ings, tt>e canQPy shape can be of equal importa .... ce 
to \.hese pr imary var i at les. O~h~r important factors ~ffEcting (LID) are 
max· 
the waf the fabrk is attach~d at the leading edge, the leaJing edge l>~ze al'ld 
shape. We will di~cus~ these ~ffects briefly. bu~ first I would likE to poi~t 
out that we a-e discussing wing-a:one charCic.teristics and t .. e lift:-drag ratios 
wi 11 be reuuc·!d by the addit;on of a payload and its connecting mP.mi.'P(s. The 
amount of this.redu.:tiol1 in I./D wil1, of course, be a function c,f the .:ing 
'oading 0,' .elative size of the payload anj wing. 
_~L1DU 
The nex t s \ i de show~ the importance of the deta i I s of the lead i n9-eci~t~ 
geolT'etry for a 550 swept wing_ Let!s cOlisider first. the effecl of l"!ading-f'cise 
diameter. This curvp. shows that reducing the ~iameter :from 'i-percent keel tt;'l 
1.S-percent kee i increased the L/D~x from 4.6 to 6.3. Next, letl~ look at 
the effect of how the fabric is attached to the lead~n~ edge. This is st.OWrl by 
the shaded syrnbo!s which show both the !.lOrn:!>' alld how the fabric was attached 
for a lea~ing-edqe diameter of 7-percent ke~l. Here we se~ that the LID can 
b·_~ in~, !ase<! from about 3.5 to 4.6 (JY moving the fabric .:!ttat.;lment from the 
bottcm to the top of the .~adirtg edge. 
" 
.i·._ 
These results inoicate t.her~fore that to get the ~esl l/Dmax~ you want tr 
minimize the leadi, .. ~-e~ge dia~ter and have the fabric attached c:t lhe: top ..,f 
-
tht: leading ed~c- Now, if yoo can't minimize the cir~1I1ar diameter for structural 
!'~Qsons, .tr.e, perhaps 0:'1 airfoil shaped l~ading edge could be used. The plot on 
the right shown- hCNI l/Dmcsx varies with ai rfoi 1 thickn~ss ratio on the leading 
edge. The val~-a of tIc = I.O'is the 3-percent circle shown on the left-hand 
plot. In the~e tests, the thickness remainec.: constant (3-percent keel) and e.e 
c~{',rd w<:s increased to obtain this variatio., of thicki1ess ratio. These re:..ults 
show that t ... c use of an airfoil section at the leading adge (.an providp gdiras in 
~lDmax· 
SlI OF. 6 
Let's turn now to another fac.et ot our svslematk planform study j. :.)nnection 
wi ~h 1 ift-drag ratios. rh~ next ~1 ide shows tnt:; effect of nat pattern sweq) for 
a 9 i yen fi i 9ht sweep of 60c • We see thal tht 1 i ft-dr;3S rat j os show a curs i s tent 
deci'eas~ as the canopy lobes become I aiger. Or-a of t~ e ma j n I ",-'::~l)"S for th is 
cecrease in LID is-that as -.::hewbg surfacetiecOllV.:s ir.ure cno more conic=Jl, 
the wi ng hets 'FOr-E. t\'1h t across the span, and the \.~.,j st :nay amount to as much as 
400 or 50° Wi!ShOl.t. Th is very h Igh t~list can cause the tip sections to carr) 
nt'gative 1 ift C!t. Jow .. rid moderclte angles of. attack, \'/hich \'1ould cau<.e high 
indl.l~ed drag. Here, we !>ee that the wing having the nigh'!st LID has the I~ast 
twist Clnd jlerhaps we could approach the ideal curve for LlDmax ~"'own previously 
bt making tile wing flat. This would be fine, but we would be back to a conven-
tional wing reqaiflng a ne,)vier st:-uc.ture. ~ome of our late~t work has been 
-.... ~ 
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I'\nr il.'Ii 7 inn 
-r - ..... - "';;' L/O on ftexib!e wir;gs by using wing callt'Pies 
. formed about a cylinder with its axis parallel to the keel. 
Sli DE 1 
This rho!:ograph 5huw~. one of these \lings in the Hind tunnel. The semi tar-
shaped leading ed;e gives the same f.!bric height at the leading edge as at the 
trai I ing edge and the wing consequently huS no twisc or' camber across the 'ling 
span. These i"llP-r,Ders. werE: used for expediency;:- the tests to hold the wing 
sweap fixed, :n place of the more Commal s~reajer-bar i~staltation. Th~ ~orc~s 
on these members was substra,~ted out of !h~ data. OUi" r,e~t :>1 ide presents d ... ta 
for this wjng, and ott-~rs, and jr·Jicatec 'h~ present state-of-the-art as 
regards liB. 
Here we have sUlTI"ilarlzed measured lift-drag ratios for flexible porawings 
havin; both conical and cyl indrical caf'lopy shapes. This curve 51":0'.'='5 t:hat an LID 
of approximately 5. can be expected froi.l an aspect-ratio 2.8 parawiog having a 
con;cal canopy. The use of cyl indrical canor'y or. this wing planform il""reases 
the maximum lift-drd9 ,atj~ to a value of lQ. 
Now, a II1()re obvious means for increasing LID would D~ to illcrease the ac;p .. ct 
ratio, and results are shown for an aspect-ratio-~ parawing tlit~ the two c~nopy 
shc._'es. :'ere we see that increasing the aspect raUo from 2.~ to & for the 
conical canopy produced an increase iii (L/D)max from a value of t. to .3 value 
of!!. And then, going frorf, the cor.ical to the cylindrical canopy with the 'asp·!ct-
ratio-~ wing gave a maximl.lm value of lift-drag ratio cf 1' •. 
- -~---... 
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We would like to poil1t out tha~ .I~ partic!Jlar planf'll'm sho\"f!1 here should be 
, 
c;.)nsidered ~he optimum parawing Qeci.lse for some applic~tions. the LID at high 
lift would be or greater irnportcmce than t . .<. Inaximum vah:e ot LID'. For exnmple. 
the COI'\ i ca I canopy prov ides hi g ... er 1./ J at high Ii tt because !:"'~ washou:: all ev i ates 
thE: tip stall. Our l'lOrk on high pl;;rformance !lar~wj.ngs will be cont(nulng in 
~fforts to extend the Ul) envelope in this direction (up and to tbe right). 
In the selection of a wing configuration for a p~rticular application. other 
fac'::ors such as structural weight trade-offs an~ complexity-have to be evaluat(;.d 
in addition to the aerodynamic characte.ristics. So .. '~ of the5e s.:ructural loads 
consider~ti~ns will be discussed b: ~r. Taylor in one of the following talks. 
SlI DE 9 
Lef's turn now from the subject of lift-drag ratios to other:pha~es of 
our work 011 parawings. The next s! ide presents some typical lateral stabi 1 ity 
characteristics obtained in the wing planform ~tudies. Inasmuch as the center 
of gravity for parawing applications is located? considerable distance below 
the win9. the moment reference for these stability parameters is positioned as 
shown. 
TheSE da~a are presented for the purpose of indicating ne ffiagnitude of 
these latE:raJ derivatives throughout the sweep range. The importance of these 
derlvdtivt~ will be d!~cussed later in the.p~esentatjon by Hr. Jo~nson. 
-.--~- -....... ..-..-.-
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SLIDE 10 
Let's now consider a factor more akin tc. the s~ilmakE:r's 3rt than wind-
"tunne"1 aerodyr.alTl i co.., but neverthe 1 ess of importance in the ,)Ver<: ~ I p rob I ein of 
obtaining '3 satisfactory canopy for a parawing. " The nf~xt sl ide show'i the effect 
of orientation of the fabric weave on tire canopy shape. 
These views were taken from a wind-tunnel study of identil.al wing planforms 
In which i:he o:lly variable was fabric orient"ltlon. Straight-line grids were 
d.-awn on t"'e flat patt~rn of each canol)Y and photograj:;ls w~re mild£ at each test 
argl~ of attac~. Thc~~ was little difference in the aerodynamic characteristics 
bu"t we see, that the canopy i:l wh i ch tne warp was ~ ara II e I to the tra iIi ng edge 
had a smooth shape thrOtoghout lTY .. o;t C'f the angle-of-aaack range. 
When the thr"eads were run parallel to the keel, however, the canopy had 
an appreciable boJl~e in thi,: area :'ecause the "threcds from the tip, "'earward 
W'~re not attat.hE:d to a structaral rnembt..r. At low angles of attack this model 
had appreciable trailing-edge fluttel" and the fi;-st canopy was torn in shn.ads. 
'Ie have ~Iways made our canopies with the weave running parallel to the 
t"clj 1 ing edge iind you may wonder why weI' have 'l."ought up the subject of fdbo;-i~ 
or ieiltation. WeI!. most of th~' models U~ ha"e received f~om contractors have 
had tile fabric: ~!eave ,unning par.~llel to tile keel and we have en':ol.lntered the 
same fabric distortion and traiiir·g-edge flutter. Ildicatior,:> art: tho. th~ f.:!tric 
distoi tic!, ~",n caU3e travelTing wav'!s i~ the l:anopy that .itart near tile apex and 
move rearward. Thh~ could cause trollble!;ome varbtior's in control force at a 
given t r i.!"1 1 i f t" • 
OUI" experiellr.e has beer. s'~;'star.tja~ed in w::.rk the Ryan people have done on 
the oowered test "ehich. Mter installing tneir s~'cond c:..ar.opy, which had the 
weave pclr.::iid to t"e ke,~l. they h3d to irstall a bol':rope and several batters 
in the rear part of t!le c~mopy to stabiiize the fabric distortion. 
~8-
SLIDE 11 
---.--
Nt'w, on some of' cur models, particularly those wit'l fle>dble "~ading ed:les. 
we have found lhe usp. of a tra iIi ng-edgc bl) 1t rope de~ ira!:; i P.. The next s I ide shl'#s 
the effects of r.oltro~e length ~n pitc~i~g ~lentS and lift coeffi~i~nts. For thp. 
O-percent case, the boltrop~ length is ~qu<ll to the la-ngth of t.he fabri~ trailing 
edge. The other curves are for the bolt rop~ 2-p6rcent "and 'f-percent shorter thar. 
the trailing-edge length. 
tli tch i ng-moments are prese"ted about a mc;ment reference on the w! ng keel 
~I.l-percel"!t back from- the apex, and we <see ti-J3t slv."Jrtenin9 lite boltrope: gives 
a fai·rl'1 constant increment of C;., and CL thruug'" most of the .mgle-of-attack 
range. Th~se characte~i~tics s~gge$t that var~ ing the ~oltrope len3th may be 
~'n effective means for longitudhal contro!. 
Thus far, we have considered only thl! characteristi_s of the wing alone. 
The next slide shows :some 10rlgitl,din~1 .::'·,aracteristics j;" pit~~ of a complete 
conf i gurat i on in wh i ch an i nf 1.1f.ed tube parawi ng i:; u~<!d in the reco"C"ry of 
the Gt::mini capSUle. In these tests the capsule was mounted to a sting SUPPOt·t 
th:-ough a six-compc-nent strain-gage bal Ir:ce. The wing w?s rigged for two 
different flight conditione;, based on a~rodynamic characterist:cs obtainf-d 
from our general pilral"ling re:;earch j)rog-a,n. For these tests, the wing was in 
flight, and it~ attitude and position w~re determined by the dClocivnamic forces 
on ~he wing and the restraint of the ca)le rig9in9. 
-.... --.----~--.,jI.--.-~~- ~. ~ ............ -.. ~-, 
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The glide configuration was selec:ted to trim the configu,'ation near 
.. _n _.. __ n L/DmAx with the c3psuie at an angle vf attack-ot Its- and the wing at ZO~. 
In the rigging for the landing c~nfi9uration the front cable was .lengthe~ed 
and the~ing rotated to an angle of attack of ~5°. The capsule angle for 
the landing is 00 to enable the ~apsule to t~uch down on skids. 
We see tl-at the estimated rigging for th~se conditions produced aplJrl)xi-
mately the desired trim angle of attack. fhe lifl-drag ratios arc low, I"'.ainly 
because of the large diameter illflated tube leading edges used. (l/D)rnax for 
the wing alone was about 3.4. 
We would like to point out th~t these re~ults are ap~!icable only at the 
trim conditions bec.3use. in order to chan goa the I ift coefficient a ciif'ferent 
-
rigging would be r~quired. We .. re not certain of the :.ignificdnce of the!>e 
results; such as the~bre~k-in oitchlng moments below ~rim. If (hese moments 
~re indicative of the flight v~hicle, then we may have cause f()~ concern; however, 
our flight testsof inflated tube model5 h~ve net indic~t~d difficultip.s in 
th i s area. 
We beH.we that t"'ere aroa limitations in static wind-tunnei tests of this 
,1ature and more ·.<IOrk is ne~ded to establ ish prcp':r testing techni('Jes to provide 
stat ic dat~ (hat can bt; prC'perly interpreted. 
In the design of the Gemrni recovery s~l~tem, ~stimates had (0 be made of 
cable tension loaas in or~er to size the cables p~oper 'yo It would appear 
desirable to r:g the wing so U.at tho:: c.able loads were .nare or less equally 
di stri buted. Now, these est lmates invc ive ass~':!1pt iC'ns and uncerta int iE:S and 
it ',"las desL'~ble to get an experimental vneck on these c.::ble lC'ads. 
r-
The next slide presents some cable tension loads ir. terms of ~he percen! 
of total lo~';i ,:or each cable. Oat .. are shown for the landing configl'ration 
where. the lOads were the highest. we see that thf~ loads in the c~~les qoing 
to the center keel ~vel'e abo~t the same at the ot':'ign caps'lle angle of 0"0 with 
. the lines going to th~ leading edges carryir.g c. sOllewhat higt,er percent: of 
the load. 
For a"g' es below tl-·e des i gn po i nt the d i agol"c! 1 I i ..,E: tends to go s l-:lck and 
for a.lgtes above 0°, the diagonal loads up ,"apidly ar.d the front'1lne t~nds-
to go slack. 
The!:.e data are b .. _iie· ..... d to ~e subject to the sa;ne limitations mentioned 
in connection with the previous slide with ~egard to tunn~l test technique. 
Wi! belie'le, howevCi, tha .. these results are tJsef'" \ in eV31uation -:able loads 
for the des ign point and furn ish d va lUdb le refe .... mce for ass)s~ ing the 
esti~ated loads. I would also liv.e to mention that when we resolved these 
loads into lift and dra!.' components and computt:d the SUftlmation of pit.ching-
moment cv~trihutions, we got excellent dgreement with the r~sult~ orcsel"ted 
in. the precee~ i r.g s 1 ide. 
CONCLUD I NG REHAR;,S 
I belieye that we should bring tt.;s pres,"tatior to a c1os~ now with 
~ brief recaH of Si..~ of the salient points cov..!r::,:_ First with regard to 
li\-~-dras r3tios: 
(a) I:l addition to the expected effects of -;.;:.,-; aspect r,~tjo and 
sweep on (LlO}max. the canopy shape .-a~ found to have a 
ii ..... t order effect O!'I this para~ter, a1..o_ 
(bj The de~ai 15 of the icsbric attach!ttent and h'a:iiflg-edge size 
and s"ar-:: hav .. an il'ipi)rtant ~ffect on -(L/OJCRa)t<": 
~c) lift~~ra9 ratios fer a '~-as?e~t-ra~io ?arawing can approach 
~l~~ly those ~~ a f~at ~in9 ~f the sameasp~~t ratio if an 
(VO) = 1:) 
max 
for aspect r~tio 2.8~ 
, (d) ~ value of (LID) of l~ ~as Obto;neu ~ith an aspe~t-ratio-6 
I!Iak 
pa!awing having a c~Iindr,cal canopy. 
Ht::xl, the fai>r'c o,-ientation was sh~'n to be ifiltX). tant; for ~ SlilC(\tt: 
canopy contour, t!'ie <'fea"/<e shou 1!1 ba para lIe 1 "to tl'e tr," Ii n9 ed9E_ 
And fina11,! we dhc\.Issed SVf.le liodel tests resu!~s 0. the Ge."1lia; _00-
fiT-Iration ami poin!:e~ out's·""l1e limitatioOls of statit wind-tunnel tests for this 
t)~ ~f cab!e-~upported ccnfiguration. 
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Cy.Joseph L. Johns,~, Jr. -and James l. Hassell, Jr. 
INT:\ODUCTION 
Recently, the ~anqley ~esearch Center has conducted severRI 
investig2t:on~ to' deter~ine the dynamic stability ~nd control character-
istics of models employing t~e par~ing concept. these investigations 
,have ccnsis ted of f.-ee-flight model tests conducted in the Langley full-
scale tunnel and olltdoo:-s us:ng the drop-rr.od£l technique wltt~· uncontrol kd 
and radi~· .' _, ,l !ec modeis. 
The mc~els us~ in the dynami~ stability ~t~~ie~ ~£ve varied from 
small-sC3le,simple rese:t.c!o configl'ratiOl~'$ to large.~scale. ir:fh)t ... :;le 
conflgcratior,s similar to tho:;e currently being c"nsiciered for recovery 
system appl:ca~ion~. Control for ~~st of the model flight.tests was 
obtained from th~ cente!"·-t)f-g,·avity-shift control system ~ut: a !"ew tests 
Wt=i~ .1I~lCie in whic~ ctt.e" I'letboci: of control ~.·e evaluated. This paper 
prese"ts a bri eC: sl.l'Imary of the dynami c stat:- iIi ty ~nd control i niormat 1 0:1 
obtained in ih~se te~ts and incliJcles t:,e results of related analyt:cal 
.;tudi~s and force test :nvestigatioi)s. 
LONG:rUDINAL STAPILITY CW\~~CTERISTICS 
Some static longitudinal stability informction obt~i:led in recent I~rce 
test investigations of parawings are presented il". figures 1 to 3. Bc.sic 
pitching !TIOI1Ient data fnr a parawing configuratlol' havin~ a low center of 
. gravity posit'.,)n is presentee in fi~ure 1 for an an9!~-.of-attacl.< :':o"q{" I)t 
I"he keel from -10° ic 50°. These data sht.:'i :-tati,::o:lgitudinal stability 
- 2 -
over most of the positive angle-of-attack :-ange "ith an ir,crease in 
s~atic stab~lilY above 'he stall. For some parawings, l~ngitudinal 
instab-ility or .,itc.h-up haS c_currl)d near the !atalL In the low positive 
~'lg~e-of-attack ranse._ parawl.·'9 cO'ltigurations have ~)een found to hav\! 
very ~~ static stabil:ty and instability a't iow negative angles ,of attack 
"!"his static instability. cit~H at ;ow or high angles of attac:~ can lead 
to dY'iar>:c st~hility pn)i" l e;ns. l)ne problem of this type is d tendency 
towar~ an end ever end tumbl in9 qtC.'tiQn wI'Ii ;:t. may "eCl-r rmder ~ 1:11e coriditior.s 
of f1 i ght. Some stati c force test L"formation r~lated to th~ too.!> I ing 
problem is presented in ,figure 2. 
The dat·" of figure 2 s;.~ statk pi::~hing moment characteristics C;\r"e' 
a 360" ang~e-of-attack range for a par~ing configuration with low celter 
OC gravity together with similar date for ~ conventional d~lta wing 
configur"tion witt, the ce .. ~ter of gravity in the plane of the wing. Noti.;e 
;, 
l:he ',ear 00 and. of cour-se, 3600 a ... gl~ of Jt~acK (' . mict. aiso corresponds 
to 01.» both configl.rations have d stablE' trim point. II', th~ case of the 
conventional w:ng, G ~istur~ance.which pitches the wing away from its trim 
poi nt is opposed by large restod ng IT.omelltS loIh i ch a:-e !;~lTI'let;i ca I at 
positive or negative an91~s of attac~. In the case of the ~arawing, however. 
there is a region of stC!tic longit ... di"al inst.)~,i1ity at low negative a~5le:. 
of attack ~nd iar:,)e differences in 1.h~ magnit • .;de of 1.hf". po;itive O!.ld 
,,~gativ~ pitching mor.lents over the angle-of-attack rilnge. The static 
'.' 
instab;liti at low negative angle~ of at.tac!< is re 1at-ed to the I.::o,'ersal in 
the fabric as the wing pitchf'!s through zem ;)ngle of ot:tack. 'I:-~ large 
asymm~try in thp. positive an~ negative pit~,ing moments is reiated to ~~e 
- 3 -
low center-of-gravily =-ffset. A parawing configurat:on which pitches 
downward thrOligh as trim point: to i,AN negati ~ anglec; of attack wi 1 i 
encounter the region of static longitudir..a! instability and will tt-.erefore 
tend to ?ii~ d~ward to e~en higher negative angles of attack. If the 
pi~ehin9 ~tion is great enough to ~~ercome,the restorin9 moments i~ the 
f;rst half of:the cych. tll£':l tha oitching rncti6n wH i c;;:;mHnue wit:h 
energy being fed into i:he system as the configl.ration seeks its sta.:>le 
~:""im point near 00 an91~ of aU~·ck. This energy acts as a oriving force 
which tends 'to pitch the cO'!'Ifigurdtion tr.:"ough its stab1e trim pcin~ an~ 
if't~ the region of static instebilit:y. From these .esults '~can be seen 
hew ,"l steady _ nO'ie-do"m tumb 1i r.g mot i on coo 1 d bE. estab 1 i shed for a c:o.,f i g-
urati~l Gf this type. It should be pointed 3Ot. h~~ver. that predictl?ns 
of a tumb! in~ motion cannot be I1IiIr:~: ~ased on static data alo'~e. There art:' 
other factors, such oS dampirg in pitch and IlICiSS and inertia characteriSL;c~ 
whi.=i. RiU!'It ~ .:"nsiciP.rea in c!etennioi'lg stable and unstable boundaries :n 
a d~!'\amic stQ~ility problem of this type. .t should also be pointed out 
::hat the data presente.! in figure 2 .apply tc configurations \laving rigid 
connections between '-he center of gravi ty or ~2yload and the par-awing .:~d 
tl-erefora are not di r,,!r,tly appl icable to rt:covary systE.ms where f!'1Xible 
:-isers are in·,.")lved unless the risers are ir tension. 
Present~d in figure 3 is the'law su~~~~ic parawing data from the 
previous figure together with data at a Ha~'h number of !f.5 f"r the micro-
m(;teoroid parawing cor.fi!)uration. It is i~terestin9 to note the general 
simi I ar it)' in the st~t i 0: pi tc'tt i n9 character i s t i c.~ . for the tw.l cases i n th~ ~ 
the Hach ~ur;f.)er 4.~.dai:.'" 5ho\'; static instability Et low negative angles of 
- 4 -
attack and unsymmetrical pitching moment variations over the angle-of-
attack r8:'l~e. - Based on rthese data it would- appear that the microrr~teoroici 
configuration ~y have tumbling problems similar to,tho~~encounte~ed with 
the low subsor-ic models. AnalysiS IIIGode by':-the 7 -x IO-fOl)t tunnels b~'~lIch 
: has in.dicated that the bui ld-up in dynamic pressure which occurs when 
~ 
th is conf i gurat-j onent~rs the utl\l('l~phere acts to ~event tumb 1i ng but there 
,ale cr: "ical condi. tions in this speed range where \-umbl ing may occur" 
LATE~l STAB I LI TV ~~RACTER I STI r.S 
ro date, the dynamic l.ateral' stabili'::y,:C'flaracteristics of parawin~3 
: have been found to he 9P~erally satisfacto~y. Presented in fi9ur~ 4 are 
: some statrc and dynamiC lateral stabi1~t-- :~rivative..,,>-.,mich ~~re measure'Q 
for a pa:-awing co~fi9urC'tion at varif\Us o:entcruf gravity locations h'!low 
~he pa!"awing keel. Pr-esented in this f:gure are tr.c _-."tic .lateral 
stabi 1 ity derivatives Cn~ and_ r" . the yawing derivatives Cn,.- Cop 
and C7,_';' r:.lj. the roll i ng der ivllt i Yes C~P and tIp' and the rat i 0 of 
ya\'/!"9 inertii'! to rot) ing irle:-tia IZ/IX. Some signific:)nt charlges in 
these deriv~tives as the center of gravity was lowered (that 1s, if.creasing 
Z,b) are the incfeaseo.; in dir-ectiona: stability and positive, dihedral -:::ffect, 
the i ncrc!ase in -damj) i ng i n ~o 11, a.,d the, decrease in the ra(4; 0 of I z! I X. -
The effect· of, th_ changes in these derivatives un the calculated Dutch roll 
damping ,is presented in figure 5. Plotted in figu,'e 5 is the calculated 
Dlltch roll damping, l/cl/2 (one over cycles to dall\l) :to one-half'amplitude) • 
. 
aga~nst 'lib. Although the dat~ shoH that: the damping for the configuration 
wi th the l~ center of gravi ty (Zlb • ,.5) i ~ on ly .,bout one-fourtch of the 
va;ue for the Configuration with the center of gra"'ity, on the ket.1 (lib.". 0), 
. ,~ 
' .... 
..... '-
,., 
- 5 -
,..--.... :.:~ 
""", .... , ... ""II If 
Reducing thcgeometric tfih~dr~l b~ ISO. which has b"en suggestec! as a 
.~ I r;,'ssibi~me~ns of impr,," .. ng~latera.l c-mtrol <as wt'l1 -be dis~ssed laterL 
increased the damping for this condition. It should f,~ ~~int:ed out tbat: 
the va) IJes of damp i ng shown ~.ere -'!o net taka i nto accou~.t the effec1:; of 
~-; bodit~s beneath the parawing. I.,.. cases wi-.Ji:re largeciestabi liz-ing -"odies are 
used.: the .Dutch ro}} dampir.g could pcssJbly be reduced down into th~ 
unstabie regiOn. 
CONTROL C!\Ar.ACTER I ST I CS 
As was pointe6 out i.\ the INTRODUCTION, control for most parewioy 
flight tests to date was obtained f1"om the center-of-gravity-shift contro! 
system. Longitut'in3ily. this control system has beer. found to be_generally 
effecti~e but in ~ome cases large r.tick forces and unstable stick force 
gradier.tj have bee~ encountererl.: Presented in figure 6 are calculated 
da ta wh i ch show the var i at i on i!'l 10:19; tud ina I st i ck force w1 th 1i ft 
, coeffident for a control sfst~ of this type using several different riser 
arrangements. These nsults, whi ch were presented by 'Hewes at \.he Apoilo 
Conference last year, S.10\11 unstab Ie st i ck Torce grad i ents and i nd i cate that 
the gradients c..,n be alter~ appreciaDly· by. changing tt'll! :-iser lengths ~nd 
attachment points.·- Analysis ;~dicates that the stick force gradients ~culd 
t'Sve been Riede stable in these cases by proper arrangeme"lt of the ~ i sers. 
It is, of c9Urse, desirable to have: the stick force 9r~(\ien-t'st3blefrom 
hanJHI>9 qualities cons:(!erationsLana t'o keep the gradients low fro,"con~rol 
. power ;equj remer.ts. 
'-
-: 
O' 
f: 
-
,~ 
,... 
-.- -- .-~ 
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r In the analysis of this type of control system it Wd$ fo~nd that the 
significant factor involved in determing the stick force characteristics 
w~s the em ~~ the wing_, Some information to i!~ustrate this point is 
o 
presented in figure 7. On th~ left side ,.,f -t-hi:; ;1!Jure is a plot of the 
pitch-ing IIIOI"Ient coefficient (rufnred to th,~ parawing' keel) agafnst lift 
cOC'fficie!lt and. or. t;,e right s;de~ is a plot of em oga:nsL sti~k for6e 
o 
gradient. The data prE~enled are for the Ryan F~ex-Wi~s configuratjon and 
for an in~latable parawing of the t',pcbeing consio'!red for recov~ry system 
appl icatiods. in the casp, of the ~'ya., ilex-'Jii'\g. it was found th.3t at 
moderate lift coefficients this configuration had posi~-ive values of 
wh:c.h pl-odu'.ed a high stable !tick force_grcciient. 1"\ order to reduce ttle 
:: 
stick forces in this case. :the gradient was lowered by redu~ing r.ffio throu~h 
trailing-edge IT..:xIificatrons to the lJir.g so that in the final arrangement t~e 
sti ck force~ were in a more tolerable region. Based on these, dat'l. it 
appe~rs that parawing~ for reccvery systems,' which have been found to h~ve 
negatiVe values of C mo wi 1'1 h;ave high u!lsrable stick force gr~dibnt'S 
unt·~ss some me3ns is used to redu~ these values of ~"o. eith-"!r by changes 
in the winS itse'f or r:Jy changes in the rigging as me:.tioned earlier. 
From the lateral control standpoint, there t.3S been some indication 
of possible ~ ... obtems in the use of the cen1;er-of-~r'avity-shj:ft centrol 
system. An eG~ation for calcu~ating the net roll;ns moment produced by 
t:tis type of control ~ Istem is preser~ed in figure 8. This equation is 
Cl net ,",~in tt Z!';) (1 • -c~f?' LID). 'fhe CL sin' Z/b term in this 
equation :s derived 'from the fact that wiler, the wing ;s "ank~d. the lift·. 
vector is tilted and has Q component which producesi rol'in~ ~~nt about 
~. 
- 7 -
J 
the center of 9ravity thro~9n the ~nt arm ZIp. The term (1 - -C~~n~ LID! 
is called t"'e rolling effectiveness factor and"ls deriv.d f'--:Jm--the fact that-
the 1 ift com!,,~nent, which produces toll j-s rearWar~ cf .the centero~ ~~avj't"/ 
and ,a} so prod~ces an adverse yawing moment through the arm X/b. Whel"l th~ , 
sideslip angle resulting from_ this adverse ycno"o9riioment is taken into-i'~o:ount, 
itt-can ~e show::t t~at -the favorablE: rolling IIIOIII6ni: produced by the lift vector' 
i~ -reduced through t.he effect~ve dihedral parameter C For configurations 
having' highrati-os (;f -C,~/Cn~ and low values -1)f'l/D, the rot! ing 
effectiven~ss term becomes, sma I-la~d tharefo:".s_ the net roll ing moment ~roduced 
in such ases is reduced. Presellted in Hqure 9 are some date showing the 
Ojffect of leadin~-eiige·thicknes~ on these parameters. Plottt~d in this figure 
are values of c1' -~ , LIE} anci the roll ing effe~tivene5s 1:actor 
\1 - -c~;t16 LID) for-a parawing with a leading ec~e thickness of 1.5 
percent of t~e- keel or.d another having a leacir.g edge thickness of 7 percent 
(Jf tt>e kee 1 • Thes,e resu' t'i i ad i cate tha t the ro 11 i ng rr~nt produced by 
, banki~g_ the wing is r~d~ced by a~t 50 percent a~ moderate lift coefficients 
for e i 1:~;;,.-"" i n9 'arrc,; that the ro II i ng effect i venes~ for t~e wi ng '-tr. i ttl the 
thin ieacting edges decreases rapidly with it"creasing 11ft coefficient and 
approaches zero neilr maxil11um Hft :wfficient. It is c;ignifica It to note_ 
th~t fo~ the tnick !eading-edge ~onfiguration, which is repres~ntati(e of ' 
inflatablp. parawings now being c0I1sider_ed for recovery systems, there is an 
i.lcreo.se in effectiveness with i~.:reasing lift coe:ficient. 
In oiscussing lateral control characteristics, anotherfacfor which 
m\Jst be <,,""sI de.-ed .is that of lateral hinge moments. 'Some.indicCJtion of 
. the lateral hinge moment- characteristics invohed in the center-of-grav-l-ty-
"'t:-
--' 
" . 
, . 
• 
... 
- 8 -
s~ift control system was obtained in 'he for~e :est Inve~tigatijn nf 
the R~~m Fley-Wing airplane. Some of the re--ults obtained In this 
invE:stigation are presentec!ln figure 10. Plotted in this figure is 
rolling moment coefficient against roll hinge moment coeffici~n~. The 
horizontal dashed line plotted n thi~ figure re::»r"sents the ·-." ... lue of ~l 
r~qui red to prod~r:;e a pb/2\1 of 0.09 based on a val.!c of damping in r~1' 
of "'.15. This value of pb/2V is the ,;.inil1l!Jm valu~:ipecified in the 
hat.dling qualities,requirement!. for a light liaison airplaner It is 
presente~ hete mere ly to estab 1 ish "3 '1"eference for purposes of comparison~ 
and is not intended to 'imp ly that til i s va ~ue of pbl2V is a va fi d 
specification for parawing appli~atior.s. For recover"! syst.,m dpplications, 
a s~ll~r value may well prove to be accept~ble. Considerably more 
I"esea~ch anc! flight expe:-ience ~i11 be required to es_, .sh the proper 
criterion for this case. The solid circle at the lower right. "'hich 
represents R£dsure.d dat~, shows that 50 of wing bank pro~~ces only about 
one-th i rd of the ro 11 i ng effect i veness r<'qu i r~d by the pb/2V =, ~ 09 
criterion. Tt)e stick force corresponding to th~ hinge moment for this 
condition w~s about 70 pounds. ,Analysis indicated t~at. reduc;nJ CZ! 
-
by using ISO negative geometric dihedrai angle of the wJng would improve 
the ro~lin9 effectiveness arid reduce the hinge mOments. It ",";::ii alsu 
.::: 
estimated thdt incr~sing lib up to C.5, which l~a value represent3tive 
of parawing recovery systems, would substantially increase'the ro:J.jng 
moments,without increasing th£,hinye I,~nts. 
. . 
Because of the problems that h~ve been encountered with the center-
of-gra"ity-shi4=l cO:1trol system, sl')l!'!e <ittention has. recently been given to 
other methods of control for para·!~;n!l!. Presented in figure 1~ Clre some of 
the alternative control methods that have been p"';~lJset\. '"he!.>e :nethcds are: 
I 
I 
, 
• I f ,. 
" 
-, 
- j -
- 1. TraJ.! j ng edqe bolt rope. I!'! th i 5 CQntro 1 system the 
tension'i, lilcre"lsp.d or dec,"eased in··scab1e;n thc'paraw!ng 
trailing ~dge to provide pitch llr roll COI"LI"C 1. . 
2. Trollin~ edge risers. III t~ls control systi!m risers e:-~ 
attac"'cd to the parawln9 trai 11~9 edge ar,~ purled 'dowr. or 
raleas~d to ~rovrde e~ntrol. 
3. Hinged tAadi.l1g-edgeor keel h~!II/:I&rs. 'hl this control systant. " 
hinges arep'laced in the' wing leading edges or ~el and .the 
aft portion of these memb~rs deflected for cnntroi. 
4. AuxiliJry s'Al'"fz::es., This control systemJsec..'!1~rn.d 
pri-mari i.,. with su~faces placed at -the': rear -of the WIng to 
pr~vfde dir.ectlonal control. . 
Some p-tJlllfsi~9. results have Leen obt.3ined with a wing-tip control 
sy~, ' in tests in the Langley ful1-s. e tunnel with t~,~ Ryan Flex~in9 
. . ' 
1 n I)rder to .. how 'how these resu I ts cOonp~re wi th" ti:,=se for tht. 
center-of-g, 'j ty-sh i ft contra I ~ystem, data for both types of C(i!ltro 1 are 
presented in fi:, "e 12. Plotted in ~his figure are the dat;'! for- the wing 
bank control s)'!'t("," "rom figure 10 for comJ-lrison pl.!rpos6s. Also plotted 
0, c 
arE! :o~asured data fa," J and 10 ~eflection of the aft 2S-percer"lt of the 
wing !t~adin9 edges for contre. .• a These result~ show tha~ w!th abo~t 7 
deflection of the wing tip!. 'a pb/2V of .09 could ~'I~ proc:\.lJceci with a, 
hi.lge roornent -coefficient considerably loss than that prodl!ced by banking 
'. 
the ,~in~. The ~t,ick fo. ce corres~'ondi:'l!"' to the. him:;!> ,l_nt for 7Q ~c~ taction 
of the wing tip W<iS abol't 30 pouilds on the fy()n Flex .. Wjn~ dirp1ane. 
Sl!i1MARY 
1. Pi1'a\~ing c.,nfiqurat;ons ger,an~1ly have :oatl:aractory ,jynamlc 
lorsitudilla! • tabi 1 itv c!i.iracteristit::: ';-, the norMal operationsl al'lgll'>-c:f-
att'"·c.k ratlge but tl·ere~, ';.'" problems at eJ<tieme angles of atta.;:k (either 
nigh or low) b":'<lcse 01" static 1)l'!gitudina! instab: iity. 
. ........ 
" 
. , 
- -
-,-
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., 
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2. latc;:!'"ally. pa.ClWing c:onf}9'JratiOns generally have satlsfaCHiry 
dyr.amic stabilitf charactpris~ics. 
-3. F.-OIft the CfMltr(\j standpoint~ the use of the ce~~er-nf~grilvity-­
·shift ::ootrol. ~p;t~_~y J1c 9en~~-any sat:sf",.;to~ .:o( rec.overy s~Slet"lS 
-~·~~~;cations- but:t~is type Qf ~"'\tro' system may inttoch.tce- some s'.:c:k-
force prob.1eAIS -a!lci: way • cCCiIle inade1uate.· for_configllr.,.ti~5 having t-igho: 
i":..-::- - .-
. rat~-o~ 1)f dihE.dral effec--: to dh"ectior.al 5· "1bi 1i ty and low vC!lues of -LID. 
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IEPLOnmfr T&.HNIQUES 01 J; }·AR.&'lI~ 
USED AS A RF..cOvERI JJfWICf: t·ulfMi.NBEJ dEEtlrRI 
- VEHICLEs AND r.mi~ OOOS:".uS 
~. . \ 6 J l' ITI'J?d;- ,fI_ iJ~,,/( J J-t: 
One. or the prt;,blema a8ft6C!~ted with recovitry o.~ manned reentr-y 
vebioles SlId large· boosters is deployment of tha NOt very denae, and 
studies or t.bis. y:oblee at LaDgle~ ~ date ta'ft. ·beeu p:1J"!8rl:q on para-
vinga. A slide baa been prepared sbovUg the statu of paraviog-deploy-': 
_nt 11'.?tst1~ationa at i..angley. 
SLtDE NO.1 •. PUASE 
' .. ~"" majority of the. inve8~igati04s vere ~. at 1001 subsonic .-::r.vcd~ . 
uUll~i~ \dynamic' mOdela irt free flight. For the Investlgatic~ :ii8d~ to 
date, the Haulta obtained ara pri.aw'ily .1ft ~.:q rerm or mona !Ll:n vbtch 
shovs th~. deplfJ.1JIl8nt process. As tha chart indicates, most of the. 
deplOymenttestr. ben bten Oil p8rllvings having rigid leading edg~ and 
k$tl ;:e_rs •. I vould like to cl!scU88 Vf:ry bril]!'1;r t,h~s& tests.: Thu 
ciro.9 tests (,?Il8~'tted, iii general, of releas!.ng ~vuam1c m~61:: !!.t low 
aspeede hZ5~·f't..G) rr:w a hovering heliccptor; '!!IO!~t of tbe ·iep~oymen-:'.s 
vere succ"satul. .Result. from t"ocket laune" tests J.ndicLt~d suc~essf'.1 
deploymenta cr'lld ','''' oi. '~ail38d at M&ch numbers bet'lleen 2.(\ sod 3.0 ad e.t 
altituo;\$I'-r~ up to l80,r.OO fNt. On the landing }.oatia track, modeh 
.•• r~ d.J'l~.at.a d1ll&Jldc pressure of about J.:i#/r~2. The wind t.unnel 
t.,t~ "co1\s1sted of dei'loT ~18 the lIi9dsl :at 9. dyUudc pr~uur~. of 13-/rt2 and 
alia ~t Mach !ll:.mb..:""s bet"""e." .2.5 aDd --4.5. G:ll"rantly p :!UU~I-d invesl1gationf." 
include dro} teos+-a or & ft.tll scaleJ model of ~ pnra'lling vbic'l wi 1 i. be I!se::d 
in t,~e IdcrOdle~.eC?ro1d. !&X"reriments. Thi!o mo..'\el will b:-; r.&ieased lit Ie .... 
:- , -
. speed_' t'rnm a helic(',pter. -Final:].)', fvr th .. v~.Dd -t...u.nel t"'it..'1 two ~t'o-
- ... la&ticJJlly.cal. lIlOdel..- are Wi~ t;onstr~cted-. _ Teete 'All incl'lds the 
---------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.-;. 
" 
determination ot tne loads dW'i~~ deph")ymeD'".and also ~t..tI p'!'o{lftr dep1oyn:ent 
sequence. A bird para~i~ cont~r.tlon -i8 ~d.~ study ~hich would have_ 
curved leading edged or a cy11ndrica~ canop,y shape eo as to obt~n larger 
liD's. (Slide of~j 
M,y talk tcd~.,. will dAd witt., tbe l'e.!ults of an i~ves~igatior.- involving 
cOll1pl.,t~ de,loyment of a p~r8.vil1f; when atcved as a rect-\iery de rice on R 
l/5-scale n.odel q!" a lII!UUled ::-eenj;ry vehicle and on a 1/12-scale srooelof a 
belieopter for flight testing at an apprclCi.:!late altitude "Jf ~hOO fuet. 
The ~e.~ &l!~e shows the full-scale cf.8racieristie~ and schematic dravinga 
of the t')oste.-.. "-}.:araw':ng c(",mbinaUon and of r.~-e manned ne."l.t.ry vehicle-
parailing (;0'11:- 1 nation. 
~t~ NO. 2. rW"S~ 
'the ::-"'8u1' .. 9 of the in\>~stigati"n will c" sr,~wn in mO'~ion p! cturee 
1'Ul.-:, vill iJ :"us'.ratf: ;.:;oll1e or the ;>roblcm art. as eucounte-red and bdw a 
sat~ sf3.c··~ ... 'C'Y d('plc.yr!.!!l!.t t'!ern~ quc 'lola:! ch-velQPr.i. - H<:>vo!vcr, t.3cauu Bome 
of the det611s "r the deploymect techn.tque way be h2X'_d to to ~ lev in the 
meticAl pictU'e 1'1J .... t!u' sequence for f.t.t1sfE.C~Or:' d.eployne4t .1s shown 
C'l f lides. First; a d"p~oym.emt is st.c.Jf) utii!z1ng 8_ fold.a para"l1Dt; 
shows the sat1s."'ac i.-'ry deployment t.)chn1qul'- t'(.,: ti,e Doost~r •. 
-
JUDE NO. 3 ~ t-:l:.EA3~ 
The D",rt .' '~d~ 3h~~ the satisfbctu:"y <iepJ.,-J~n!- tecb:;uque for th.'-
rHiltr.r . ~n!ch.' . 
i ' 
'._-
. .; 
.. 
The mov!e film I am going to show JOU d~plcts s,me of tha highlight! 
of the investigation, including, ~8 previ~u81y ~ntlon~, some ot th~ 
prcblems enco.Ultered a:ld t.~. eat :i.efllctory te.;\url.ql1e de~·~loped. 
}()VIE nu.t PLEASE 
In cOll~1118:i.on, OJ tbe baBis Ilf the entluing 'C"t!o:"s obtai'l'Sd 1n . 
this investigation it appe8l'~ t,h.lt deplo111l&ot probb.:ns, not cons~_der.:.ng 
::'oads, ~ oclated tdth parav1ng~ eo a reco".ry dav1~e at low speeds CILIl 
be sati8~actorl~ ~oL~ed wlt~~ tbe y~ftaent atate of the ~t • 
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NJ:SA -_ langley 
AN ANALYli CAL I NVESTI GATI ON 
OF LANDING FLARE KANEUVEkS OF 
A ~ARAWING-CAPSULE CO~FIGUkATION 
By Er~ie l. Anglin 
Presented T<"' 
Space'Vehicle Lending and Rec~very Res~arch 
an:i Tel.hnology Heet ing 
NASA Headq'Jart~rs. Wash.. o. C. 
July 10-11, 1962 
ELA 
7-13-61 
pg. I 
An anal'/t ical_'3tud.,· is bejn~l made to de~p,rmine the capabi lities of 
- -
various prJrCft>.il'tg configurations for exec,.;ting satisfactory flare.-:l lant:!ing 
maneuvers. and \"0 invl'!stigate the fa-:.tor~ which int,jence this capability, 
This s'~udy was iri~iated because dc-ubt: existed as to whet-h"!I- a parawing 
could jlen!orm a flr:tre rrom tdnmeC: glide cnnditions_at maxL/O, e:.pecially 
~t ;ow "ing Ic.ading5. 
ror this stl !Y. a cone-shaped c.QPsule havill:Je weight of 5000 ;x>unds 
is used for a payload. ("ntr01 is ac.'ie~ed by varying the position of 
the payloaJ with resp~ct to "nt:: wing. A time history of th .. motior. 
during the flare is obt~ined by uti 1 izin~ three-degr\,e-ofMf.·eeC:'~i1t: equations 
o~! motion and a high-speed digital computer. 
SLICE N2.:.J. 
The stat'c aerodynamic chal"acteristics of the .. !in~l used are shown a~ 
a funcLt)n of Angle of attack. This data is For a Wi.lg having rigid keel 
,Hld le_adin9 edge members and a co~,ical shapE' \/Ilen oeployed. This win£ had 
·1 bac;ic 5~'!eep .'r.gle of 45 degrees laid out flat, a.,d a dE.plc.ycd sweep angle 
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of 55 degr..::es. The aerodyna."IIic cata !:!':""l' is pi tChir.S; ~nt (;~efficit. ... t. 
1 ift coefficient. and LID. Tnf.' pitching moment c ... :efficients are fur the 
three "t:rtical ~aylcGd PI:-~itions investigated; 1/7 .• 3/4. and J keel length 
be I ow the "i r~~. Fo!" each of these verd ca I pay lc.ad pes i t ions. y9U will 
n(\te t":st a stab),e pitching moment curve exists. Tht~ maximum I ift-cae~-
fident is ClPproximately 1.0; t\-.e maximum LID is 4.7. The synilols on t!,,~ 
CL ar.d LID curves inc'icate the t:-imm~d glide condi~ions fromwh'c!'> flares 
were ."1ttempted. Tt'oese trinned gl ide conditions are for lift coaffici·;nts 
of .2 •. 3 and .45. T~e .45 condit ion is where. the maximu"~ LID occurr~. 
For all motions er,countered during the fla,oe ·attempts. the 1 ift coefficient 
w~s never al1a.:ed to t~xceed a '1ah.ie of .~. 
SLliiE NJ. 2 
From each triimled yl ide cvnt ion, flares ""ere attE>'"Pted '!IS fol :ows: 
At some pcsition alo~g the flight path, imlicated here by the arrow, Cle 
oontrol movement fct' the .flare was begun. Tt.e contro; movel.1ent used was 
a single shift of the payload /ongit tJdinally, made at a constal't rate. As 
shown by the solid and dotted lines, respectivel)', a maximu;>l and ~ minili.um 
control rate wsrp. determined ~l1ich would give a satisfactor-; flare without 
exceeding the Cl limit of .8. A flare initiat~d belt~ the altitude used 
for the maxilnulr. control rate cannot, of course, be completed before ground 
contact. Flares initiated al>ove the altitl:de used for the minimum control 
rate car. be satisfactorily ~()mpleted, but the completion will occur somawhe.e 
above 9roundlev~l. The ",Ititude ran£e betweE~n these two limits is the range 
availabi, to the pilot during which he must decide when he i~ ~t the proper 
,altitude Clod be£;in hi:.. conLrcl movement. The pikts' decision ~ will be 
a function of this altitude range at,"; the rate. of des-:ent. 
'-
'-, 
'I 
S L I DE f!Q.:..1. 
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lhe <lititude used jUI i,l] the flare is presented as a function of·wing 
loading and ':rirmted g~ i cie lift ,:oeff i.: j e.~t:. A wi n9 loading range of 3to 
. 20 p~unds per square foot W£l5 r.llestigared. The max;mum LID and thE' CL: 
limit aTe listed. Again, the so';id t:ne~ are for the Ir.a)~;mlim (;ontrol rare, 
,md the dolt ted 1 ines :.:re fw the !!1!ilimu/I! control rare. Fo; th;$ particular 
wing, it was found that a satisfactory "'lare maneuver could be obtained fro:n 
an combinations of wing lo,'1d;ngs, vertical payl')~d p~sitions, '-d trir . .rned 
glide lift coefficients inv.astigated. larger p'ilot decision til~s come with 
the higher wing loadins~ an~ l(Wler CL"s. At tte ~ame time, fla~es mQ~e in 
this region ml!~t bt! initiatf~d at relatively t-igh clhitudes, whi::h .nay beco;t'.e 
diffiC".ldt ,:or the pilnl: to judge d~.curateiy. Conditions with l~! wing 
loadinQs and hiq~er C. "s can be flared from altitudes which are cl~ser to 
-, . '-
the ground ?'l1d whic:1 are therefore easier for the pilot to jud~e, but the 
decisior. time is greatly reduced. The decision tin:es encountered herein 
vari~d from 6 seco"ds to I second. The time frolT: the flare initiation to 
w/s=3 
the flare completion at touch-down varied from 2 secon~c; (for __ CL=.~5) to 
\:1 / 15:=20 21 seconds (---- ~l=.2). G-lt)ads encountered t-y the p ilot;s are nor'ma lly le.1~ 
than I 1.'2-g's. It was found that all the flares shOo'1n here · ... ere made wlU,o"t 
ex~~edinq thi~ vdiue, so the 9-10ad~ ~ncountered are well witilin the rang~ of 
the p!lot"s present ~xperience. 
SLlD~ NO. I~ 
The rates of descent for the tri!lll1ed glid.:'. conditions lic;ed are presented 
as a function of wing loadin') ancl trillll11ed gl ide Cl" These rc.t~s of descent 
are co ... ,pared wi~: t-he r:tec; prcs:::ntly enc..ountered by pilots. The first 
dott~d line is at 10 feet pel ~~cond, a rate nor~ally used by aircraft 
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making an IFR _type 1~.,ding. -;-he next dotted line, at 40 feet per secor.d, 
repres~nts the rates encountered b.' hel icopter pi lots makir'l9 ~ut~·· ... otct Ive 
I and i ngs. The 1 as t dotted 1 i ne, at 50 fe(~t pe r second, i nd i cates ," descen t 
rate enl.oountp.re~ when a T-·::!.8 f'irplane was mod·ified for low L/O landings. 
(NASA Memo 3-12-59L). The X .. 15 (NASA TM X-195) has a descent r ..... e of 120 
feet per second, blJt it also has a wing loading of 66, so ;t canno\~ be 
cii rectly compared with the parawing values show.,. The rates of des,;ent for 
thep~rawin9 cunfiguration are therefore within the range of 'present pil~t 
a~perience. Howevp.r, tbe ~flots are net used to encounteri~g t~ese rates 3t 
the relat.~ely low wing ioaaings shown here. 
The landing flare p~rameters just presented haVE" been dis.":us:;ed with 
several Langley pilots. It is felt that additional pilot experience is 
nf:ce~saj'f due to the re lat ive ly h i ~h descent rate:> and the small pilot dec i s ion 
times ~ss')ciated with tt:e lower wing loadings. It shouid be mentioneci that 
one of the Langley pi lots has rece"tly made son:"" flared landings in an ai rcraft 
wi th ari LI'~ of 3 and ~ wing load ing of 11. The fla-e port !on A the land ings 
was ilccomplished succe~sfully, but some difficulty ~as ~ncotlntered in making 
the ti)uch-down at a predetermi ned spot on the runway. 
ArilOng the factors which should receive additiona~ study are the capab:lities 
of different wi"g shDpes, the effects of flex';h iIi ty i .. the lead i ng edge S"'ie.ep 
angle when no spreader bar is preSEnt, control rigging set-ups and their 
correspondi~~ power reqUirements; and pilot caoabilities. 
---...... _-- --_ ..... --:+-- -"-. 
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By Robert To Taylor am James F. McNulty 
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,J IN'l'!t0DU~TIOH 
!mprovelD!~nts in J:6I"agl1der aerodyr.\8lll:ic performance ch..'ll"ac~lstj os irllicf.L:~d 
by reeent vind-tunne.l tests havlJ prompted the J.a~gley BSsE'arch Center to in'V8I!ti-
gat~ paraglider loads a::s a function "f the uerodyn8ll1ic psraaetel"S involve.1 in 
J.:.i'1.3 pel'fol"1DaIl~e increases. An effort is &.lso Ll .<.i, !'vlty to at:tellpt to l1alcnllate 
":loth the aeJ'odynl!!rlc loads and perfol"lll!lnce a.sH'~iated \rith '''hese I,:o!lfiguration 
changes t to allo.., the 9valU3.tior. of parametr:ic changes ~thQut. the D!':ed J.'or 
ext,ensive tunnel tes tinge 
qtructurlil analyo1es have been cont!nuing which point up BOlliE' interesting 
resul ts as rel~n.l'ds the prabJ Co,.,S of ';o,\.'lght and lIl8. terials" 
It i., the purpo::> 'l of the preaeat paper to present SOl!le ,:.j.' th:l higit! ights 
of recent research con ... ern:ing loads, structures and lDElte!'ials t ar.cl to jT1d1nR+::' 
by ll.1-' ... i.cl:\tion, the "t:.ype of ~nta vhic~ are available for use in the C'l!;:: ~ of 
paraglide:.'s. 
DISC'I TSSION 
Unc:ertaintias ::n the ey.~~t S(I8.~ of the .-::lotr. ,:;"mbrane of the ~~a~15c'· ... r 
he.ye been the b:1,~gest obstacle in calculati"l the air-load di:L~ lb1.;.tion ovel 
a representative canopy. Some early pressure d'lta l,btalned on rigid conical 
~odels has Ruffer~d in applicatj~n because of the aforEmentioned sha~ uncer-' 
t.ainties. &cent force test m~atn~J"ements h;:.ve beeLl lIIbdt? or, tl semispa' \ gll:ie!' mooel 
'!lith a cloth ving, llhj~h is e~~"m in th~ first slide. 
SL:tDi I 
:. The mod,' 1. shc\/L here 118& mounted on t.vo bal;o .. 'ces} one semispell balance 
_J which allo\.'ed the :e32'Ur~mant of total 1.:::.0 eo.".l anoth",l" six-co:!!Jpone~t. balauce 
wbj.ch m~.e\1.red tho load ... 1. the leading edge. 
::: 
··2-
the Vr)"_ablH ecvered were aspect ratio 2.5, 4.0, 6-.0 aDd twist distri-
bI.~t.icn iadic..ated balov by ~e ".alues of ",,~'- Ollt ~t the .80 open s~;it.iO:l. 
. -
LoadP car:-ied 1.'Il ti:e paragllaar 8~'!tm-e call be diTided into tvo classes: 
(1) ~-...ds IlGl'II8l. .to the planE: ro:'"JI.~ b,. theving UI' !lDd t'eal. ~ (~) loafp. 
po--allel ~ the plane of the li~ tip .un keel. 4-'eRtJ lor.ds ~ tIEl t.r6~-' "d 
s.aparnt.ely alii added vSt"' to..-iallJ to a."TiTe at a l1nal 10&tl:i.'"1g, on which the 
'Ibe next slice ahows a. c~ :;0&1 of the .-.asured spamd.se 1; rt diatri-" 
Yal-aes us:1D,J the twist d: s+..ributiota 01' the .ooel$. As tight be e;"JieCted til') 
-:.:apa..-!.son 1:: the lif't c<:l!tzr obtP.inEf"_ rrc. the seaisl'8D fo:\ce test. WJIOCiel. 
. '!he lover part t::f the figure ShOilS t.he 81(\:rrile loadir.·· dUb ~::"w_st II", -
& lift ~oe1fj eien~ of zerc. 
lot. .mch yore C9.D be said abou~ 7~,-. noNal or lU't .... 1.strlbution of' l~ld 
ir the ~der ~3.T$ vi tho~~ lnOlo~ -:OLE> p.lJlceaent aM mJA.~er of ~i.... shro\."d 
l!r,~. 801ft.· us look ~t the JIlOJI8nts ebcut the aj"Jex, !!!. the plane of tile le"\ding 
.. 
3 
SLID! III 
Here we nave 1')l,)t;ved, ~pex irlng'! .)]Ient 8'! e. j 1!Ilct.ion or ... ngle ot at.tack 
for an aBl--"': <;< -1,1\..-2.5 glider .,.~H: (;aI!Opief haYing d1ffel"ftnt TtLlues of washout. 
~he sketches 3how thE: .'clative degree of natnes~ of the canopies UDder load. ' 
The ~8.!"ktmed symbols il~.L~·\te the &ngl~~ ur attb.c~ at ."h1cl::. (Ct)1II&i v,-,:.;.u-l'ed. 
Tt,ese data Sf!:!'Vc: ~o ilh.strate f\ number of points: ~n !nc.reases in washout 
:..-atio 1.: the lesding-e-J.ge s'Je6p C'!' wi~g spar. is 'I ela fixed.. (2) ~ile destgn 
c.! the glider frame for .> t'l.'cngth ~s fix-Y.t by th3 JR...Uimum Uft-'Joef"ficient point. 
The ':',n.; ...... ~re + a.i:en tlt=Ol16h an liIlgle of at tack of 90°, end l.hi l~ not. shown here 
the level of epP.l: Erwoent at <1.. or stall is not eXCei.-dl~ri. 
max 
Below tile 3t1lll you '.Wi],] ·.lotice tb!l.t thr. sk~e r-f rll .. ith a is negative 
fn:- t:te rull c::,n0W and ?Csi~i.e fc-r :.!:: •• nfo.\. cannpy. In the case _where the 
\ling is f:exible (e.g. C3n change svee;> or span -.~th cha:lges in &ngip. of attack) 
t~e slope of tt.i~ line ms.y ~ffect t!:e gust rc:s~\lJnse of' \.:-:: gUde'!'. Nete teat 
vtth thi~ full canopy a posit:!ve ch~~ in a red.l:'!t:::: the t~!tli:!\.cJ te. close 
w!U.ch Jrl.ght iller€",se the ~pan somevluit. making t~e glider 1IlOre seo5it1'i'e to gusts 
libile with the flat ::anopy pcsit.i ... ~ angle-('~-attaek eb~':3 r~uce sp&.n possibly 
Paraglider vingd with 1~exible ~~ have been <lested at Langley in 
(01)ne~ticTl with gme:..":mloe~:< spoasored programs fc,;, (1) the r2Cc,very of the Saturn 
boostar in which tnz l2rstl&l.l S}lac:?: Flight Centel" is 1.r.terested ani (2) in 
t:on.nection vith the reco.eri a.Dd launching of the Geaini spececnlft, \lhich Is 
"f interest to the ):4DIlcd Sp...:eeraft. Cc.'!tter • 
'. 
= 
" 
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Generally spea)ring the in..roduction ot f'l.exib!Ut,. into t.~ .. tructure 
re8t1lts in SOJI!i:I Baving in vaight. The next B1ide (sUd'Ll!) shows 8t.'UIf: \!Ul"Tes 
vh1.ch indicate psraglider structural efficienc;r'&· Re:.."8 is plotted the ntio of 
:paragiider weight to gross ve~gbt ror rigid ard flexible ~;"'!t.aIIs. l'he scale 
on "the right represants t11.e volUJIe :requi::-ed to stov ~he pClrP--¥llder 81atea, eDd 
).8 ()btain~ b,. asa\.1llrl!lg a stolled dell8it3" ot 23 pounds {A')r cubic foot. -
Decreases in wt:.i~~·~ ':'~ft ~'\" fIlch:iIi."V&<i if struct'L.:nU. f'!exibUity is allowed 
ill- the ~lider f'rraae as shown here. It. should be not.ed, r,oveve!:', r.ba.t. 
ne'dhle glide:.:- are lIlUch more difficult to anslyza boti.~ -aerociynaJ"iCd.l17 and 
. -
stru(;~ because of tha interdepe!Jience or aerodynaiuc ~oad aid conrolgurat.ion. 
Blastic~y and dynrJtical!y-scaled 1.n..nB.table models of both relativel:; 
r::f~id -.ai flexible paraglicers art! being fe.bric~).ted UDier contra'. ~ 'dth G. J.~ c. 
Thue mode": ": will be u.:f3d to ~tudy the paragllder 1eplo,.,ent cbaract.~.l"l.s-ics along 
iiith the ~rf'ects of <ierf)elas":,i~it7. In 9cHition these llooals !'sp:-oduce ~·.he 
budcl;~g :irA tbe inflated structural tUbes \drlch is iapor;an'i; in def:ln.1Dg 
aDd pe:iorP4bce pre,iously mentioned. 
The last C\ln'fl OIl tce slide shovs further ilIl:;n'cn""~t in tbeveight picture 
tm-ough the · ... se of d.ifferent gas tight JIIate!"i.us, in this c&se Q.filJl-fabl'ic 
ccnstl"'lctton of dlkcron aDd IlliYlar si!llilar to 'Cle sal."'.ple I haT3 here. Should 
such a .... ter1a.l pNt'e :feasible oDd :U.l.ov the' (.dluion of the elasv...er which 
ve1ghs as IIllch as the ~abrict sit.~f'ica&t weight l\e.v1Dgs .... ""Uld resu....c.. 
Ve v1ll discuss IIOre about ater1als later. 
". 
-:'.-
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1I1 addition +.0 being mor~ difri("'..!~. UI aDa!y~a, ·:'lex!bh~ paragUders 
:...a_ually sui'fer some d~Gradat:km in pe ... ·foI'Dl9.llC'"'. The nert JUd., shows &plot 
t;'f 'i../D agt.w.:t Ct ~or the t.cJrini-paragllder ~on£igu~tion. lhti three 
~urves repre .. ,'3nt the ,_.- .. -~yneudcs of gliders ha"rlne three 8tlffnes~<:s. The 
degr:tdation in (i'/D}!iI8.X is OM i_O~S but note thet at h1gb~i' 0L the curves 
terrl to merge) 80 that if t·~uc~d~ cor:Uitic,ns s.re :ib)re blpl>rtant iD s parti::-Illar 
f:!'a.ue ~ be r~lnxed u- -.,:: e1:..' ~ sO.llEfmat llgbtbr vellht ani ~re readily sWl/able 
recovery ~ystem. 
t~e ~a:-aglide!',. La.neley ~<:'5e&rch C~':lter is j:<lVtOstig&.tbg "h~ f'easibilit;,: of a 
fibeJ,'g:-b..'3' 3i1icone comb:...!lb.ticn. Si ":.{;e silic~1!e is dit'ticu I t to "work", seams 
and .juIlCt\ln:s represent ~ consit:.~~ble p'!"oblem vidch is being studied. F~!'ings 
~e~t~r continues in~estib~~ioT~ i~ s~ructural ~y-&ie. Ybile structural design 
&..nElysis proc~:!;uoeF.i ha.v~ been developed rOJ.' pe_l-agl iden. Vl.til ~o-plaI£8r leading 
edges aDd keel (thesE- p~'cced~es hue b"'{;n used f.)r f.,.ee-fiight lIlOd-als~ tiir..1--
tw..nel JIl"-lela am the lIl..i.cro!llete':>r.t)~.i. paragl:!.der), t;:.e recent hcvation ot the 
1.ltillzattc.!l "t helie'll. ]ead"~ edges r discussed r., Mr. Sl1,;,4JIIan, repr~sel"ts ~ 
deriDe Its struc t.ural. problSloL arE!f;l9 i it Is hoped that the lD'lterial eJId geometric 
", 
• 
• 
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coefU'!ients being d6l7e~oped b;y tes~lng by Goodyear a..nd Horth Aael"i.~au ~e! 
&. MSC eontra.::t viU suffil'e "to allow an eval~tion e,f the problea. Should a 
fav(·rable solution to this i~rob18ll be ~~cated. it is 3.Dticlpa:t~~'.Jat.sc!ll.ed 
moc.eb vill b~ ".sed for tes~ purposes since it hoc. been f'0UIId tb.a:t designs can 
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I'4ASA - Lal1gley 
ROT~RY-TYPE RECOVERY ~YSTEM5 
by Ci lei!" 1 es E. Libbey 
The Lang!e)' Resebi'ch Center ha~; t~sted~ cr is currently testing, 
stveral types of rotary d~v:ces ''lith applic:dtlons fer recover~1 systems. 
Tht· f i :-s t s! ide is a cha (\. of these s /-:.1. ~rlls 'i hOl f i"9 the a rf.!as where cia ta 
ar~ ?resently availa~le and tl.e area~ ,~ere research ;5 still requi~ed. 
Tht~ vortex ring r.arc::chute reseiTlbles .1 Moltes~ cro~.s when vieweci 
4=rom abovod. OE'ploymer:t. !'.tabil ity, and p'!rformance tests ha'Je been ':G:n-
;-leted. A I·eport conta;.ling ':his data is in the review stage n<JW an' 
wili be av~ilaLle soon. This system is not ;nten~~J to 91 ide, howe~er 
i.- as for most paraChiJtes, it c ... n be forceu to produce a srrilll amount of 
LID. 
The flexable rotary wing c0nsists of strong cables ~t the leading 
and trail il~S ~dges with paract>ute type material stn~ched between them. 
A weight at th('~ir- prov'des cp.;·I~ri fugcl forr..e t~ "uint~in all cOi.!pOnent5 
.l.,. 
in tension whi Ie rotatin~. Some prel imiilary deployrnent tests have been 
' . 
. ; conducted using a 4 bladt;::I 6 fnot !:!iameter l11::ldel. Th"! cloth rotor blades 
w:::re attached to a 32 inct-o diar:iCter vortex ring paracb:Jte which wac used 
to pr~~ide th~ initial rotation fo~ the syst~m. Ajt~~ tne deployments, t~e 
rate cf rotat i 011 increased, i nd: cat i ng that the b lCldes were autorotat i 119 
and wen; lIet: being driv€:n by the rotatinJ pal·achut.!. Perfor~a"ce data have 
been obta i net:: for a :. f, 1 aced 4 fI.,ot d i olllltlter rotor, mo:; t of it for the 
"ert i ca I autorotat i ve l~~scent cllnd: t ion. For these te~. t .. , the blades were 
attached to a ~hort hloo..ien iJ,:ddl f' '..,.,"!~ 1 type of hub arrangement. A few 
- teS'Cs at lower angles. of attal.k i".ave " diccated that thls system does have 
gliding capl'\billties although Low weil it will glide is n:Jt knO'Hn. 
IF 
. l 
~-
. ;: . 
P9. ;t 
~s the configurat'~1 fop whiCh a v~st ~~r.t of ~rforr.~nce dat~ are 
,,·;.;.i!abh., ;~;'.!d;n.) date for Sl idin:; fl ;911\: i'nd flared lar.:Hngs. n.is 
is t! ~ #_(I::f:~rat,on for Wtich mnst ur the tests on stabi I ity ir. ver'":~::..l) 
..... l:cnotat i on ~centha~ been r.onducte~ No <!epl~nt tests nave been 
c:onducted, .md nOM: are pI anne-J. 
.~ 
.. -
(.~::t stC'¥)1C (\f the s.,5::~. .;_ ... 'U'YII'er.t t.ests are planned for bot~ of 
fo; d; n9 'h i n~s To the ,er t ~rv.e is n.)t kncw.t. "fr. -t 5 rat' • i ty !~:; ts 
foidin-; type r.;OI"stru,;t:on. t~ ide Eli.) 
I wo~la now li~c t~ ~is~uss S~ of the area: of :~is ch~rt for which 
. data are c:vaiiable. A short fi 1m will be presen .. edne ..... ;: wr.ic!l shOlor'; a 
(F: b •. ) 
A~ yeu ha'ie seer. ,.1 th~ JIIOVie, the ~3.-achllte is "ery stable w:th 
~scil1ations ~f ;ess th~n ~o. The nex~ slide shows th~ va~iaLion uf t~~! 
coef i c f; ent of drag wi th the i ncedence set~ j "9 of the ; 'ld i v i dua; b 1 a·1es 
(canopy se~nt'S). (Slide.) The cirag l.c:effic.ent is base~ ')n the tatelJ 
cloth ared of the para!:hutlli!. !he high drag (CD-Z.t) obtained with this 
.,articular parachute woula moan that for a given pay!oad the ,ate ,jf 
dec 't; wouid only be 60 ;>ercent of what it would be if cl t;onventicnal 
p~ra~hut~ of the s ... me cloth arc.a were used. ~!..l.2!.g.!f_.) 
A tew prel iminary deploymen.t tests of flexaf.,J? f~bric blades have 
been conducted ana h~vc po i nted out some of t' -e:: pro£' I ern areas \l1h i ch \-li i 1 
'. 
hi.'ve 1:~ l>~ studied and <:o"re.:te:l. A short ti lin shol-.'ing one of th~se 
probhr:: ")"eas wi 1 i be shown. This fi 1m ~s taken at .1~,roxip' ... tel i 
, ~,~" 'rar.e!' per second and ",i II ~ projected at 24 frar:e ... pel'" secor.d. 
pg. ~ 
The, efor ~, the RIOt i co,s seen are ap:Jrox: ,nate I y ~J t i r.!l'S s.~;- t"'an they 
a~tuai :'~ · .. :currllf't1. Th~ ~:,:pl<'ylllenl \' ;,e 1-·lades cakes ~IC).-e :n about '<:!Ie-
,n:aftcI- 'Jf a !;eCC>ld. TI,e steaG! :io::;~- •• .,cion see.' after the deplO)-menc, 
was ta: :n C:pproxiGttEly 6 '~::~::;nus later. It is ;:'UL ot the sa-:,", test. 
(r dm.) It is bel ieved that the Dn:rblem i 1 !usuateo in r.ais f; 1m can be 
soi"ca lit; _~ d controlierl ~~.:;_~ .. up;kYI'JP.,lt of ~he bladC'~. 
E~rience in thP.. Iteco-,::ry Systems Srancl t}a-: ;'.dicated that use of 
3 rotary wing rec~ry S,-!.teon .1Ia'.' -.nvolve proi:!ew.s ~f dynamic. ~!:.l:i t it.~. 
PilraJretric~ .... csts 3!"e :,eing condu.:ted at Langle\' lO determine how .&;dl 
,ffect the v~rious para!:lf!ters hav": Oil the stabil ity of a ;-'ltary wing ;n 
free vP-rtical autorotation c!escc:nt. Some of t:he pa;-;;neters ."ic.'l hC'vp-
t;ecl very briefly eX3mined and have bPo:;n sh~ tc have .;:n ~rJeec;t or. the 
stabi I iTI -of this system are .1 iste'! in the fol1~i"'S si ide. t<=1 ;de.) 
There are ~cher variables whi=h quite likelv ~tt~ct t~~ ~tab:l!t, a~:~i ' 
such as, solidity ratio, numO~r ~f ~Iade~. blade ~i9ht, ~lad~ inc;dE~ce 
angle, an~ payload configcratico. 
The r.ext film will illustr3te a rigid rotary ~ir.9 on ~n apollo ~ype 
:::dpsule i.. yer~i-';'ll autorotat. .... e C::t.s~ent. The fir~t St;Qu~r.-::,·: is an 
un~table configuration. 6y varying COP of the parameters (in this case 
hub inertia), tt e sta!>i1 :ty was im:reased as seen in the second s£C"·'ence. 
however, it was ~tiil only ,na,)"nal1y stable, A further moddi=ation 
produced a completely stable confi~uration. (~ilm.) 
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crnsidering ~~ly two yari~~les. ~ub inercia 21~ dtsk l~jing. The 
resu 1 ts are presented in the next s 1 ide. (S 1 : de _ ) 
_------ ~- ca!'. be seen fr .. this 5i ide. as the t.l!b i~rtia is incr'~sed~ 
t~e di~~ loading must also be increas~d tJ maintain ~ta~ility_ !; 
sOlDe'~ -u.': other para..ters ~e c:"'a~d. this curve ",n: br. shifted. 
. ------~-
cf~rd. 
ca~9il it)", and I'f'~'" zt.ro vel"tica~ ~::; :.orizontal Spt;eds at landing_ 
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PARACHUTE PEU01lllAMCE AT Sl'P!RSOlCIC SPlltOS 
By Xickolai Charczenko 
The recovery ot high speed vehicle, created a new reaulrement in 
r~covery operations, decelerators have to perfo~ at ver) high altitude. 
and supenonic speeds. Al~";;ugh the requirements 1uI'"e ~".r.aed, t~e hasic 
considentions in the selections of drag deVices .. - e.untially remain the 
same for the supersonic speed range as th~y were for-.~~~onic. The fol-
lowiLg slide show. these basic re~!rements, they are: 
SUde 1 
Based on these requir.-enta, conventional parachute~ ~pp •• r to be 
well suited for this job, 1n vie~ of the fact that they hav~ ~ecn ;roven to 
be highly reliable in subsonic operations. ~ey have an apparent weight 
advantage over other nou~ifting type,. of deceleratoT.o and ~e were more 
faDdliar with perachutes than any other drag deviees. lor these reasons, 
they were A natural choice for supersonic speed raD3e. Howev~r, tests at 
sup __ rsonic speeds rev~led some problem areas of parachute perfn~1ance. 
The thxee major problem areas are: 
Slide II 
We were FTima::-Hy concp.rneJ with the first i;~ of these problem er~1!'6 
at supersonic speed., whicb we will c!lnsider at this time. ~i'~ third one 
can be antici,ated in the future. 
nl1de III 
'-, 
The experimental reBul ts of flexible rU::'J,)f\-\':jPC p~rach'Jtes ind'.cate 
two major aress at parachute instability: o8clllatory mtion of the para-
.. 
chu~e 8bo~t the point of attachme~t and shock pattern fluctuations occam-
panied bOI a violent ;oanopy ~.o('a::hing along with reduced inflad.on and 
drag c~'r.ctert.tics. The latter which is referred to 8S inflation 
'."\ 
instability hs'i b~en the subiect of c;)\·s1derable investigation. The basic 
problems involved in the inflaticn instdb:J.iity are high rates at vl:ich the 
sh!lck is a'Lternately swallowed ~ ... d eXt,elhd (somewhat analogous to the 1.n-
let buzz phf'l.tomenon) and the int'! :-act:ion be'--.;~"!n the bOtudary layer .>n tl'.e 
lndivithJal shroud lines. and thE: shock wave ill ft'c"t of the parachute r..anopy. 
This type of instability ca\AS~S large variatiol1!! in \irag ~-ith freQ.1encies 
exceeding 100 cps. 
Slide IV 
-
The n~t slide shows some parachutes CJl4)loyed in sl.'penonic sper:ds. 
The bottom one is a tyoic.;tl ribb!ln parachute used. in Milt: ,,:. the i.n·"esti-
gations. Various meanS have been tried with this type of paTaeh~te to 
elim:".nate inftatiun instability snch as varying porosit~·. var}iug number 
cf shroud lines, p.xtending the ski.l"t, e;.':achi.ng all inflated tube to che 
skirt anrl otherR, but onty liml.ted success was ac..l~ved by these me~,ns. 
It was evide~t ~y.now that the best W~ can hope for. in light of the fact 
that the fluctuations in shock pattern exist even for ttte r!.gid pl'.i.achute 
models in the free stream as far as shock fluctutation~ are concerne~, i& 
te> reduce their ~nf1uence on the breathing of ~ pa!l!chute. I believe thh 
has been achieved to a l_~!"ge (~egr~e with the ~a"achute designed by Cook 
~~~earch Laboratory, und~, an Air Fo=ce contract. These par~chutes are 
radical!y d1ffer~nt from most parachu::~ des:lgnt. Their main features·being 
low }l0t.)sity ~onical inlet ~anopiee and hig~l porosity flat ~oofs. Both 
of these desif!,ns have perfolmed satisfactorily i" the Mach number rii':J8e Jf 
2.30 tl) 4.6.5. A high sp2e/j schlieren mo,-iea showing stability of these 
parachutes will be shown ldter. 
Slide V 
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As far P6 t~. ~ drag of ~t:.ueh\t'ce..; 11 c,.,ncerlled. w. would 11ke t() Mve 
a drag ~ofif~c1ellt of O.S \1r b"tl.::~ for parachutec at supenonie I,,~cd*,. 
The n87.t ,slide sbows • dra~ level :Eor vl\doue drag devices. Bere th .. 
tlra~ coefficient 11$ plot p~d ver,;us lIa~h uumber at ten ba.e cl1&!1eters 
'iownstre81ll i '1' pa~achute8 anei rig;.ci t,pes· of dreg d~vicee. Dr.ag coef-
fid~ut fo:: IDo)s~ ribbon type }ollll:-achutes falls 11. thb regio:1_ The conical 
~nlet canopy haa imploved the 'irag c:>effic:ienL of para~hl1te. as shown in 
this slide. Even t.hough COi.a1t!.-.ut .. e iulprovement :!.c. ",rag coefU,ient 
a .. ~ 8tabl Hty was achieved To7ith tnl~ conical inlet pArachutes, the varia~ 
tions 111 dr"~ lUll existed. though to a leuer degree tban 'lith dbbo1\ 
type parachu~e3, Due t •. , t!le problE~m areas encounterad with p.r~ch\(t£. 
operattonb " 8upet'Sonic speeds, otiler ~.rag devicea w-.re being developed 
~"nC1t:"rently ar .• '\ a ~omrari8(ln in dTl1g coefUei~nt ~etween them anti i'au-
chutes -is 1Md.! in this sUde. It can be soen th~t ene draeo ~ ... efficient 
c.ype ('e:eb--""r';. 'rhus theTe 1s !l wide mugb of dl:'~g coeff!de,~t ·::tat 
en be used a8 3 tre"euff for weight. Rig1d ani: iLn.'t .. ble t)t'(" ~f .-lece)·· 
erators will be d::',cussed in 1DOn aetail in the foUo,,-l..&g pMp~r. 
In this investiga ':ion, no .. :H~)rt ~-as made to estabU8h regicus of 
opt1~ f,'!rfor1D8nce; howeveT, trom vill\l'al observ'! tioo'l of !:hests snd other 
tests a.!:i from :~igh' Bpeetl schlieren moo'ies, it was evic, .... nt that: tbe perform-
to sbout 15 ba8e diamut'!ra dcwnstr\la'lll of the vehicle would be rilVSt. help fill 
'In .lnalyziil8 Alld pOt "ibly exp~eainil\g the ,,'.:-~at~ . .,"l instab:!.1ity and. at 
oistance. 1 t~ink our big8e~t ~roblem in the develop~D~ J£ ~t~ble 
- 3 -
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beerl doae OIl • ~al abCI err.lr b .. i •. 
the viM .~b are vel! suit""l fT.': the r'Yearch of deceleratora 
~~....,. the ~r_tnc atvdy tmder ~ vide vanel,f' of teat ~1t101d ..... 
l't" dIU, .~!.~.,:.. aovenr. lifter a lI,"~.~bl.e der!p .... beeR evolved 
parac:hv"~ ~ the viocJ tumlel Bt s1lP'~rson1c sp£ed5. tna •• are pa::acbutes 
t~t~:l at super.oue speeds. ~I t they ~'2Ued be'':o::e au'] Jlg-.dfi,;at-t dna 
before fsilu:-e ~ =urr~d aboved bf.gh drag '\ .. l.uU ill 10M cales. ~urther 
re.6arr~ dioag these .line~ ~uld be varrante6. 
1l1.~" af')E~ .,nu that verf! ,,'}t"Jiul!d in It ::e" .eCODd. of the! r op~ra-
etlan will be prese.."\c~ a.t tid.:: U-.-e alllas m,1:i: .d,!.ieran .ovles of the 
previously di.cut~cd p~T.chutQ .adels. 
- 4 -
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I\ERODYNAHIC OP.Ab J'W!) ~TABll!-;-'l CHARACTt'USTICS OF SOLID AKO INFLATA3LE 
DECELERATOR OEtICES-AT SUPERSONIC SPEED~ 
By ~Ohn T. ~cShera Jr. 
ABSTMCT 
EXllerilT.entol crag and stability charac.leristic! of towed ·..iecd~rat('·rs 
at: supersonic speed£ are f.'r·~ser.ted in this paper. l:le de(;e!erato-!"' 
discussed incl~de towed spheres, t~ed ~ones (both s~lid and inflat~oi~). 
<'Ind infht<Jble towed cone-balloons (both c1os~d pressure and :-arr.-air tYj:".e 
~;~vices) • 
.-.;1- •• __ _ 
,-
. , 
.. 
INTRODIJr.TION 
If conventional <nett-aods of lecov~ry are to be utilized in the final 
stage, it is particularly important that the velocity of the payloa;:l be 
gradual ty leduced as the pav!odd recntl:rs (he atmosp!lere f .. en high-speed 
- h igh-alt itude fl i ght. I 'lvest i gilt it;)ns h<lve indicated that convent iona 1 
pc>rachutes are ",ot satls~actory for this first st<tge oeceleo'ation becauso 
tr·e parachlltes :Ire unable to witttstar.d aerodynaP\ic r~atln9, inflatE-
_ s~tisfact')riiy, and l11aintair stability und~r SupE'-son:c flo.'l conditions. 
An initial deceleration syst-:::;; ,y'jich will redu'.e the v~locitv :>T th-". 
;--avload by slbs~ant i ally decreas i ng its ba 11. sti c coeft i.: i er t ~\'i n 
i essen the in' t i a 1 shock on the pay Ie: -1d ar.d or: f; na 1 re~o .... ery dev i CE" i 
such as parachutes. Spheri ca -j ba Hoon!" and co~e de" ices hav\~ !:-een 
conside.-ed as possible decele-rators oe<:al.lse ('< th~ir ~tability and 
re1atively high drag coef~i~;pn~s. & th su id and ,nfla,able decelerator~ 
have been inv€-stigated .. 1'1' -"i 11 be disc~sc;,::d in thIS •. Hi,.' 
Slide I 
-;-;IIS~; lidp. sh.:ws typical e)(amJ,les of t:~e sol.d and dosed pressure vessel 
j .tflata:" b decelera::ors th"3t were l.E::sted.-
-ine 80° Coone and '~pht!rc shown here were tp.sted both so lid and 
infl~table with very little difference on drag and stdbility between theru 
ThE' separcJtion -;-en(.f' shown on some of H.e~e configuration~ is need",d for 
s;;abili,y at subso~ic s~eeds-. T~e s.)ii:; models st.·;)Wr. here ;:re t'lpicat of 
rigid d~celt:!ralors at s\Jpersonic speed~, Th~'( are simrle in conc;truction, 
inherently st~ole at these speed$, and produce high drag coefficients. 
The 70° cone baltoor (ca!ted a ti.lllute) has drC'.9 values between the 6r.°' 
and 80° solid (.ones. Thf;:rcfore it woulci appear that tl.~ cane ~"l1cc;"1 anc the cone 
9iv:.: simi iar j f not iC:er,tical results for A gil/en cone angle • 
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It has been established that the stability ~f cnne!= d,~crea,;e with increc~sing 
CCJ'le anq 1r, while drag inc."eases with increasing cone angle in the supel"sonic 
speed rang~ and '.~,'.::-"" W'iith 900 anglE'S wert: ir:termittently ~nstable at ~hese 
j~~ch numbers. Although it hasn: ~ !'ee , tested it wou I d eppear that an 80° 
cone balloon would be o!)timum from thh i!lv'::stigatior, from the point of view 
of dr~q a.,d stab il i t~. 
At th~~ stage. a decelerator th~t had better drag and ~tacility 
characteristics thaa a parachute and yet the same storage ~~pabitity 
had been developed. However, the problem of ha¥ing to carry he~vy infl~t,on 
,:,q·.li~f1leIH. aboard the payload to _~ recovered ~till existed. n,j~', is wt,e:re 
tl1e need for a self-irflating configuration W-3S .eal ized. 
Sl ide II 
This slide ~hO'.t~ the Jeve10pment ('f the ram Po Ii' balh.:tc from the 
front inlet to the present si~~ inlet type. 
This front i.-1et configuratiu'l W2!:>- one of the first tries at u~ ing 
the f<:om air (dyn.fr ic Pl"cc::s1.:re) co i,lfl<!te the decel~rator. Many diff:erent 
means of inflatl1'l9 j~.: oallute t;:mployir:g front inlet type conftgur~tions 
were tried; :,owever, the~e -'/;:'5 a mass flow puJ:.:;ati.)n ph~numena j,., the 
supersonic spt'ed range which resulied in ajverse '/i~ratory fabr!c 
loading iand sl.!)sequent fai lure of tl,P. .r.odeh. This pulsation problem 
\/a:> solved by i lacing different I'ercent screeli~ ove!" thp. inlet; however, 
th i s lowered th,~ d!'ag cornpar~d to the closed pressure 700 cone bi'1 h-,,m or 
banute s!-h)Wn h this slide. The side lnlet cod;guration of tnt? 70C' cune 
baltoor. or t-cllll1l:~ WilS developed ElS a result of testio;'J d~ :- Hacit l1umber 
of 10. "(ht" wake flom the forebody dici not tHd ,"' collapse or recover 
at any distance aft of the payload th~~ wa~ capable Qf tusting within the 
I , 
. ' 
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tunnel. The core of this \~al,.e, existed over <llld ,I'};'side the ram air inlet 
dia:neter; therefore the ~jde inlet., were usee' to feed the ram air iolto 
the ballute. This merhcQ of e~,tendel; r,3''!l :lir inlf,ts worked very we'l. 
Essentially WI13t is being davelop~G hel-e is an imp.-vved type of high 
!;p~ed parat;hute that wi II retain th~ parachutes .. :eight and packagin~ 
fec::t.Jres amI yet over(~ome its short com;ngs wi::h respect" to super~'lnlc 
st~bi!ity and aerodynamic heating resistan~~ • 
This .. tide shows a typ;:al plot of drag cceffici~nt versus Mach number. 
The cOl"'figo.:rations represented 1-( th{s fi:'I.>reis t:)e 700 b,:111ute with s;ce 
inlet~ alld one Of ':he bettp,- par.,-:..nute configurations at a length of tow 
cable to diameter of ~orebo-;!y ratio of iO. The forebody lJ'~ed in all these 
te~ts i~ shewn at the top of the slide. 
These sj~e lr.l~ts fuily inflate the model to the same shape as the 
o ~'lflar~~le clos~d pressure 70 cone bal100n giving approximately th~ same 
drag ana stabil:ty. 
Ballutes made of C:acro~ i-Jnd r.ylon neopre.<;; have a maximulT' perf<:rlnerncf3 
limit of a~proximately M ~ 5. 3allutes made of metsl fahirc (Ren~' 41) ~oated 
\': j th a ~pec i a! s i ~ icc. -. cE!ram:_ £. ~ as tomer hCt\'e ~'r"":'!ed sat i s fac ~o.-y at H = 10. 
8allutes :I~/~ bl,;ilt in "reefins" at all speeds and since parachutes 
have not been succe~sfully reefe~ d~ring deplcyment a' high s~personic 
sp.eeds, it l s clear that open h.g shock loads arc higher in para.:hutes 
:..ld the resul:: is a heavier ckth structure and subsequent weisrt penalty. 
A 'lal'ute is a m\;~e rigid inflatablt. st.ructure than c1 parachute whid, 
resul ts in improvPQ !;tab i 1 i ty (I ess Coon i n~) • 
. ~., .... :-~ .. ~ 
'-
Sl ide IV 
This slide shows the resean:h ardas i., 'which I bel:e"'~ '''IO~.I_~ st,!l ,leeds to b~ done. 
1. redlJce i nterl'lG I pr-ess'Jre -
Tests just con.pleted on the 700 ballute with s:de inlets shoo.-:ed 
that inter~al p'eS5ures as high a~ 4 times dynamic pr~ssure 
" 
''1ere measurt:d. Previous tests showe<.i ;) pressure equal to dynamic pressure 
was an that WCiS nc:edaJ to fully inflate: thE:: decalera'::tr. rt,erefore 
th(·re still needs (0 be some devE::lopment in inflation procedures to 
redJ~e thF a~oun: ~f pressure inside the deceler9tor. 
2. maintain inflation th~Qugnout tralectQr~ -
Various tect-.raiques for in.('~ating the opl.imum draq ~hQpe !=hould 
be investi;atE::d and sho:dd also ir.ch.de a det . .,!rminC'.tior .cor mair.tainii'lg 
inflation nro::edures throu~;""'7.Jt the d<:>sce"t traje·.:tory down to sea 
level in ')rcer to possibly el :n,inslc! t'le r~t:u~ "ti1~nt for deployment 
of a final stage! p~rachut~. 
3. corre13te tunne; res~lt~ with flight -
To estal:-lishiolcre ::omrle~e data, c(,.,sideratio~ should be given 
".) perform T:-ee 4=llg"t tests to .:chieve fl ighti:t·st deployment 
c.,,-":;-:Jns that can be dup;;-:atec l:1 the wind tl-rll'leL 
A parametric per:ormance study shu~ld be th~r made i~ the wind 
turar:el to ascertai.l if stability can acc;.:rately Dc dctermin-::d in ",inc 
tunn~l testit g l:sing an infini l~ mC'.ss reia t.loilship. 
,~ 
, 
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4. extend results to s~bsonic and 1ype~soni~ :peed 
Additional wind tunnel test1n~ is also required in the sutsonic 
and hyperscn i c speed ranges on th~ bas i c shapes discussed i:, til i s presenta-
tion in order to il.ve~tlgair lhe capab/ lilies of th~sp. decelera~or systems 
at speeds up t~ Mac~ numbers o~ lO and a wide ~ange of dynamic press~r3s 
dnd tem~eraturec; that wi II bE' '!nco'JI1tt:red i.1 rec.overy. 
MOVIE 
1. "ihis 1st shot <;hows the j')o conI': balloo!' cr b.:i1:.:te '~':th sit:!e inlu::: 
at a Mach num!:·~r of 2.~ 'i" 2S0 psf. It.s drag cc;:;ft'icient cf 0.9 '"as the 
same a~ the 70° COi'e ballo(]'1 ck·:.~d pres!)ure inflatah 1 c model. 
~ . Tli is pi ctLl r(! show~ the tOVJed B!)o raJTI air ~<" i 1 ute -3t a"; '!ch nUI.lber 
of 2. 75. '~ = 250 pst 1hi5 model never fully inflated and :t po:nts r .... t 
tl,e mass flow pulsation phenomena whicr. cause5 thr adverse fabric luadiri::! and 
subsequu.t failure that existed in many of the front inlet ram air bdllutes. 
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rHE' PROBLD'aS 'IF THE EN'=~GY DISSIPATI.:~ 
W:iTEKS III SP.J\CEt:AAFT p.:.\:OVERY 
8y lloyd J. Fishei 
.it ,.. 
Seven': aspects of f~arl~; I'!:oding requir,~.m .. ·.;ts for manned 
space ve.ttic:Jes <'re being.:nvesti~t-ed by Lo:lghy i\~s::'Carch Ce-il':er". 
ihe t::har"lctt.r of research under take" cons i sts of ,=,xper i '!)I;!llta 1 
and analytical stur:ies of the tl.i~damer"("" enerTi dissi~3trOr. 
capabi:ities of ~teria!s and ~~thod~ an~ of t~e i~ndin9 
...~artjct~rist;cs of space vehicles h.::ving v",-iol.!!> Jand::tg !;,·stems. 
The rt:~uirE:Jnel'1t:;: ge:ler<!lly placed on the c;-,erg' dissipation 
system are that the landin.,J a.::('"eterc.tions ard lant.'ing •. 1Ot ior.> 
within tole:-abic limi·."' b:Jth f;;;," ~co:'"parJ·.": Gf the ;;e~~cle 
and for t;,e vehicle str~ctilre. For ,...an in space fl ig:,t ti:e 
Th~ ~:pa~ec r ~ .,: t has bti~1l perm itt ad to SLCS \: a' n SomE sm.} L di'SRC'ye. 
r~ercury .... e.,i :les were r.<>t intended for reus~ L'!~ some of It-je 
adler vehicl~~s ~.uch as r;1!.~:~; 7 wii i O~ l"'eJseci. Ir. any cas~. 
both from t'te stal~dpoint of safeti ~c· the :-st,·Ol."ut ard for· 
on lancling should (,! r'lv();oj~d; 
we ar.;. cur:-ent\y inve!O',igct:n'] !andillg lnpact energy 
d:ssipati.)O syt'tellls for the lipnq(') eatti. IJ.nJin$ ;tJ(,d.Jle 
s''imul~tin~ a polrilCh1Jte type !an~;n~. \Ie =Jr'i: ,.(adr 9 thF> 
- ~~---y. 
.~ 
" .. 
..: 
~. 
• 
. comp1etion of a brief tr.O"~1 investi gat ion of t'le '.allCling 
ioads and stdbi I ;ty charactedstics of a Sat~rn ,booste .. 
rp.';ov~ .. ed on a h-rd surface n'nway -- !ti:iiulattng ;> l>arag1ide r 
tvpl~-lal'ldio9. l~ve!tti9ation wPl be sta"ced s.::on ol~the 
u~de~a1 on the use OT certdin mEtetlals as energy dissipatJrs. 
OU;" current emphasis in the materia;!> I' .. ~g.u;:; !: ~~ !"~~,,.rials 
f~r the fran9i~le ·~ta! tube dissipator, ~~c we ar~ planning 
S'Jffie wo;-k on f03llled metals as energy dissipators. Since the 
Fra~nting tl..lbe process i5 probab~y not fami liar tc. eve,"yane. 
~h~ fir~!-!!~ tl'~strat~$ the ~~se~ti~l c~T.pOnents of this 
systelll. An 8.'l(ample of a fraI\3ible-tu~e instal,ation could boa 
a h~rd alumir>\I,ll-alloy tube such as thi!: attached to it vehicle, 
and a die uch as th h ~t~ached to ci la"~!ng skid c!" foot. The 
t .,)e pr~ss ~s over the dt.l~ Juri~ i~act c .. ,d fai Is in fr.)9~nts as 
sh·.\'11\ here. !hi::-;i':' "i~tC:lil fur working IOOta~ (0 "ts 
~ It i,'!3te strength and throu3h a larg~ percent cf its tength. 
:-he next ~!.i~ 2 showstne ene!"~y dissip.lt~('In capab,~;tie5 
of 5eve,. .. 1 :;lCIte.ri a h that t,CiJ'Ie been I.!sed or cons i dered fo: usc; 
ir; landing systems. SOlne of .:he tE>SS ~fticin.'t ~.Ilh reed: Iy 
adapt<a~'I(' di~\ipat(lrs. such a$ tt.e f~br;c air ba~ ane: alumint.m 
per-Ilound of /;'.a~t::ri:'t~. have receivr.d con!iderabte a::telltion 
- - ~j date. Th i sis to he '!XDect ~d heca"'se of thE: e.ase (;: . 
.-
.; 
-. . . 
='~ :;.,.~; ~ ~~~~ ~ ... ~~£~b~~:~ • ..::.;.,;ti-'.:¥'«·i~"·- II ... ~ ".;jt~'~'-., 
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~ppli-atioD ~nd avai~abiliti of these materials. Honeycomb 
hQS b~en ,ne of t~L most often s~gge3ted ~r.ergy dissipators 
taking ma..,·; ;~r'lls, o;h";.es! anci si%~s and "'as been proposed 
in one app 1 i c.Jtj:m or allother for IIlt'st s\,acecraft. Its 
lIla:n cis .. dvantages are, utk and the fact that it can take 
relative.ly Ifttle side I(a<'. "rile air bag has also been 
prOposed in many ~OI~S as a ~olution for sparecraft landing 
. prob I ems • The fabri c a j r ba;:: lends i tse If extreme Iy "Ie 11 
tu . ~orage, as Con a caf."'u Ie tY!'E s~ac~craft where volume is 
- i 
r" pl.Inctu!"t: ar,o to side-)o,iod fai1ur~ are its i!>aj.-,r disadvar.t:agEs. 
.-
Th..:- strain ,rat:l, wi~ ich c:Lso,-bs abol't the same ~ner'3Y per 
!'cum: of Iroate,.;::t 1 as do,,-s alum i nUl'll hone~ .. comb, ha~- C" I Sf: found 
ready appliC:ilt:on; or.e .::.ase in point ~eing th'a ~c:ut-ttpe 
leadr ing ~:·ar of Dyna-Soar~ Th(~ pnsslld:.::ed ;.oetal cyI1:-.oe. 
and ba I sa .o.!OOcf have f a-i r1 Y h i ~h e f f ~ c i enc i ,:~. al')so,"b i:-tg abt;,li ( 
are I.lulky to store, dtho.J£th no mo'-f. so than hor.Eyc.omlt_ i)o:l'E;i, 
h"'I'Iever. n"ls.: an ~'!1des' r.~b k I-~i:l;lun~t c'laracter is tic.. The 
muSt. be applle~ alon9 ~:.r. a)(:s of t'll! tub"., ; nd the ::ube :r.ust 
a .. be keot ~1Il!g i1~a j r..; t. i::s W<H·ki I. 9 cJ Ie. ;'\5 l!le: tic: .ed ear' \ ~,. 
...,.,:-k j" contInuing H Langlf~y on the fraglTn!'ltog t..u:.:e proc.t:<;. 
An gnmenti:i a prob I ern .,.,i th ell of the ~ynems e."J wf'len 
-4-
~r v~rtica! or both, some pvsi~iv~ means of ro~itioning 
the t."l(;.rgy dissipat-ion e
'
eme ..... L requireQ. 
Th~ fo I !owi"9 s 1 i de ~;"O':"Is a SKPtr. h of a pract i ca 1 
skids. The strain stra? it; a "eplaceable element \"nich 
fails. by plastic'y i old: ~g a!ld the skid looves aft ClnJ up 
when used on Dyr-'J-So'r Wt"Juld be rctr~ct ~d ,Jno '~lorE:-:I throu!Jh 
.:lOOI; iI' the 'awer ·S., .... fClCE: C'f the ""i;,,~ !It".i<.:h s('rve~ as the 
-
I. 
h~at ~hiE:·id. f!oweve'. on the Gem;',; cOi'f\~'~' .. ,rio.' a sO:i.c.what 
" 
<:Llli1c:r ;leal' has b~;el '<,ept separatn ire.' the h~at sh!eid. 
by th(~ ':andir'9 3ca.-. C~Jrr~nt;y, hyd' u'-, ic shocks are beirl::j 
.tldvir.g posithfe!y con~;':~led fOr\ ... ~r':l l~~diTig dir'cti0:1S. t:'crgy 
Qu~ to v,;.n,icCll "e~o.:ity is <.!iSSi!)d.-..d PI': 'cip?ily b~ the 
1 •. 'noln9 runf',u·,. :airly '1und tunw~y5. or at i ast sd.·.;.ted site'" 
i . 
" 
• i 
.. 
.. 
,< 
., 
"1 
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ne~t !.~. Tn i~; s I ioe i J lu!;tratt~S a pass ive sy">tem that 
has re:;eived ... ~ro~g c.o.ls1d<Jr'ltion lOt· Apo'lo earth Jal"din;. 
Alumi,dm honeycomb or SOIlli. ~IJct, ma(e;';ai ,·ocll~d be used, 
~e!:wet·-. the heat sh i eld •. whic', is Expected to '· .. !l-~:.ln" -bl!n9 
imp3Ct. and the astrofiduts' (H :;-:'5;.1re compartme"t. Th,,'l"e i~ 
a v .... ry short st~'oh~ aveilab',e ;n this systel'l resulting in 
acc:eJerat ions "f auc-lIt 40 to 50g 1 S VI" He c.a..,sule "truc!:ure. 
irr.':;lC.t l!).3cfs_ The p·:.ssivt. s(sten: is of int~rest ?riIT!drily 
bee'l'Jc;e no mat;·m:.:tion in "pt':ration can occ'.Jr pricl to u:.a"e 
5 i nee no exten ... io1ii or d.~p IOYI1Y~nt of ~arts is requ h-ed. The 
the space,:raft. ":h.e h~at shidd is extended in this cac;e 
and shock absoroers are In::tal led between the he-:t ,,~,ield 
arci the :.;ppe' r:~pslJle. ,) •• e set (,f absorbers shQ\om ,.ere in 
i ca 1 ~oads .";,,J another set of abs\. rbers shown ;,er e at an 
.dv)reciablE. angle liS uspd tl' dissi·pate hor;'Z~~t~l loads. 
Both ot the ArJOll0 v.;rs:ons !'~o\oln ill'e e)..pe.r:teci tl;' la . .! 0" 
the Ji"uund ~.:>r. the hE-at ;;;.,ield '!t::l nose d~.·n . .lttil:uJe a:ld 
skid and rock 0;-, ~hE' heal. !'. ie1·j duT"ing runO..:t. S 1 i d,:! u"f. 
--_.-
thu,' otters.' ~ome p.3ckage t,ette.r thaI' ,)thers, b~Jt a 'Iari e~)' 
(If ~"omisin'J systems Clr.:> a/ail<'~le. Ii,' zontal t!nergy djs!lip.s~I··" 
, ; 
, 
'i , 
r 
~~ 
.' 
... 
• 
, 
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is. in a way ,5 imp ler to de", j \/i th th .... nvert i ca 1 energy 
d!~sipation ~in~e translational friction is all th~~ is 
involved; how~ver. nu-:·ut become.s a factor. The right or 
;-"1"on9 ~ombinationof lc'lding sUI'~ace and land_lng SpeC'lL! is 
ctit:cal du-ing run~ut ,,"<1 .... ~hicte cor.figuration also el'ters 
the picTlire. )'he resu~ts or inadequate;y deal ir.~ \dth these .. 
purameters a:-e hi:}h accE:leratiorls, in;ta'bilit'f,and tun ... 
ave'!". Pa:acilu;:e !d··~o."n ~ystlJlllS have fIIo,re troubl~ with 
horIzontal " _Ioeit~ than do !Tost of t"e o:'::her system~. L.eca~:ie 
they ap!n1t cl~s:srled fo" hcrizont.J1 velQdty. Jhis j-s ju::.t 
as tn.e of cargo clrcps uS it is '11 spacecfi!ft la:1dings and 
it is easy t,) appre.-:.ate the r.o~l(~. Th~ p~rachL~\! la:II.1jr,gs 
o~ man:1e~ vet.:d,;.s, for example, hav'e been planned at ve~"cities 
of about 30 h .... t p •. r ·'eeo~d vertif.aJ with e~E"c~3tiorl~ of 
frcr·, 0 tQ dbl,:Jt'"J or 60 feet per seco"d hori7.ur .. ~al. The 
~or;2c":tal velocity is vue .0;' th(~ wind .. 'nei so is ,.::\pred:i~table 
...-- making (,'esigr. tiif-rlcult s·r.::e a. '.;!ide ~,pe.;.d rar,ge must t'! 
t i on of 1 dr,d i ng wi Lh ttb pa ra("h'lte 's u!'1knO\\'n. ~onsequen .1 y , 
it is dl}sirab~e that t.,e energy d.is;;;pation S}stP"i! be t.mni-
direc.tional in behavior a!'1d this tel) is "·ard ttl achievf~. 
down sY!item~ thai have a IOC>r~ or le~s fixed hort::ontal velocity 
SI.!.;h as the paraglider also hiwe pos-itj"ely controlle{ forward 
landing ~irt,;.:tlcns andC!llel~ i..rakin~ rocl:ets. shee tt.~y at.. 
r.olt' drifi: as _,:si~YWith tr.2wind \f.£S cl.o-parad-"Jtes) have 
Ilk)r~ exa.ct1y define':! desigr. load;, .;IlE:ods, dirf.>-;!ions etco 
r. 
'. 
-,-
" 
i 
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The folloo."i"'g 1(,J'tit:S show SOijft;l cc,p:!itions at \I,nich moc\ h' 
~f variou1 spacecraft ter.d to turn over c r have undesirable 
beha\o ior. 
; -
n'e !.l.!:.!!movie shows ... model of th~ Mp.r~ury v.'·'-licle 
landing Or w?::er at siml'l?Ced velocities of 30 feet per secor,d 
ver~;cai .:m~ 60 feet per"secona horizontal. This is C' !:~peat 
~. The bJin-over h. !=rimar'i1y .. hi. rt:suir of 'too high a 
veloc !ty., 
The "~,;t movie- sh')Ws ar.' AJiollo type mo-!cl landing at 
v~lor.it:es simulating 30 ~~et per second v(rtical and 3r. 
" f~e.; per seco •. d horL:.ontal. I.l!:d n lar.di"'g ':In sand. th~n 
a landing or. a ha"d surface 'runway. The tur. -ove;- is c:aused 
b't the "oil canl"!! ng" of the n.ode 1 'teat sh i e I d. 
!'IOW a model .ravirl~l a four strut landing gear !areding at 
relatively 1'-'1/ speeas, 10 fee~ per sec.;.ond ver"j",al afld lr--.. 
fep.t per second horizontal. Here is a landing 0'1 "" .1-3:-J ::.urface,. 
then a lancli; 9 on a s~it powdere~ mat~ria1. Penetration and 
pile .. l.!? of ttl'" ~urface r.:ater',-·j cau91~d tip-l:p. 
ThE:: :-,"lxt ~~,:;quence of IT!eN i "'~ show tu -n- overs that are not 
c<lused ;'y :~ol·:7.\)ntal ",eloc: 'y or !"nding ;;urfa::e. biJt t Y 
veh;-:le :'~hlpe c,nd landir1 clll:.ituGe. H~~:'R skid-rocker 
landing of a v~"icle \<ith a c.g. hei~)'t t\J base diameter 
ptif) o~ 0.3 ~ a "~!,-l',le \,/itrl a ratio of u.2. r"e 1a~din~ 
attitude and sp"sd we:-e ti'I; samt-., 1" k:th ~ases. Ve~·icl.-' 
shape or pioport ;on5 .;;aust;dtlJ,''l-ovc.r. 
, ~ 
] 
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T"Ie next movie scqu'm':c !oO\'IS ,"'Odf:i hntlings of a 
gea":. T~.;: .ar;:ding speed:.. ar~ rt:;lath~ly 10\</ consider In!} the 
r 
size of t:le "ehic!e~ siPluiatinl180 knots ho;-izt)nta1 and 10 " 
,:yc.le land '''9 s:ea· ..:mp IO,!i,nQ a "/hael"!d nos~ g&ar '-'10 skid! 
0' ~"e ",";n gtSir. There 1:: !itt~~ to c.hoose ~(om in 
b~hcwi()r- !:Je:we..:.n these gear; although we did nnd some ,,/heel 
prob lems due to mod, '1e5 i gn that COl, i d c,"IJ~e gl'lllinu looj)5 
per s~ccr'd a.,J ho!'izon.:a~ vt"Q(. tie::- of 0 to 50 ~':."~t per 
seC~,;;d, HC'rLzcntal veloc:ty had jittle effect 0:1 the P'<iJ<1 
m;'~';1 3:cder;Jtio~. ei~her n(lrma! If i;)ngitJdinal as """0\'''- by 
the sc,'tter of the velocity points. I.c'ldir.f. 3~tjtIJl'~ had 
?en~tratjon inco th~ sand. The soli~ point. indi~~ce te~t 
rile 1()5!...~])dc; ,:'3) ~!"e!> (.om,Juted ,lm;'':s ,'~: c;tat li;-ty fOI co 
s~:,~-rvcker landing gCdr. ~(Jmpu;'ed li'!";"s ;''J;' J f:-:"tion 
coeff!c,ient of 0.4 a,~d a c.g. h~i0ht v; :~3e 'liamd!., r;.,tio 
r 
,.-;, 
--
~-
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Tun-over would be expected at.:onditions above the curvo:!s. 
The ~quati~ls of motion show ~hat turn-ov~r for a skid-rocker 
collfiguratio~ is inliependent of chai'ge: ;n horizontal VE.1QCity 
ar-d tMs has beet, substantiated b·t model tE'S"s for a nnge 
of touchcbm speed.~. This pilct shoWs the effect of ve('ti~"ai 
:: 
,,': .oe i [f. The range 'j 5 we 11 outs i d€: . th-at of tM mode 1 
. 
investigatfDn which simcl~ted paragliaer landings at veitica~ 
velvcities of abo~t 10 .feet p6r secona and lp.ss. The ski.-!-.·· 
rOcker landirts IAethod is .1IOst saited to horizootal type 
landing ar.d these dat~ sho_ this~ 'For ex~le, at 10 feet 
~r second ttiere· iso' a sto· ... le r~ge of ~ome 45° in ianding 
a~tihide~ In aves-tied type'landing at s~y 30 feet. per 
secC)fld :tni~ stable r .nge :~ reduced to only 12~. Tt-.< curves 
approach aSYl!9toU-;al1y the fric-t ion angle. ~The fr :ct ion 
angh is ::mcut ··~2c for tMs configura~ion. and .is tre ar.91~· 
that -the resuJtailt \)f tile f-j ;ti~ force and the noomal force 
makes with th#: nof'1i1al axis of the veh;-:Ie. It is also the 
angle at Utich -ti!e vehicle would sl i.1e- cluriOlg landing ..,i !:hout 
os(:il1ation in trim.) SHdE' off. 
The-e .s.-c :everaJ prOblf!ll! areas in th,=: Ja.,ding energy 
-
dissipat ion s"j~tems being used for spacecraft, recovery. Tnere 
ar~ also reg;ons. or areas, for rn6st systems presently b~ing-
~onsidered that res~lt in satisfactory )~ding imp~ and 
runout. ,rhis is a natural situati~n ~ecause every vehicle 
whethe:- it be helicopter. airplane. or spacecraft can b~ 
e~~ect~~ to ~e limit~ somewhat in iandi~g attj~ude and speed. 
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1. ·July 10, 1962 - Opening Remarks - J. E. Green~" Headquarters 
II. Presentation, of Program Summaries from the Centers 
Pa,rachute Recovery Systems Design and Development Efforts 
Expended on MERCURY-REDSTONE Booster and SATUL~ S-l 
Stage -~ Barraza, R. M. - MSFC 
Application of Paragliders to S':l Booster Recovery for 
C-1 and C-2 Class Vehicles - Mc Nair, L. L. - ~r.C 
I 
Recovery of Orbital Stages - Fellenz, D. W. - MSFC 
A Review of Launch Vehicle Recovery Studies - Spears, L. T.-
MSFC 
A Review of the Space Vehicle Landing and Recovery 
Research at Ames - Cook, W. L. - ARq 
Survey of FRC Recovery Research - Drake, H. M. - FRC 
Manned Paraglider Flight Tests - Horton, V. W. - FRC 
Gemini Landing and Recovery Systems - Rose, R. • MSC 
Apollo and Future Spacecraft Requirements and Landing 
Systems Co'ncepts - Kiker. J. W ... MSC 
• 
A', f,:;:;0 ilk ill W g.p $ 
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III. July 11, 1962 - Continuation o;t Program Summaries 
3PL Requirements for Spacecraft Landing and Recovery .. 
Pounder, T., Framan, E., and Bray;haw, J ... JPL 
Langley Research Efforts on Recovery Systems .. 
Neihouse, A. I ... LRC 
Summary of Static AerQdynamic Characteristics of Parawings -
Sleem~n, W. C., Croom, D. R., and Naeseth, R. L ... LRC 
Dynamic Stability and Control Characteristics of Parawings .. 
Johnson, J. L., and Hassell, Jr., J. L ... LRC 
Deployme,nt Techniques of a Parawing Used as a Recovery 
Device for Manned Reentry Vehicles and Large Boosters .. 
Burk, S. M. .. LRC 
An Analytical Investigation ~f Landing Flare 11aneuvers of 
a Parawing-Capsule Configuration .. Anglin, 'E. L ... LRC 
Paraglider Loads, Aeroelaaticity and Materials .. Taylor, R.T. 
and Mc Nulty, J. F ... LRC 
Rotary-Type Recovery Systems .. Libbey, C. E ... LRC 
Parachute Performance at Supersonic Speeds - Charczenko, N.-
LRC 
Aerodynamic Drag and Stability Characteristics of Solid 
and Inflatable Decelerator Devices at Supersonic Speeds .. 
Me Shera, J. T ... LaC 
The Problems of the Energy Dissipation Systems in Space- . 
craft Recovery .. Fisher, L. J ... LiC 
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